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Max Beckmann (1884-1950)is widely
acknowledged as one of Germany's
leading painters of the twentieth
century. His work has affinities with
Expressionism and, in the 1920s,with
Neue Sachlichkeit (NewObjectivity).
However,he remains an isolated figure
in early twentieth-century European
art. Many of his most extraordinary
masterpieces, including most of his
triptychs, were created while living
in exile in Amsterdam between 1937
and 1947.Although he remained
a figurative painter throughout his
career, his engagement with
modernism and his ability to adapt
and innovate in his work resulted in
a highly personal vision and style.
This collaboration, an association
between the Pompidou Centre, Tate
Modern and The Museum of Modern
Art, marks the first occasion since the
1960s that Paris, London and New York
have hosted comprehensive surveys
dedicated to Beckmann's work. This
book, shared between Tate Modern
and The Museum of Modern Art,
is the first comprehensive Englishlanguage catalogue on the artist
published since Beckmann's centenary
retrospective in 1984.It contains new
research by German, American and
British scholars, using documentary
material published over the past
decade. There are, too, several
distinctive essays by practising artists,
for whom Beckmann's contribution
to art has had special significance.

With 174colour and 40 black and
white illustrations
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Foreword

This collaboration marks the first occasion since the 1960s
that Paris,London and NewYorkhave hosted comprehensive
surveys dedicated to the work of Max Beckmann.Weare
delighted to present his extraordinary achievements to an
international audience and firmly believethe power of his
art will come as a revelation to those visitors who are
encountering his work again or those seeing it for the first
time. The selection for each venue has been made by the
curators: DidierOttinger for the Centre Pompidou, Sean
Rainbirdfor TateModern and RobertStorr for The Museum of
Modern Art.Their association has created an exhibition with
a common core but shaped to the requirements of each city.
Beckmannstands as an isolated giant of early twentiethcentury European art. In Germany he struck out on a notably
individualisticpath; expressive rather than Expressionist,
seekingwhat he called a 'transcendental objectivity'for his
figuration alongside the sober realism of 1920sNew
Objectivity.His experience in Paris,where he saw the work
of Picassoand Matisse,encouraged the development of a
more painterly approach. A fusion of these elements
generated a rich pictorial universe of allegoryand myth in the
1930sand 1940s.Beckmannused his paintings to distance
himself from daily reality,but also to comment on his
position as an artist during the calamitous period of European
history through which he lived.Forhim this meant early
celebrity followedby defamation when at the peak of his
powers and reputation. He went into exile during the period
of the Third Reich,before he found final sanctuary and a new
lease of life in the United States,where he died in 1950.
Our debt to lenders to the exhibition is enormous. Many of
Beckmann'spaintings are becoming more fragilewith age and
6

their presence in the exhibition is a testament to the deep
sense of responsibility felt by owners towards the artist.
Severalinstitutions, particularly those in Munich and
St Louis,have major holdings of Beckmann'swork;to them
we owe a specialvote of thanks as the loss of whole groups
of worksto the exhibition has a great impact on their own
displays.The same can be said for institutions and collectors
with smaller groups of exceptionallyfine worksor single
masterpieces which are focal points in their collections.
They include, in particular, private collectorsand museum
collectionsin Berlin,Cambridge,Diisseldorf,Hamburg,
Hanover,Mannheim, NewYork,Stuttgart and Washington.
Tate Modern and The Museum of Modern Art are showing
a common group of works.However,a small number of loans,
including some workson paper and individual paintings,
have been made availableonly to single venues. Wehope the
realisation of the show in London and NewYorkwill match
these owners' profound respect for the artist and their
confidence in the ability of our two museums to enhance
an understanding of Beckmann'sgreat achievement.
Many staff at TateModern and The Museum of Modern
Art have contributed to the successof this project and it is
difficult to thank all of them adequately.The exhibition
has been created and managed by dedicated teams in
both London and NewYork.At Tate Modern Sean Rainbird
has been assisted by Susanne Bieber.Robert Storr,at
The Museum of Modern Art,has been assisted by Roxana
Marcociand ElizabethGrady.They have relied heavilyon
the support of colleaguesin the exhibition departments of
both museums, and on the technical and specialist support
of registrars,conservators,art handlers, communications

and education colleagues,fundraisers and many others.
Our colleaguesin Paris have produced a separate French
catalogue to complement their version of this survey
exhibition. This present catalogue,shared between Tate
Modern and The Museum of Modern Art,is the first
comprehensive English-languagecatalogue on the artist
published since Beckmann'scentenary retrospective in 1984.
It contains new research by German, American and British
scholars,using documentary material published over the
past decade.There are, too, severaldistinctive contributions
by practising artists, for whom Beckmann'scontribution to
art has had special significance.Weare especiallygrateful
to them for agreeing to share their insights in a medium
other than the one with which we more usually associate
them. Impressivelyillustrated, this beautiful catalogue was
designed in Londonby Stephen Coates.It has been edited
by Judith Severneand Sarah Derry,with picture research by
OdileMatteoda-Witte.Weoffer them, along with CeliaClear,
Sophie Lawrenceand RogerThorp, our sincerest thanks.
Generous support for the catalogue has been receivedfrom
Robertand Mary Looker,and from Stephen and Anna-Marie
Kellen.Tothem we owe especial gratitude for giving such
immediate and unquestioning support to the realisation
of this ambitious catalogue.
NicholasSerota
Director,Tate,London

Glenn D.Lowry
Director,TheMuseum of
ModernArt,NewYork

Curators' Acknowledgements

This exhibition would not have happened without the
assistance and adviceof many colleagues,collectorsand
individuals in many places and institutions across the world.
Weare profoundly grateful to them for their generosity and
belief in the project. The enthusiasm of the Beckmannheirs
for this project has been present from the very beginning. The
interest shown from the show'sinception by MajaBeckmann
and Mayen Beckmannand their insights into and information
about Beckmannhave added immeasurably to the quality of
the show.Weare greatly heartened by their support.
Our deepest debt is to those individual and institutional
owners who have agreed to be parted from their important
and valuable worksfor many months. Our warmest thanks go
to those lenders, listed on p.290, including private collectors
who have preferred to remain anonymous.
Wewould like to thank all contributors to the catalogue,
Didier Ottinger,Anette Kruszynski,JillLloyd,Susanne Bieber,
BarbaraCopelandBuenger,LeonGolub,CharlesHaxthausen,
EllsworthKelly,WilliamKentridgeand Nina Peter,for sharing
their insights into this fascinating artist.
Many people have helped with advice,information,
introductions, securing loans and finding solutions to
seemingly insuperable problems. Their contribution has
made this a better show and a more informed catalogue than
would otherwise have been the case.Toeach of them we owe
a vote of thanks. Weare particularly indebted to: Doris
Ammann, FrancesBeatty,Beatricevon Bormann,Wolfgang
Biiche,FrancesCarey,MiekeChill,HowardCreelCollinson,
Christoph Danelzik-Brueggemann,LisaDennison,Anthony
Downey,RichardFeigen,WalterFeilchenfeldt,the late
AnnalieseFoster,HildegardFritz-Denneville,BarbaraGopel,
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Dorothee Hansen, FabriceHergott, CorneliaHomburg,
BarbaraHonrath, Joachim Kaak,ErikaKoltzsch,Christian Lenz,
JeremyLewison,UlrichLuckhardt,Annemarie Lutjens,Karin
von Maur, EvanM.Maurer,Manfred Meurer,DavidNash,
Peter Nisbet,Norbert Nobis,Katrin Rademacher,Seamus
Rainbird,Hilde Randolph,Ines Schlenker,SabineSchulze,Jody
Simon,C.Staufer,Andreas Strobl,BenWillikens,Christiane
Zeiller,and Henry and Martin Zimet.
The preparatory period for this exhibition has been
accompanied by profound shifts within each of our
museums. In Londonthe opening of Tate Modern and
attendant modifications to the organisation of staff have
called for particular concentration and dedication in seeing
this project through to successfulcompletion. The opening of
MoMAQNS,where this exhibition travels after its London
showing,maintains the continuity of The Museum of Modern
Art'sexhibitions programme during the current, ambitious
programme of expansion in Manhattan. The dedication of
many Tateand MoMAstaff kept the project on course.Weare
most fortunate in having their support and participation.
In London we would liketo thank Susanne Bieberin
particular, for her dedication to the realisation of so many
organisational aspects of the project; also,NicholasSerota,
SilviaBaumgart,Sophie Clark,Emma Dexter,Cecile
Malaspina,OdileMatteoda-Witte,Stephen Mellor,Jacqueline
Michell,Ruth Rattenbury,Jonathan Thristan, Sarah Tinsley,
and Sheena Wagstaff.Wehad essential and valuable support
from our colleaguesin Conservationand Transport, led by
Stephen Dunn, Tim Green,ElizabethMcDonald,Brian
McKenzie,GillianSmithson and CalvinWinner;Art Handling,
led by John Duffet,Phil Monk,and Glenn Williams;Education

and Interpretation, led by Jane Burton, Stuart Comer and
DominicWillsdon;Communications,led by ClaireEva,Jane
Scherbaum,Calum Sutton and Nadine Thompson; Visitor
Services,led by Dennis Ahern, Brian Gray,Adrian Hardwick
and Marcus Horley;and Development,led by Jane Brehony,
JenniferCormack,JulesFoster,RichardHamilton and Andrea
Nixon.Tate Publishing never wavered in their backing of the
catalogue;we would like to thank in particular Judith Severne
for her editorial expertise and tireless attention to every
detail, and her colleaguesCeliaClear,Sarah Derry,Sophie
Lawrenceand RogerThorp.
In NewYork,we would liketo thank: RonaldS.Lauder,
Chairman; RobertB.Menschel,President; AgnesGund,
President Emerita; Glenn D.Lowry,Director;James Gara,
ChiefOperating Officer;Jennifer Russell,Deputy Directorfor
Exhibitionsand CollectionSupport; Stephen Clark,Associate
General Counsel;MichaelMargitich,Deputy Director,
External Affairs;Monika Dillon,Director,Exhibition Funding
and AssociateDirector,External Affairs;Ruth Kaplan,Deputy
Director Marketingand Communications; Deborah Schwartz,
Deputy EducationDirector;CarolCoffin,ExecutiveDirector,
The International Council;JayLevenson,Director,The
International Council;MichaelMaegraith,Publisher.Wehad
essential and valuable support from our colleaguesin the
Department of Painting and Sculpture from Kynaston
McShine,ActingChiefCurator,KirkVarnedoe,former Chief
Curator,Cora Rosevear,AssociateCurator,RoxanaMarcoci,
CuratorialAssistant,AvrilPeck,LoanAssistant,Elizabeth
Grady,ResearchAssistant,CaryLevine,Assistant,Hester
Westley,Intern, and Noa Turel,Intern; Department of

Drawingsfrom Gary Garrels,ChiefCurator;Department of
Prints and Illustrated Booksfrom Deborah Wye,ChiefCurator;
Exhibitions and CollectionSupport from BeatriceKernan,
Assistant Director;Exhibitionsfrom Maria D.Beardsley,
Coordinatorof Exhibitions,and Randolph Black,Associate
Coordinatorof Exhibitions;Exhibition Designand Production
from Jerome Neuner, Director,DavidHollely,Designer/
Production Manager,and Peter Perez,Framing,Conservator;
Conservationfrom JamesCoddington,ChiefConservator,and
MichaelDuffy,Conservator;CollectionManagement and
Exhibition Registrationfrom Ramona B.Bannayan,Director,
JenniferWolfe,SeniorAssistant Registrar,Heidi O'Neill,
Assistant Registrar,Peter Omlor,Manager of Art Preparation
and Handling,and RobertJung,Assistant Manager;Library
and Museum Archivesfrom Milan Hughston, Director,
MichelleElligott,Archivist,and JennyTobias,Associate
Librarian,Reference;Communications from Kim Mitchell,
Director;Marketingfrom Peter Foley,Director;Education
from FrancescaRosenberg,Assistant Director,and Amy
Horschak,Museum Educator,Coordinatorof Internships
and International Adult EducationPrograms; Graphic Design
from EdwardPusz III,Director,and ClaireCorey,Production
Manager;Information Systemsfrom KeisukeMita,Manager;
VisitorServicesfrom Diana Simpson,Director.
Sean Rainbird
SeniorCurator,Tate

RobertStorr
SeniorCurator,TheMuseum
of ModernArt
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The Beckmann Effect
Robert Storr

Self-Portrait with
Red Scarf 1917
80 x 60
(31'A x 23 5/
Staatsgalerie
Stuttgart

What is to be done with what Max Beckmanndid? What has
been done with it? If influence is the measure of an artist's
historical significance,then Max Beckmannhas had perhaps
the least impact on his contemporaries or on subsequent
generations of any of the major painters of his period. Not,
of course, that there was any shortage of Beckmannimitators
from the 1920sthrough to the 1950swhen he was most
active and his work was most widely seen. Nor did he lackfor
students during the many years he taught - in Frankfurt at
the StadelArt Schoolbetween 1925and 1933,at the Schoolof
Fine Arts at WashingtonUniversityfor two years starting in
1947,at the Universityof Coloradoin the summer of 1949,and
finallyat the BrooklynMuseum Art Schoolfrom 1949to 1950.
But while a number of the young artists who flockedto him
went on to significantachievements of their own - in America

the geometric sculptor GeorgeRickeyand the gestural figure
painter Nathan Olivera come first to mind - only a few of
them, notably his Viennesedisciple Marie-Louisevon
Motesiczky,worked in anything resembling their mentor's
idiom. It is to Beckmann'scredit that he discouraged students
from aping his manner, though the temptation must have
been irresistibleto many. However,is it also evident that
unlike his German peers at the Bauhaus,the Dutch artists
of the de Stijlgroup, the RussianSuprematists and
Constructivistswho propagated their ideas through the house
organs and academies of the Sovietavant-garde,and French
painters such as Ferdnand Legerwho set up their own atelier
schools,Beckmanndid not have a method or a codified
formal approach to profess.The paradoxical upshot is that
Beckmannstands out among major twentieth-century
11
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2

modernists as a father figure without progeny.
What Beckmanndid have was the authority of a man both
charismatic, and, in spontaneous as well as studied ways,
enigmatic. Diaries,statements, letters and published records
of his conversations offer the vivid impression of someone
generally reluctant to analyse his own practice yet given to
philosophical and poetic speculations.Although accented
with displays of pugnacious irony,the lofty tone and mystical
vocabulary of his writings draw the reader in - just as his
words mesmerised those such as Stephan Lackneror Joseph
Pulitzer who were to lucky enough to have heard them first
hand - while throwing up a screen of secondary verbal images
that partially obscures the basic visual logicof his work.
Beckmann,of course,was a master at concealingone thing
with another, and in fundamental ways his work'svisual logic
is preciselya matter of such overlappings and conflations,
and of the game of semiotic hide-and-seekthey set in motion
and perpetuate through the inherent instability of his
compositions. In the long run, however,concentration on
the artist's dramatic personality and high-flownrhetoric has
come at some cost to the art he made.
On the one hand, many sympathetic interpreters have
had a tendency to be carried awayby the opportunities
afforded them for an essentiallyliterary exegesis to his work.
Its pictorial dynamics are often given short shrift except for
a few generalisations about their theatrical or archaising
aspects, qualities that will come up for further discussion
later on. On the other hand, scepticsand outright detractors
have been all too quick to dismiss Beckmannas a 'merely'
literary artist of an especiallycredulous,conservativeand
therefore suspect variety.For such hostile critics his

12

fascination with the hermetic traditions and his susceptibility
to the transcendental nonsense of theosophical mother
superior Mme Blavatskyand her ilk are the indisputable
proof that his work is essentiallyan exercise in retrograde
mystification in modern dress.
Although in every respect his aesthetic opposite, Mondrian
shared Beckmann'smetaphysical longings and his weakness
for theosophical metaphor and jargon,but efforts at rescuing
this paragon of the avant-gardefrom the clammy embrace
of late Symbolismand its table-tapping enthusiasts have
required turning a blind eye to or simply lopping off the
inconvenient aspects of Mondrian's production in which
Symbolistinfluence and his own esoteric impulse are most
evident. Ffistorianshave imposed a tactful silenceabout the
large body of his writings in which those ideas remained
embedded long after he turned to pure abstraction.
Beckmann'spronouncements are fewer in number than
Mondrian's and less systematic overall,while the integral part
that otherworldlypoetics played in his aesthetic thinking is
plainly visible throughout his middle and late career and
latent before that. Thus there is no question of setting the
problem of his presently unfashionable metaphysical leanings
aside, as has been attempted with Mondrian. Nevertheless,
when Beckmannexclaims in his 1938ars poetica 'On My
Painting'that 'Spaceand space again,is the infinite deity which
surrounds us and in which we are ourselves contained',we
must step back from his grandiloquent but vague onslaught
of abstract statements and ask ourselves not what theology
Beckmannsubscribed to, or what romantic precedent he
meant to evoke,but rather what spatial model these exalted
sentiments were intended to describe,what circumstances or

3
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factors account for them, and why having served Beckmann
so well they proved so hard to pass along,but so crucial to the
handful of artists who have taken them up again?
From the very beginning of his career it was obvious that
the space Beckmannintuited and then deliberatelybuilt to
house his teeming world of emblematic beings and things
unfolded in his imagination at odd, contorted angles to the
evermore reductive space developingout of mainstream
modernism. Havingallied himself with his elders in the
BerlinSeccessionin the defence of EdvardMunch,who had
been attacked by Berlin'sold guard artists, Beckmannhad
come to terms to some extent with the initial geometric
and chromatic distillations of Impressionist and PostImpressionist painting. However,he never relented in his
objections to the decorativeflattening and patterning of the

picture plane typical of work influenced by the Jugendstiland
Art Nouveau.Moreover,at the same time as he was looking
to Munch for inspiration, whose colour blocks,cloisonne
forms and cursive drawing framed psychologicallycharged
scenarioswith which the young artist readily identified,
despite the fact that these were the very deviceshe deplored
in the work of others. Beckmanndevoted himself to creating
overloaded'machines' that improbably and inelegantly
synthesise Michelangelo,Rubens and Delacroix,among other
old masters, and LovisCorinth and Max Slevogtamong the
new.The most fully developed examples were TheBattle 1907
(G85),Resurrection1909 (G104),Scenefrom the Destruction
of Messina1909 (G106)and TheSinkingof the Titanic1912
(no.6).In them the turgidness and awkwardnessof the early
Paul Cezanneis also felt (whether as a consequence of

no.2
Small Death Scene
1906
no x 71(43 y x 28)
Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin,
Nationalgalerie,
Eigentum des
Landes Berlin
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comparable immaturity or of conscious influence),but
otherwise the paintings seem stranded between their
indebtedness to all too obvious historical sources and a
youthful hubris that mistakes itself for radicalism.In short,
Beckmann'sawareness of the possibilitiesoffered by turn-ofthe-century painting lagged behind his energy,but that
abundant energy made him assertive in the area of his
greatest confusion, namely the spatial realm that had been
opened to his generation by Munch, Cezanne,GeorgesSeurat,
Paul Gauguin,and Vincentvan Gogh.
Although Beckmannadmired Cezanne,van Gogh and
Munch - but alwayswith qualifications- he was hard on
Gauguin,passed over Seurat and, before the First World
War,saved his most disparaging remarks for Henri Matisse.
After seeing an exhibition of Matisse'swork at Paul Cassirer's
no.3
YoungMen by
the Sea 1905
148 x 235
(58 >/ x 92 V2)
Kunstsammlung
zu Weimar
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no.4
Double-Portrait of
Max Beckmann and
Minna Beckmann-Tube
1909
143.5x 112
(56 V2x 44 '/s)
Staatliche Galerie
Moritzburg Halle,
Landeskunstmuseum
Sachsen-Anhalt

gallery in Berlinin 1909 he wrote:
I dislikedthe Matisse paintings intensely.One piece of
brazen impudence after another. Whydon't these people
just design cigarette posters, I said to Shocken,who fully
shared my opinion. Curiousthese Frenchman - otherwise
so intelligent - can't say to themselves that after the
simplificationpracticed by VanGogh and Gauguin,it's time
to go back to multiplicity.There is no way past those two:
you have to take what they have achieved,turn back,and
look for a new path from some earlier point on the route.'
He would be equally dismissiveof WassilyKandinskyand of
Picasso,whose abstract work he referred to contemptuously
as 'chessboard,'or 'necktie' art.

7
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In retrospect Beckmann'sjudgements seem stuffy
and myopic,and place him in the company of ordinary
philistines of the period. Indeed, as was common among
traditionalists who felt obliged to acknowledgethe advent
of the new modes of painting but were loathe to cede any
substantial ground to them, Beckmanncontended that
abstraction as such was unnecessary or redundant because
it constituted nothing less - or more - than the formal
template or foundation essential to the composition of all
great works,and, while serving that function had no need
to be made visible for its own sake.And yet, countering the
position of a friend who ranked the structure of paintings
below'the overall impression',Beckmanndeclared:'I would
place it above.The structure is the handwriting of the
painting.' On another occasion,he elaborated:

it is ludicrous, in any case,to talk so much about cubism,
or structural ideas.Asif there were not a structural idea
embodied in every good painting, old and new including,if you like,those calculatedto achievecubist
effects.The great art lies in concealingthese - in a sense basic compositional ideas in such a way that the
composition lookscompletely natural, and at the same
time rhythmical and balanced: constructed in the
best sense of the word.What is feeble and overly
aesthetic about the so-callednew painting is its failure
to distinguish between the idea of a wallpaper or poster
and that of a 'picture'.
Compounding this categoricalargument was Beckmann's
disdainful gendering of decorativeart. After his return ^

Images of the
Times in Beckmann's
EarlyWork
Sean Rainbird

In published comments and private
correspondence both early in Beckmann's
career and at later intervals, the artist repeated
an intention to make art that was directly
relevant to the times in which it was made.
'Right now', he exclaimed in his 'Creative
Credo' written in September 1918in the
immediate aftermath of Germany's
devastating military defeat and consequent
social and political upheaval, 'we have to get
as close to people as possible ... [so] that we
give them a picture of their fate'. To achieve
this the artist could not afford to be a distant
observer. Rather, as Beckmann had declared
in November 1917,one needed to be 'a child
of one's time'. These observations echoed
a similar intention expressed in his diary ten
years earlier about creating an art 'that can

3
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always be immediately present in the
essential aspects of life'.
In late 1908 Beckmann first depicted
a public event, one that showed a collective
experience rather than the solitary moods
one encounters in his many early coastal
landscapes. Before then his most ambitious
multi-figure paintings had been large-scale
biblical and mythological scenes. These
include The Battle 1907 (G85),The Deluge 1908
(G97)and Mars and Venus 1908 (G91).Balloon
Race (no.5)shows a scene in the winter of 1908
that Beckmann might have witnessed: hot air
balloons ascending from a stadium in a
contest named after the newspaper publisher
James Gordon-Bennett. However, Beckmann's
picture appears less concerned with depicting
a race than with creating a dreamy

no. 5
Balloon Race
(Ascent of the
Balloons in the
Cordon-Bennett
Race) 1908
70 x 80.5
(27'A x 313/4)
Staatsgalerie
Stuttgart
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atmosphere, with balloons gliding above the
crowd of spectators into the distance behind
some tiered stands.
Shortly afterwards, Beckmann attempted
to give people 'a picture of their fate' - rather
more forcefully than in this impressionistic
painting - in the first of two ambitious
pictures inspired by widely reported
catastrophic events. For the two paintings,
Beckmann reactivated the by now defunct at least for the modern artist - narrative genre
of history painting. On 31December 1908 he
read about a devastating earthquake three
days earlier in Messina, southern Italy. A
particular detail caught Beckmann's attention:
the widespread collapse of the city's buildings
resulted in prisoners escaping from gaol. It
was their crazed assaults on Messina's citizens

that suggested 'the idea for a new picture'.
The artist kept a diary record of his workin-progress. He used newspaper photographs
as source materials, and recorded visits from
models who sat for individual figures in the
painting. The diary documents the diligence
and careful planning behind the gradually
assembled composition. Beckmann clearly
felt that the work's grand status as a
contemporary history painting demanded
such efforts, and modelled the painting on
the work of exponents of the early
nineteenth-century French tradition, in
this case Delacroix. Its truth to life extended
to the colour scheme; it was painted almost
exclusively in factually accurate but visually
deadening ashen greys and browns. This
dullness prompted Hans Kaiser,writer of

the earliest monograph on the artist, to
state it was not the colour 'but the pathos
of Beckmann's vision that reminded one of
Delacroix'. A new, contemporary subject in
Beckmann's work had accordingly, wrote
Kaiser, required a new treatment.
Writing in 1913with the benefit of
hindsight, Kaiser acknowledged the adverse
comments the painting had provoked when
exhibited at the 1909 Secession. It was
criticised for being 'journalistic and
illustrative'. In its defence he proposed that
the passions and grandiloquent gestures,
particularly of the man and woman on the
lower right, symbolised the spirit of the
times, especially the volatile energies of
contemporary Berlin. The critic Julius Elias
suggested Beckmann was not yet artistically
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equipped for such subjects and had produced
a caricature rather than the unedited
'grotesque expression' that the confusion of
life experiences demanded. It was precisely
the presence of the grotesque in the everyday,
full of inconsistencies, brutalities and irony,
that became Beckmann's oft-repeated
objective for the multitude of drawings and
prints he made during the First World War,
based on his observations and impressions
at the front as a medical orderly. Another
commentator, Robert Schmidt, dismissively
and provocatively proposed that the Messina
picture would be better used as a film poster, a
rather different status of image than indicated
by Beckmann's high ambitions for his work.
These criticisms reflect Beckmann's
ambition, but also scepticism that art could
still tackle such narrative subjects on a grand
scale. The implication was that these needs
were better served by the increasing actuality
of news media and either still or cinematic
photography. Before the First World War,
however, Beckmann repeatedly produced
treatments of contemporary, religious and
mythological subjects long since abandoned
by his modernist peers. The critics, though,
did not always differentiate between those of
his pictures that took contemporary themes
as their subject and those that did not. The
actuality of the Messina earthquake gave the
painting no added impact in terms of drama
or sensation, but it further opened the divide
between reportage and painting in the grand
manner that made Beckmann's picture appear
ponderous and overblown.
Beckmann's imagination continued to be

exercised by the contemporary vitalistic urge
for survival in extreme circumstances and for
the search for dominance over fellow humans
when the existing order is unexpectedly
overturned. In 1913he revisited the idea of
competitive survival in Crashing Cyclist(G170),
which shows a dramatic, possibly fatal
crash during a six-day cycle race, the kind of
popular entertainment Beckmann attended
throughout his life. Writing in his diary at
the very end of 1912(the year-end appears to
be a time Beckmann took stock and conceived
of new challenges), Beckmann assessed his
own position as an artist still breaking
through yet challenged by those who were
even younger. Perhaps this sentiment
helped motivate him in the early summer
of 1913to paint his most ambitious history
painting yet.
Three years after the Messina picture,
which Beckmann, perhaps discouraged by
its adverse critical reception, never again
exhibited during his lifetime, his imagination
was fired by another incident of
contemporary catastrophe. The loss of the
Titanic, a large, technically advanced and
supposedly unsinkable luxury liner, on 15
April 1912,was a resounding moment of
hubris. It was steaming at dangerously high
speeds through an area with icebergs in an
attempt to win, on its maiden voyage, the Blue
Riband for the fastest Atlantic crossing. The
composition shows Beckmann emulating his
artistic forebears again, this time Theodore
Gericault's monumental The Raft of the
Medusa of 1819(Louvre,Paris). Beckmann's
picture, however, entirely lacks the
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tension generated by the hopeful striving
of Gericault's figures as they vainly and
despairingly strain after the speck of a ship
that might have rescued them, now
disappearing over the horizon. Aside from
acknowledging the picture's monumentality
and its compositional pyramid of heroically
naked or half-clothed bodies united in their
focus on the disappearing ship, Gericault's
public would have brought to it their
knowledge of the scandalous sequence of
events which led to the shipwreck and
subsequent cannibalism among the survivors,
which had inspired the artist.
A similar wave of publicity and empathy
surrounded the sinking of the Titanic, stoked
by survivors' stories, and photographs and
sketches made on the scene by both the
shipwrecked and their rescuers. Beckmann
aimed to elevate the episode, created not by
individual culpability but by a more general
failure of modernity, to the level of universal
experience. However, his conception is caught
awkwardly between the veracity of witness
reports and the product of his imagination,
anchored in a respectful paraphrasing of
his artistic antecedents. Unlike the Messina
picture, though, closeness to truth was
subordinated to other concerns. The earliest
pencil sketches, based on press reports, show
the upended stern of the sinking liner, with
lifeboats floating around it. However,
Beckmann elected to depict the ship
alongside a gleaming iceberg, still afloat and
with all lights blazing, a visionary presence
rather than an unfolding calamity. In the
seas that dominate the foreground of the

painting are six lifeboats, more circling
aimlessly than at the mercy of the elements.
Incidents of struggle as people fight for places
in the inadequate number of boats are
outweighed by the passivity and resignation
of most of the tightly packed passengers.
In most cases they are dressed neither in
ball gowns, as some survivors reportedly
were, nor in lifebelts. Nor are they, with few
exceptions, fully extracted from their own
times as are many of the heroic nudes in
Gericault's picture.
When Beckmann showed The Sinking of
the Titanic (no.6) at the 1913Berlin Secession
the critical response was mixed. Recognising
and praising the artist's level of ambition, Emil
Waldmann suggested the picture showed the
artist well short of mastery but not afraid of
failure, while Max Osborn compared it
unfavourably with Beckmann's group portrait
also on display, Conversation (no.7):here,
he claimed, was where Beckmann showed his
'extraordinary talent'. Curt Glaser, a writer
and collector who continued to support
Beckmann, most notably in his contribution
to a monograph on the artist published in
1924,suggested, 'his painterly qualities don't
help it to fame because something essential
is missing'. Beckmann, according to Glaser,
merely showed an episode, leaving the sense
of catastrophe 'curiously absent'.
The defining of this essential component
continued to preoccupy both the artist and
his critics. A decade later, Paul Westheim
judged Beckmann's ambition to paint pictures
for art history as a false objective, with the
outcome that, 'when he painted the Titanic

catastrophe, he was defeated by the demands
for actuality made of the journalist'. That
task, he concluded, was better left in the
hands of reporters and photographers. The
corrective lay with Beckmann's less assertive
images, 'when he painted the portrait of the
Baroness Hagen or the small Balloon
picture', each of which encapsulated his
true character: 'Beckmann is more Beckmann,
when he occasionally lets go'.
Beckmann was not alone in coming up
against the limitations inherent in
constructing universal statements. While his
uncompromising ambition and willingness
to take risks were regarded by some critics as
praiseworthy attitudes, the genre of history
painting as inherited from the previous
century proved insufficient to satisfy
demands in an age where photography,
journalism and early cinematic technology
could capture and distribute contemporary
events with far greater speed and
verisimilitude. Antique mythology or
biblical subjects had a continued presence
in Beckmann's own early works and those of
German artists of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, such as Lovis
Corinth, Hans von Marees and Max Klinger,
creating a weighty vehicle for totalising
sentiments. However, the horrors of the
First World War and their unique impact on
individuals had demonstrated the loss of
the common currency of shared beliefs and
values that had validated those inherited
formulas.
During the war years Beckmann discovered
a quality of thin-skinned directness when
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recording his feelings, rather than the
'disguised sentiment' identified by
Westheim. The shift was noted by an
anonymous critic in 1916who commented
on Beckmann's recent prints: 'he has become
simple and modest in the face of profound
experiences and has gained a new freshness
and immediacy'. Around the same time
the writer Victor Wallerstein compared The
Sinking of the Titanic unfavourably with
Beckmann's more recent wartime prints
and drawings 22It was in these media that
Beckmann finally made the most significant
breakthrough in his stated aims of giving
people an image of their times. As a
printmaker, proposed Gustav Hartlaub in his
introduction to Beckmann's first significant
career retrospective in Mannheim in 1928,
the artist had become the 'protagonist of his
epoch' (p.6).His vision had, according to
Hartlaub, become modern ('zeitgemass') but
also relevant ('zeitnotwendig') to his times.
Hartlaub regretted his inability to show any
of Beckmann's large early paintings, referring
en passant to their inconsistency as 'missed
pitches and direct hits' ('Wiirfe und Treffer').
But with his postwar print portfolios,
especially Hell (see p.56),the artist had finally
come of age. This shift was already being
noticed by the coming generation: because he
was sympathetic to more recent trends in art,
in 1918Beckmann was being proposed as a
possible professor in a student poll (along
with Max Pechstein and Oskar Kokoschka)
conducted by the Munich Academy.
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visit to the 1909 Matisse show in Berlin,
Beckmannwrote:
Then after lunch, walkedto Cassirerand lookedat Matisse
once again; found him even more insignificantand
unoriginal than the last time. The same impersonality
with which he imitates Monet and Degasin one of the
older paintings, he now evolvesinto Gauguin,VanGogh,
and assorted Indian or Chinese primitives.
Only months before, an exhibition of Chinese art had
prompted this reaction from him: 'Andthen I did find the
Chinese too aesthetic for me, too delicate:feminine, as Dora
Hitz rightly said.Alsotoo decorative:I want a stronger spatial
emphasis. My heart beats for a rougher, commoner, more

vulgar art: not one that generates dreamy,fairy-talemoods'.
Here again one hears an echo of his impatience with the
'chinoiserie' of Jugendstiland Art Nouveau,as well as with
Matisse and the more modern artists he tosses into the same
basket.Tocontemporary ears Beckmann'scondemnatory
use of 'feminine' has a problematic as well as distasteful ring,
and his subsequent celebration of a 'masculine mysticism' he
associated with GabrielMaleftkircher,Matthias Griinewald,
Pieter Breughelthe Elder,and van Gogh exacerbates
matters. Nevertheless,in the context, this binary opposition
between the 'female' attenuation, and the 'male' flexing
of forms bespeaks not only the prejudices of the period
but also announces a principled aesthetic demurrer.
Thus,just as Fauvismreached its apogee and Matisse's
impact on German Expressionismwas greatest, just as
23
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Kandinskywas venturing into the uncharted territory of nonobjectivepainting and just as Cubism'spromise was being
fulfilledand consolidated by Picassoand Braque,Beckmann
in effect pulled back from the brink of opportunity and
argued for a re-departure from an unspecified 'earlier point
on the route'. EventuallyBeckmannrevised his view of both
Braqueand Picassoand learned from and competed with
them on equal terms, though he never let down his guard
with respect to pure abstraction. But the moment at which he
balked marked his work as deeply as the discoveriesthat came
after the partial hiatus of the FirstWorldWar.In that regard
it is worth recallingthat the set piece paintings he made
between 1905and 1912are of interest not only as an index of
his huge if still unfocused ambition, but also for their formal
qualities.The most consistently pronounced aspect, from the
relativelymodest SunnyGreenSea 1905(no.8)through The
Battle 1907,and Scenefrom the Destructionof Messina1909
and TheSinkingof the Titanic1912,is the high horizon line
and the virtual occlusionof deep background space by
foreground waves,hills, ruined buildings or clustered figures.
EvenResurrection1909 with its levitating clouds of bodies
moves upward in columns almost parallel to the picture
plane rather than deep into the hollow interior suggested by
Beckmann'scomposition. From the outset, then, he turned
away from the orderly world laid out by Renaissance
perspective,and applied himself instead to carving out and
buttressing a niche for himself and for his cast of characters
that occupied an ambiguous place between the flat surface
on which he workedand the full-bodiedreality he imagined,
the space,in sum, of a painterly bas-relief.
Beckmann'sexperience of the First WorldWargave the
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space towards which he had been groping unexpectedly sharp
new dimensions. His intense drawing and etching during
this period produced the first intimations of his dramatic
transformation from an ambitious stylist entangled in the
hand-me-down conventions of the nineteenth-century grand
manner, to a painter working simultaneously out of his
own experience and out of art historical precedents newly
suggested by and appropriate to it. More than any other time
in his life Beckmann'srhetoric seemed to match the actual
dynamics of his art. There is a breathless quality to the letters
he wrote while in uniform, a feeling of hyper-alertness and
anticipation that diminishes only gradually as weariness takes
over and the carnage mounts. ForBeckmannas for Legerand
many others of their generation, war was a revelation.
In 1915,Beckmann,by then workingas a medical orderly
at the BelgianFront, noted:
YesterdayI was off duty. Instead of going on some short
trip or another, I plunged like a wild man into drawing and
made self-portrait [sic]for seven hours. I hope ultimately
to become ever more simplified,ever more concentrated
in expression, but I will never - this much I know - give
up fullness,roundness, the vitally pulsating. Quite the
contrary,I want to intensify it more all the time - you know
what I mean by intensified roundness; no arabesques, no
calligraphy,but rather fullness and plasticity.
Compare the vigour of this assertion of the importance of
'fullness,roundness, the vitally pulsating' with the defensive
tone that creeps into his previous belittling of Matisseand
Picasso.And consider that all around him were buildings
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and bodies that had been - or would be - smashed and
fragmented. In his letters home, Beckmannlingers over
details of just this sort. 'I spent the entire day at the front
and saw remarkable things. In a totally destroyed village into
which shells were still being fired, I sketched a dead horse
that stretched its stiff legs- from which the hide had been
partially stripped away- into the air.' Worse,is his
description of dying: 'His face was still young, very delicate.
Horrible the way you could suddenly look right through his
face,somewhere near the left eye,as if it were a broken
porcelain pitcher.' And yet more macabre: 'Dead soldiers
were carried past us. I sketched a Frenchman who stuck out
partially from his grave.A grenade explosion has disturbed
his rest.' Whileit was tempered by a growing sense of the
pointlessness of this death and destruction, Beckmann's
enthusiasm for the sights and sounds of war - and one
can only call it that - was predicated on the instinctive
understanding that war not only gave him a subject (though,
compared to Otto Dix and LudwigMeidner,he made
relativelyfew pictures that directly reported on his
experience) but a way of seeing hinted at but never before
realised in his work.'Many of these details will be useless to
me, but slowlythe atmosphere does trickle into one's blood,
and provides me with confidencefor images that I saw earlier
in spirit already.I want to work through all this internally
in order to be able to produce these things in an almost
timeless manner later.'
In a way the blasted landscape and shattered men
Beckmannstudied grotesquely mimicked the disjointed
planes and broken volumes of modernist abstraction in
alternately garish or exsanguinated hues. The horse with

shredded legs,the wounded man with his skull crackedlike
a 'porcelain pitcher' and the Frenchman half-buried in the
ground, were obscene readymades of Expressionist
dislocation and Cubist low relief.It was also against the
background of war that the polarity of harrowing emptiness
and vital superabundance took its definitive form. An element
of synaesthesia enters in at this point, since Beckmannfirst
articulated his new understanding of these spatial antipodes
in musical terms that signal a shift from the harmonics of
his grand prewar pictorial compositions, to the dissonance
of his postwar ones. His early exhilaration at finding himself
amidst the tumult resonates clearlyin a letter of 14October
1914,less than three months into the conflict:
Outside the wonderfully grand sound of battle. I went out
past hordes of wounded and exhausted soldiers that came
from the battlefield and listened to this unique, horridly
grand music. It's as if the gates to eternity are being ripped
open when one of these great salvosechoes toward you.
Everythingsuggests space,distance, infinity to you. I wish
I could paint this sound.
Within a year this exalted infinity had become a wasteland
whose furthest reaches were plumbed by the crash of
exploding shells and spanned by the whistling of bullets.
Bythen, rather than paint this tumult or the emptiness it
pervaded, Beckmannwanted to paint that emptiness out.
In May 1915,he thus wrote:
Everyso often the thunder of cannon sounds in the
distance. I sit alone, as I so often do. Ugh,this unending
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void whose foreground we constantly have to fillwith stuff
of some sort in order not to notice its horrifying depth.
Whateverwould we poor humans do if we did not create
some such idea as nation, love,art with which to cover
the blackhole a little from time to time. This boundless
forsaken eternity. This being alone.

Accordingto standard genealogiesof style,the deliberate
anachronism of Beckmann'sabout-facewould seem to
parallel that of the Italian painters of the MetaphysicalSchool
and of the still more backward-lookingNovecentoin the same
period. Among them figure Giorgiode Chirico,CarloCarra,
Gino Severini,and Mario Sironi,all former modernists who
in the aftermath of the First WorldWarcut their ties with the
Henceforth Beckmann'snemesis was the depopulated
avant-gardeand sought to revivethe traditions of the Italian
sublime he glimpsed from hillside lookouts and the trenches. Renaissanceand of classicismgenerally.Then, of course,there
His horror vacuiiconjures a place where indiscriminate and
was Picasso,bell-wetherof the 'return to order',who, as of 1914,
meaningless death reigns. Forthe artist any and all signs of
drew in the manner of Ingres and subsequently pastisched
life,from the most delightful to the most debased, serve to
the work of the brothers LeNain,even as he continued
blockthis view of the ultimate and total annihilation from
to paint in a variety of other modes, some abstract. The
which he had escaped but which alwaysthreatens to engulf
postwar 'return to order' and backlashagainst Cubism and
humanity. It is a vision that the First WorldWaradumbrated
Expressionismby some of the avant-gardeartists who had
with ghastly clarity,and that the SecondWorldWarand the
invented those tendencies, but suddenly found themselves
AtomicAgerevealedin its full and terrifying extent.
in league with their longstanding aesthetic enemies in the
Beckmann'splunge into this murderous modernity
arriere-garde,epitomised a broad cultural retrenchment
coincidedwith his unexpected immersion in late Gothic and
that extended across Europe and across the Atlantic.However,
Northern Renaissanceart. It was during a leave in Brusselsin
for painters who served in combat, or like Beckmann,bore
1915that he first saw- or any rate saw with freshly sensitised
witness to the casualties,the idea of fracturing forms and
eyes - the work of Breughel,LucasCranach,Rogiervan der
the space they occupy took on an entirely different and
Weyden,and nameless German and Flemish'primitives'.What more literal meaning than it had before the war.
impressed him in particular was 'their almost brutal, raw
Partiallyor whollyreconstituting representational modes
sincerity,almost peasantlike strength'. Foresakinghis earlier that had once been taken apart for the sake of aesthetic
inspirations - Michelangelo,Rubens,Delacroix,and Corinth
innovation signified,in the hands of some veterans,
as well as Edouard Manet and Max Lieberman- Beckmann
something quite distinct from the superficiallysimilar revival
began to claim for himself the constraining formats, angular
of illusionism typical of the neo-classicaland neo-romantic
compositions, hard modelling and 'brutal' descriptivenessof
artists whose work sought refuge in a fantasised past. For
fourteenth-, fifteenth- and sixteenth-century German and
exponents of the Neue Sachlichkeit,or NewObjectivity,such
Netherlandish art.
as Beckmannand Dix,the insistence on the palpable solidity

of images was not just a reaction against earlier modernist
distortions of reality.It was a response to that reality's literal
dismemberment and devastation. Beckmann's'Creative
Credo'of 1918thus evinces a determination to reconstruct a
substantial pictorial language that by-passes Expressionism
as well as Naturalism.
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I don't cry.I hate tears, they are a sign of slavery.I keep
my mind on my business - on a leg,on an arm, on the
penetration of surface thanks to the wonderful effects
of foreshortening, on the partitioning of space;on the
relationship of straight and curved lines, on the interesting
placement of small,variously and curiously shaped round
forms next to straight flat surfaces,walls,tabletops,
wooden crosses,or house facades.Most important for me
is volume, depth, trapped in height and width; volume
on a plane, depth without loosing the awareness of the
plane, the architecture of the picture.
In essence,then, it was impossible to depict the enormity
of destruction he and his contemporaries had seen in visual
terms that took the schematic dismantling of the
phenomenal world for granted. Without a sense of the
integrity of shapes and of their context the violence which
they had observed and wanted to evokewas,in effect,
camouflagedby style.ForBeckmann,the wrenching visions
of the late war needed to be portrayed in all their nakedness,
and that mandated that each element of a composition
assume an even greater specificdensity than was found in
nature, whilst the whole was designed to withstand or at least
register extreme tensions generated around them.

The complex, often cellular structures of medieval and
Renaissancepanel painting - and by extension stained glass
with these same qualities plus dark mullions and leading that
contrast with luminous colour - provided Beckmannwith
formal prototypes. With the often scant or counterintuitive
spatial intervals between figure and ground (in keeping with
Beckmann'spreference for frontal compression but now
rendered in stiff rather than loose contours),the structure
of panel painting remedied the previous disorganisation of
his overcrowdedpaintings yet allowedfor the emphatically
physicalpictorial dynamics he demanded. Leapfrogging
through art history in reversewhile holding fast to the
memory of things upon which his eyes and art had 'gorged'
during military service,the 'earlier point on the route' to
modern painting, about which he had speculated in 1909
and to which he now doubled back,was centuries rather than
years or decades before the Post-Impressionists.However,
as 'primitives' of his era, Cezanne and van Goghwere granted
a special standing alongside Beckmann'snew heroes, Gabriel
Maleftkircher,Matthias Griinewaldand Breughel.
The progressivedigestion and recasting of these precedents
can be easilytracked in the sequence of paintings that
preoccupied Beckmannfollowinghis demobilisation in 1915.
Formallyspeaking,the vast unfinished ResurrectionII1916-18
(fig.13on p.102)is a reprise of TheSinkingof the Titanic1912
(no.6),with the inclined foreground merged with the
mountain on the horizon in the later painting substituting for
the solid wall of water in the earlier. Scattered over the surface
of TheSinkingof the Titanicare clusters of lumpy figures that
seem to be struggling less against the turbulent waters welling
up around them than against the maelstrom-likesuction of
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three dimensions collapsinginto two. In ResurrectionII,by
comparison, the generally sinewybodies are dispersed across
the canvas like scraps of wood on the desert floor,though
some appear to float above and others seem half buried in
arid earth. Direct references to the tortured anatomy of late
Gothic painting are explicit in the figures in the upper half
of the picture, but as yet Beckmannhad not absorbed the
compositional lessons of such work,and the multipart
scenario and abrupt changes in scalefrom area to area are not
united by any larger and more integrated conception of the
whole.Descentfrom the Cross,Christand the WomanTaken
in Adulteryand Adam and Eve,all 1917(nos.9-11)are in some
measure a retreat from the ambition of Resurrection,but
in them Beckmannperfects his hybrid of anachronistic and
quasi-Cubisticfiguration while nuancing his sometimes
gratingly colourful,sometimes blanched palette.
In TheNight 1918-19(no.59)the transformation of
Beckmann'sart and the realisation of his wartime
presentiments are complete. Revolutionsupplied him with
his subject,but the agony of the image is equally a matter of
calculatedviolence done to the conventions of representation.
Matching the hideousness of medieval martyrdom paintings
and crucifixions,Beckmanndescribes the atrocities of
modern civilwar with pointed political ambiguity; the
identities of the pipe-smokingtorturer who twists the hanged
man's arm and the brute in front of the window,and their
party affiliation,is never made entirely clear.But the visceral
pain evokedby this scene is not only the product of explicit
cruelty,but of the punishing contraction and inversion of
convexities and concavities,which buckle windows,
floorboardsand ceilingbeams and generate outward
no.11

Adam and Eve
1917
79-5 x 56.7
(31'A x 22 3/s)
Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin,
Nationalgalerie
fig i
The Night 1918-19
(See no.59 on
pp.98-9
for large
reproduction)

pressures that all but crush the foreground victims
sandwichedbetween these flexing architectural planes and
the invisiblepicture plane. In TheNight, space is put on the
rack.For Beckmanna painting was an organic entity, and this
painting, in particular, a corporeal spasm. In the wan light of
his nocturnal hell no distinction is made between animate
and inanimate imagery.Human legs and table legs are
splayed in the same way;the tautness of stretched fabric or
the tensile strength of a window frame are analogous to
distended flesh and rigid,brittle bone.
Although less excruciating,other canvasessuch as Family
Portrait and Carnival,both 1920(nos.12,13),and TheDream
1921(no.14),ratchet perspective in and out in comparable
fashion, as do cityscapessuch as TheIron Footbridge1922
(no.44).Packedwith incident, these paintings of the late

1910sand early 1920sset the formal terms for the remainder
of Beckmann'scareer.And whilst his oeuvre is replete with
calmer, less congested paintings in the traditional genres still life,portraits, landscape - structurally they are exceptions
to or partial relaxations of the rule established by the
paradigm-setting canvases,and reworkedthrough the latter
half of Beckmann'scareer in his triptychs and other similarly
dynamic or heavilyfreighted pictures.
The lateral zig-zagcomposition and volumetric rise
and fall of Northern medieval and Renaissancealtarpieces
contained grisaillerenditions of carved niches that at times
almost erased the perceptual differencebetween painting and
sculptural relief.Adapting them to his purposes, Beckmann
in effect invented his own faceted version of modernist 'pushpull',a term coined by Hans Hofmann. Hofmann was an

no.12
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1920
65.1x 100.9
(255/s x 39 3/4)
The Museum of
Modern Art, New
York.Gift of Abby
Aldrich Rockefeller,
1935
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no.13
Carnival 1920
186.4 x 91.8
(733/g x 36 >/s)
Tate, London.
Purchased with
assistance from the
National Art
Collections Fund
and Friends of the
Tate Gallery and
Mercedes-Benz
(UK)Ltd 1981

no.14
The Dream 1921
184 x 87.5
(72'/a X34 Va)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest
of Morton D. May
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acquaintance and disciple of Matisse.His theory of push-pull
is predicated on the tendency of colour of different intensities
spread over different areas to advance or retreat in relation to
one another in a way that creates the optical sensation of deep
space but obviates its literal delineation. Beckmann'spushpull divergesfrom Hofmann's in that it is based on drawn and
modelled forms, but it is no more consistent perspectivally
than Hofmann's.LikeHofmann's it derives much of its force
from the surface tension the picture plane exerts on the
different aspects of the composition. In Hofmann's work
'flatness' reigns supreme. The formal energy of Beckmann's
work is produced by a contest between volume and
compression,where bowed shapes and oblique angles
leverageflatness,but flatness prevailsoverall.
AsBeckmann'sart developed,he reconciledhimself with
Matisse.Forexample, the tipped floor and slanted bar at the
right-hand margin of TheBath 1930(no.74)or the similar
slash of colour at the edge of Self-Portrait with Horn 1938
(no.150)recall comparable,albeit subtler, less muscular
devicesin Matisse'sGrand Interior at Nice1918-19(Art
Institute of Chicago).Here the gently rising stroke and leaning
interval on the left-hand side of the painting operates as a
vertical repoussoir,accenting the scene'svery lackof depth
with a graphic device- the diagonal- that is usually
employed to suggest recession but at this acute angle does the
opposite. Moreover,by the late 1930sBeckmann'spreviously
pasty, chalkyhues began to resemble the broad, matt
application and chromatic range and saturation of his former
bete noire,not to mention the corresponding waysin which
both men, inspired by Manet, used blackas a colour.In all,
Beckmanns corrugated or tactile surfaces of the late 1910s
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through to the 1920soffered an alternative to the syntax of
Cubist and Fauvistpaintings, but assimilated a number of
their qualities by turning tonal sheets or chromatic
membranes into chiselledfacets that were juxtaposed
without regard to the demands of realism.Astime went on,
Beckmanneased the tension on structures that held together
this amalgam of eccentric shapes and grafted geometries,
eventually allowingflat areas and flattened forms to slip in
front of or behind each other. But paintings from Hellof the
Birds1938(no.101)to Acrobaton a Trapeze1940 (no.ioo), The
King1933,1937(no.95)and all of his triptychs show that at any
moment Beckmanncould pull that structure tight again and
its fleshed-out volumes would swell,thrust and bind as they
had before.
Triptychs permitted Beckmanna greater concentration
and a more elaborate choreography of images than the single
canvas.Peter Selzdates the return of multi-panel formats in
German art to 1880when Hans von Marees painted his
Judgement of Paris (whereaboutsunknown).The idea was
quicklypicked up by Max Klinger,Franz von Stuck,Fritzvon
Uhde and others. In fact, the practice had been revivedby
the Romanticsas early as 1814,and was widespread in
Belgium,France,Germany and the Netherlands for a century
and more to follow,particularly among Symbolistand
Naturalist artists eager to sacralisetheir poetic or humanist
themes. Among the painters roughly of Beckmann's
generation who painted polyptychs before him were Piet
Mondrian (Evolution1910-11,Haags Gemeentemuseum,
The Hague),ErichHeckel(WomanConvalescing1913,BushReisingerMuseum, Cambridge,MA),EmilNolde (Maryof
Egypt1912,FolkwangMuseum, Essen),August Macke
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(,ZoologicalGarden 1912,LenbachMuseum, Munich),and
Otto Dix (Metropolis1927-8,Galerieder Stadt, Stuttgart).
Forhis part Matisse had composed his MoroccanTriptych
in 1912(PushkinMuseum, Moscow),and in 1931-2painted
the tripartite TheDanceII (TheBarnesFoundation,Merion,
Pennsylvania).In short, in 1932when Beckmannset to work
on his first triptych, Departure (no.6o),a considerablelegacy
of modern variations on multipanel painting stood between
him and the medieval prototypes to which they more or less
explicitly referred.That said, Beckmann'spainterly allusions
to Gothic figuration are more pronounced than those of most
of his contemporaries in this period, though Ernst Barlach
(as a sculptor and printmaker) and KarlSchmidt-Rottluff
(as a printmaker) had gone at least as far in this direction.
If the Romanticsand the Symbolistshad borrowed from
the art of the MiddleAgesin order to givetheir images a
pietistic aura, Beckmann,in quoting dramatic religious
scenes,was far more attracted to the profane aspects of the
work of this period. Tothat extent he seemed to have been
as interested in the contorted buffoonery of the misericords
and burlesque marginalia found on the pews near church
altars as in the altarpieces themselves. Such medieval and
EarlyRenaissancemixtures of vulgar masquerade and alltoo-human humanism have been discussed at length by
MikhailBakhtin in his writings on Rabelais's'carnivalesque'.
It is unnecessary here to recapitulate his basic arguments
concerning the socialfunction of ritualised role-reversaland
mockery.Sufficeit to say that the martyrdom of TheNight
(no.59)and the mystical allegoriesthat issued from it have, as
their counter-term in Beckmann'soeuvre, myriad examples
of such sociallycriticalgrotesquery.Moreover,the transition

from such outdated versions of the grotesques to manifestly
modern ones was smoothed by the actual continuity of
popular theatre, for which Beckmannwas an enthusiast.
Herein lies another important distinction to be made
between Beckmann'suse of antique motifs and that of
Picasso,Severiniand the neo-classicists.Accuratelyassessing
the nature and political as well as poetic significanceof their
appropriations from the past requires carefully
distinguishing among the social signs inscribed in their
separate selections of models for paraphrase. Whilst
Commedia della Arte had originated as a popular theatrical
form in the sixteenth century, by the eighteenth it had been
embraced and fundamentally reconfigured by artists in noble
courts and salons.The late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury resuscitation of Harlequin and his cohort - in the
poetry of Guillaume Apollinaire,in SergeiDiaghilev's
commissions for LesBalletsRussesand so on into painting was therefore a return to a semi-aristocratictradition with
already refined vernacular prototypes rather than to a true
vernacular tradition. Beckmann'snightclub and sideshow
performers are, to a far greater degree,the linear descendants
of their medieval and Renaissancearchetypes but they do not
appear in period costume, nor do their sometimes Gothic
antics and postures trigger nostalgia for a lost era. Neither,for
that matter, are they 'volkisch'in the way sanctioned by the
nominal aesthetes who formed the 'modernist' wing of the
NaziParty,and who, for so long as Hitler allowed,championed
the work of ideologicallyfence-sitting artists such as Barlach,
Heckel,Noldeand Schmidt-Rottluff. Rather they are the
contemporaries and colleaguesof Bertolt Brecht'sunderworld
characters,and of the Weimardemi-monde in general.
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Overlaidon the iconicelements, but, more importantly, on
the structures of Beckmann'smedievalisingallegories,were
the characters and staging conventions of popular theatre.
That Beckmannwas conscious of this is as obvious from
commentaries on his art as from his art itself.In a 1939letter
to Stephan Lacknerhe wrote not as an imitator of but as a
close observer and self-styledcompetitor of Grand Guignol.
One must admit that unknown stage-directorstry
everything to make the situation more interesting, in the
sense of a penny-dreadful.Criticallywe must state that
unfortunately, they don't have many new ideas any more,
and that we now have the right to stage something new.
And that, after all,will occur sooner or later. I,for my part,
am busily preparing new stage sets among which the play
may go on.
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Beckmann's'sets' translated all the standard apparatus of
the real thing into painting equivalents:'flats' and 'teasers'
defined the frame in which action took place and cropped
details where necessary;the raked 'stage' gave an at once
frontal and overhead view while shoving the 'players'
forward into the laps of the 'audience', surrogates for which
sometimes included heads pinched between the lip of'stage'
or platform and the loweredge of the canvas.Surrogatesof
this kind were like caricatural antitheses of the representative
figures that appear in CasparDavidFriedrich'stranscendental
landscapes.Beckmann'swork is the total collapseof
Friedrich'sexpansiveness measured against such figures.
Under these conditions simultaneous narratives or tableaux
vivantswere superimposed, distributed to distinct areas of
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a picture - 'downstage,''upstage,''stage left,''stage right' - or
partitioned off by the bits of decor - a door, mirror, pillar - or,
in the triptychs, by the fissure which separates one panel from
the next. Within this intricate spatial construct, members of
Beckmann's'cast' would unite as a chorus, face-offin conflict,
pantomime, clownat the footlights and stand in introspective
isolation;they would orate, scream, deliver asides,soliloquise
and stand silent. And,as is alwaystrue of the grotesque,
Beckmann'sjarringlyencompassed both tragic themes and
comic relief.Forexample, in the left-hand panel of Departure
hideous tortures reminiscent of TheNight are depicted, while
in the right-hand panel a drole though solemn drummer
marches past seemingly obliviousto the anguish behind him.
Whatevertheir role, all those who take to the boards in his
paintings are oriented toward the 'audience'.They strike
poses that project their exaggeratedlystereotypical or cryptic
personas in the direction of the viewer,of whom they appear
to be more aware than of each other. Thus there is no
suspension of disbelief- no naturalism or supernaturalism in Beckmann'stheatricality.But there is a suspension and
conflation of time. Once again medieval and Renaissance
precedents fuse with the music hall and the circus.In the
former the protagonist of a story may show up severaltimes,
or episodes from the story that happened in sequence may
be presented in contiguous sections.In the latter, beginning,
middle, and end telescope into a continuous flowof multiple
performances consigned to one, two or three rings just as
they might be to one, two or three panels in an old painting.
Bythese means, Beckmannarrived at his own rendition of
the early twentieth-century notion of 'simultaneism' in which
the plastic and symbolic layering of a work contrives to

represent a world of multiple dimensions of space and time
within a single context. The paintings reflect the viewers'
awareness of the complex and simultaneous unfolding of
events and the shifting focus of consciousness they
experience in the age of speed. Simultaneism was an
invention of Cubist painting and collage, carried forward
into new media by photographic and cinematic montage.
It was a quintessentially modernist trope that expressed
itself in aesthetic terms that usually highlighted not only the
competing nature of images under such circumstances but
also their disparate types of facture - illusionistic and antiillusionistic painting techniques, mechanical reproduction,
typography, relief, and so on. Beckmann's compound of
popular theatre and Gothic painting achieved a similar visual
estrangement and recombination of images. These afforded
him many of the same opportunities to explore the dynamics
of narrative and representation, but in a style that stood
apart from, while being informed by, the prevailing practices
of the Cubist, Dada, Constructivist and Surrealist avantgarde. Out of these styles Beckmann synthesised a coherent
but patently artificial manner, creating a contained but
internally disjointed setting in which seemingly incoherent
24

or contradictory images could be incorporated into this
mis-en-scene.
Beckmann regularly took a seat at the theatre or at cabaret
tables and also wrote Expressionist plays. Art historian Claude
Gandelman has argued that by capitalising on his appetite for
and critical understanding of all forms of theatre, Beckmann
managed to assimilate his borrowings from medieval art and
assign them functions that went beyond and in some way
counter to the 'timeless' aesthetic of pure pathos (in German,

Pathosformel ) towards which so much other work that drew
on those antecedents tended. Gandelman's descriptions of
the experimental productions of Weimar dramatist-directors
Erwin Piscator and Bertholt Brecht suggest intriguing
correlations between their radical spatial remapping of the
stage and polyptych design. They also underscore how the
techniques that Piscator and Brecht developed were used
to turn the passive spectator of conventional theatre into
an engaged participant confronted by 'objective' contrasts
which brought his or her suppressed inner conflicts and the
irreconcilable choices he or she faced into sharp but
deliberately inconclusive focus. Gandelman writes:
It is my opinion, that, if Max Beckmann used a traditional
Pathosformel [of the triptych], it was precisely in order to
turn it into anti-pathos. Beckmann did for the traditional
triptych form just what Brecht did for the 'pathetic' ballad
form, or for the pathetic rhetoric of the Bible in his
Hauspostille and in his early Neue Sachlichkeit plays, what
Neue Sachlichkeit composers like Hindemith, Eisler or Weill
were doing for traditional pathetic and emotional forms in
music. Beckmann, like Brecht, was an exponent of the anti
pathetic and anti-dramatic spirit of the Neue Sachlichkeit.
It is going too far, perhaps, to say that Beckmann's
histrionic paintings are, in the final analysis, basically antidramatic as well as anti-pathetic. Indeed, works such as The
Night and Departure have both qualities in carefully
calibrated proportion. Yet neither painting promises a
dramatic resolution: the night described in the former will
end terribly but also be repeated ad infinitum, and in the
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meantime action is arrested at the height of its ferocity and
gruesomeness; whilst the question of a 'destination' for
the departed goes poignantly unanswered in the latter. Nor
do they resolveon a single emotional chord. Beckmann's
paintings are dialectical.In every respect their elusive
symbols and taut but unstable pictorial structure juxtapose
antithetical terms - often at the highest pitch of contradiction
- and hold them in that state of tension for viewersto
examine, decipher, assimilate and reorder in their minds.
There is no prospect that the painter will release the viewers
from the discomfort these contradictions may cause or
shortcut their engagement by easing the tension or handing
over the keys to his semiotic codes.
Byand large,this dialecticalcomponent of Beckmann's
work has gone unacknowledgedin contemporary critical
discourse.Consequently,the parallelswith and alternatives
to avant-gardecollageand montage of the 1910s,1920sand
1930sthat Beckmann'swork raises have likewisebeen by
passed. Instead, the tendency has been to regard Beckmann
as a stalwart defender of the verities of traditional painting which he was in his writings - rather than as a formal
innovator within that tradition who, in his studio practice,
paved the way for others who shared his reservations about
formal reductionism but also his drive to make pictures that
portrayed modernity in its sometimes raucous, sometimes
grand, too often horrifying and alwaysmanifold aspects.
When reduced to simple description or fulsome adjectivesthe
richness of Beckmann'sart loses its definition - and its critical
edge.Thus,complacent conservativescling to him while
denigrating painters of today,whose deep disquiet and abrupt
painterly attack recallshis, even as those workingtheir way
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through the heritage of radical modernism - Dada and
Constructivismespecially- tend to ignore the possibilities
implicit in his accomplishment, and may actually scorn him,
like some postmodern critics,as just another backsliderof the
post First WorldWarera.
Both camps underestimate Beckmann'slegacy,but, as was
said in the beginning, the search for Beckmann'simmediate
heirs is, for the most part, a frustrating, even distracting
exercise.Turning to his own generation, for example, one
can find many qualities in common between Beckmannand
the pioneering American modernist Marsden Hartley.Like
Beckmann,Hartley favoured bold, dense, unatmospheric
colours,heavy blackcontour drawing,the liberal use of
chroma-subduing whites, and a range of angular shapes or
curved lozenges all of which give his canvas a monumental,
almost carved feeling.LikeBeckmann,he also leaned strongly
toward mysticism and its esoteric sign languages.Moreover,
he spent the years preceding the First WorldWarin Germany,
though in that period he flirted with Fauvismand Cubismputting him at opposite ends of the stylisticcontinuum from
Beckmannwho disdained both - and, between 1912and 1914,
Hartley came up with his own Symbolistvariant on Cubism.
In 1946,a year before Beckmann'simmigration to the
United States and a year followinghis wartime isolation in
Amsterdam when he almost entirely disappeared from view,
Clement Greenbergreintroduced the German painter to the
American public by noting that 'his affinitieswith Hartley are
amazinglyclose'. These affinities,however,are just that; they
are not evidence of any direct impact of Beckmannon Hartley.
Hartley never mentions Beckmannin his considerable
writings, and some of his most 'Beckmannesque'paintings
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predate those of Beckmannhimself or were made before
Hartley (wholeft Germany in 1915)would have had a chance
to see Beckmann'spostwar work in Americaor in France
where Hartley travelled on and off in the 1920s.Furthermore,
despite its iconic,sometimes compartmentalised or cloissone
composition, Hartley'swork never addressed the issue of the
simultaneous contrast of narratives,moods, pictorial systems
or points of viewwith anything approaching the complexity
of Beckmann's.
Except,then, for superficialstylistic similarities with the
work of other, generally lesser,artists, one looksin vain for
a 'Beckmanneffect' until the 1970s.The fact that it finally
registered in that period has much to do with the stresses
of the time, and the ways in which they made Beckmann's
dangling proposals useful in unanticipated ways.The two
most significantexamples are the American painter Philip
Guston and the German JorgImmendorff.
Guston was the first to latch onto the potential contained
in Beckmann'smix of nested symbols and theatrical spatial
constructs, but only with a long delay between his initial
emulation of Beckmannand his ultimate absorption and
unrestrained redeployment of the options and ideas
extracted from his example. Guston's first important
encounter with Beckmannwas at a 1939exhibition of his
work at the BuchholzGalleryin NewYork.This came towards
the end of Guston'syears as a Depressionera mural painter,
when (likehis friend JacksonPollock),he was preoccupied
by JoseClemente Orozco,DiegoRivera,and DavidAlfaro
Siquieros,as well as by Picasso.Thereafter,throughout the
1940s,Guston attempted to adapt Beckmann'sapproach and
the metaphysical aura of de Chiricoto the American scene,

with varying degrees of success.Starting in 1950he
abandoned figuration for more than a decade and a half, and
returned to it full force in 1969 in response to the polarising
effects of racial strife, the Vietnam war and the rise of Richard
Nixon.In the 1940s Guston was consumed by the problem
of finding an idiomatic American equivalent for Beckmann's
way with line and colour.Bythe late 1960s this had been
replaced by a bravura gesturalism, powered by his mastery of
Abstract Expressionismbut harnessed to broad caricatures.
None the less,all the essential traits of Beckmann'sparadigm
are there, metamorphically changed by different historical
circumstances and Guston's extraordinary painterly fluency
and gift for improvisation. Thus the scenes Beckmann
composed out of scavengedbits and pieces of pre-modern
paintings and the theatre recur in Guston's visions of a
ravaged imperial Americawith its lumpish, woebegone
Everymanand its slapstickthugs. WhileGuston never
resorted to the triptych format, Flatlands 1970with its
panoramic refuse in staggered rows or the tiered universe
of Pit 1976(fig.2)with its orchestra pit/crack-of-hell
foreground, rock strewn stage, curtain-likefires and central
painting as stage-within-a-stageinvolvethe same problems
of the congestion and/or encapsulation of images tackled by
Beckmann.In Guston, as in Beckmann,these devicescreated
room in which a divided soul in a divisivetime and place
could ruminate, act out, dissent, argue with the world and
disagreewith itself.And they transfer such self-questioning
to the viewerby means of formal and pictorial oppositions aggressionand delicacy,melancholy and lampoon, and hard
to identify with, impossible to shrug off personificationsof
the painter and the 'man/woman-in-the street' in which

fig.2
Philip Guston
Pit 1976
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National Gallery of
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Courtesy of the
McKee Gallery,
New York
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existential anxiety and inscrutability combine.
Much the same seems to have been the case when at the
end of the 1970sImmendorff, prankster acolyte of Joseph
Beuysand later agit-prop painter for the Maoist Left,began
to execute a group of paintings on the themes of East/West
confrontation, the shadowybut omnipresent Nazipast, and
the rise and fall and rise of the post-1960 counter-culture.
Immendorff s series is collectivelytitled 'CafeDeutschland'
after a more prosaic painting, CafeGrecoby Renato Guttuso
(1976,Sammlung Ludwig,Aachen),in which the artist
rounded up various notables such as de Chiricoand sat
them down in the eponymous meeting place in Rome as
incarnations of the past. Instead of choosing an equally
venerable site in Germany,Immendorff created an infernal
punk club,based on a bar in Dtisseldorf(fig.3).There amidst
balconies,banquettes, bars and cellarshe choreographed
a riot of symbols representing the Germany'sclashing
ideologiesand warring generations. The paint handling is
vigorouslyslapdash, and the whole ambiance hallucinogenic
rather than 'objective',but here again basic coordinates and
strategies derived from Beckmannare readily recognisable
although much altered. Subsequent series such as CafeFlore
1991and recent, even more literallytheatrical pictures such as
TheRake'sProgress1993-4 move the location to Paris between
the world wars - where Immendorff appears as a timetravelling interlocutor with Beckmann,Max Ernst,Francis
Picabia,Kurt Schwittersand others - or to WilliamHogarth's
Londonwhere his concerns shift the emphasis awayfrom
politics to art. Stillthe manipulation of his storyoverlapping/story-splitting space-frameremains essentially
the same throughout Immendorff's work,as does the

dialecticalinterplay of his personificationsof history.
With its costumes, props, and skits,Immendorff's
invention in the mid-1960s of the anarchic art tendency,
LIDL- like Dada this nonsense word signifiesa childlike
playfulness- establishes his roots in conceptual and
performance-basedpractices that flourished in spite of or
at the expense of painting in that period. Immendorff's
wholehearted return to painting in effect helped partially to
close an aesthetic gap that had been opened by Neo-Dadaof
the late 1950sthrough to the mid-1970s.Immendorff's fusion
of 'idea' art and painting was paralleled by that of numerous,
otherwise quite dissimilar painters, including Anselm Kiefer,
SigmarPolkeand Gerhard Richter,but alone among them
Immendorff with his overtly hectic theatricality points
towards Beckmann.
In Immendorff's subterranean soul-sickworld all is
cacophony.TakingBeckmann'scue - and making the link
Beckmanndid between sight and sound, the crash of war
and the pile up of waste - Immendorff erects visual barriers
against the emptiness of ColdWarculture out of ColdWar
detritus that mimic a rock-and-roll'wallof sound'.That his
style is more cartoonish than Beckmann'sdoes not signal
a decline in seriousness but a change in the vernacular he
appropriates in his period from the vernacular Beckmann
tapped into in his time. Eventhough at its best Immendorff's
work has the ominousness of Beckmann'sit has none of
the latter's melancholy or brooding quality.Guston's does.
In the final analysis,Guston's paintings of 1967to 1980
constitute the most fully realised complement to Beckmann's
oeuvre, in part at least because in the work of both artists
a sense of the material density of human things is clearly
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counterposed against the spatial vastness of all that
transcends individual human existence.Crucialin this
dynamic is the degree to which volume, mass and tactility
belong to objects and not to the space itself.Thus Beckmann
would write: 'Acomprehensive construction attempts the
translation of the three dimensional space of the world of
objects into the two dimensions of the picture plane.' And
so while the armatures of Beckmann'spicture may be heavy,
they never rival the specificgravity of the figures and their
symbolic attributes that they support. Guston's actors and
props have this same physicalityto them, but in paintings
such as Painter's Table1973(privatecollection)and even more
so in Painter'sForms 1972(fig.4)and Painter'sFormsII 1978
(estate of the artist) an equivalencyis created between objects
and language, such that in the last example a disembodied
mouth disgorges stamping or marching legs as if it were
uttering the words for 'mob' or 'fascism'.Just as one may
usefully read the present through the past which prepared
it, so too one may profit on occasionfrom reading the past
in the light shed by the present. In addition to recalling
Beckmann'sderivations from medieval art and the stage,
one may reconsider the literary aspect of his images and
the structures holding them in place from a linguistic
perspective.In that context, as is true for Guston, Beckmann's
protagonists and the emblematic forms with which they
coexist are the subjects and objects,nouns, verbs and
adjectivesof pictorial phrases whose syntax is the overall
architecture of the picture, with each panel of the triptych
resembling paragraphs in a fragmentary fable,or, more
accurately perhaps, stanzas in an incomplete Symbolistpoem.
This said, Guston's approach to such 'objective'symbolism

divergessignificantlyfrom Beckmann'swhen it comes to
their differing attitudes toward the space in which images
of this type accumulate. And,given the dialecticof object and
emptiness they share, those differencesare telling.
As previously noted, Beckmann'svoid has its origins in
the howling no man's land of the First WorldWar.Initially,
then, his horror vacuii had an accent on horror; thereafter,
it became associated in Beckmann'smind with a more
general spiritual agoraphobia. Returning to Beckmann's
remarks about the spatial dilemma implicit in his art quoted
from from 'On My Painting',at the beginning of this essay,
one reads:
Height,width, and depth are the three phenomena that
I must transfer into one plane to form the abstract surface
of the picture, and thus to protect myselffrom the infinity
of space [author's emphasis] ...Spaceand space again, is
the infinite deity which surrounds us and in which we are
ourselves contained ...Often,very often, I am alone ...Then
shapes become beings and seem incomprehensible to me
in the great void and certainty of the space that I call God.
In so far, therefore, as space was an 'infinite deity' it was also
a merciless one, the absolute negation of the ephemeral
things of the world and of the individual in particular.
Bycontrast Guston'swork embraced the void with a
measure of serenity.Whether images of the sea in which
figures bob like people shipwreckedin a biblicalflood -Night
1977,or DelugeIII and Group at Sea 1979(estate of the artist) or visions of the desert in which they appear as monoliths or
mirages on a desolate horizon -Head 1975(estate of the

A

fig-4
Philip Guston
Painter's Forms
1972
Oil on wood
122 x 152.5(48 x 60)
Courtesy McKee
Gallery, New York
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artist),BackView1977(Museum of Modern Art,San Francisco)
- Guston's paintings just as frequently depict the emptiness
he elsewherehid from view with mounded, often menacingly
intrusive forms - TheDoor 1976(privatecollection)and The
Street 1977(estate of the artist) - and that Beckmann'salways
obscured by similar means. Indeed,the two huge iconic eyes
riding above the wavesin Source1976(estate of the artist), are
solaceitself.Guston's ability to contemplate such a barren
landscape or seascapeallowedhim to do what Beckmann
forbid himself, which was to let emptiness heighten
awareness of its opposite. His equation of forms and words
helps to explain how this works.Returning to the example
of Painter'sFormsand Painter'sFormsII,Guston'svisceral
depiction of speech in action appears against a virtually blank
background,reminding us that during the phase of Guston's
career when he was most engaged with abstraction one of his
principal sources of inspiration was the composer John Cage,
the aesthetic avatar of silence.Fathomlesspictorial 'silence'
was intolerable to Beckmannbut its total absence in his
paintings projects it onto the mind's eye like one colour
shadowing its brighter complementary.
Pursuing this filiation a step further we arrive at the late
work of JasperJohns,not someone commonly associatedwith
Beckmann,but a discipleof Cageand an admirer of Guston.
His paintings from RacingThoughts1983(fig.5)and The
Seasons1985(Summer, The Museum of Modern Art,New
York;Fall,collectionof the artist; Winterand Spring,private
collections)onwards through the 'Catenary'paintings of the
early to mid-1990s- canvaseswith comparativelyspare
compositions sometimes ornamented by whirling MilkyWays
- evince a related struggle between symboliccongestion and

vertigo-inducingopenness or vortex depths. BringingJohns
into the discussion is in no way meant to suggest a heretofore
unacknowledgedinfluence of Beckmannon Johns'sart, but
rather to call attention to a painterly painter known for his
use of collageand montage techniques and free-substitution
of image for sign. Johns continues to explore the problems
Beckmannposited, problems of a literary or symbolic art
whose solution rests not on style in a general sense, or touch
as a signature gesture but on an overallconception of the
logic,the poetics and, at the limit towards which Beckmann
himself strained, the metaphysics of pictorial space.'The
structure is the handwriting of the paintings',Beckmann
said. Imitating someone else'shandwriting is pointless
except when forgery or overt appropriation is the motive.
Neverthelessthere is much still to be learned about, and
much that can yet be done with the syntax of the sentences
Beckmannwrote. And in a period when he no longer seems
like one of modernism's great recalcitrants but more and
more like one of its greatest mavericks,the question of his
impact is addressed not only to the artists of his moment
and immediately after but to the present and near future.

fig-5
Jasper Johns
Racing Thoughts
1983
Encaustic and
collage on canvas
121.9x 190.8
(48 x 75 >/s)
Whitney Museum
of American Art,
New York
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Notes
1 Stephan Lackner, Max Beckmann
Memories of a Friendship, Coral
Gables, Florida 1969, is a testament
to the bond between the artist and
his patron as well as an
indispensable resource on
cf
51
Beckmann's
work and state of mind
from Vthe late 1920s until his death.

&
The author0

of this text was lucky to
have had the chance to listen to the
late Joseph Pulitzer describe with
relish his encounters with
Beckmann in St Louis in the late
1940s. Among the scenes described
was a morning visit to the painter
who lounged on a sofa covered with
oriental carpets and sighed over the
effects of the champagne he so
loved and had consumed in such
ample quantities the night before;
in short a scene of old-world
bohemia in the strait-laced

2

American middle west of the
immediate postwar era.
On the whole contemporary
formalist or 'theory' driven critics
have observed an awkward silence
about the mystical tendencies of
Mondrian, Wassily Kandinsky,
Kazimir Malevich and other
innovators of the period
demonstrating their continued
obliviousness to or unwillingness to
explore the murky terrain between
ostensibly progressive modernism
and the many supposedly
retrogressive ideologies that sprung
up in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, ideologies that
digressed from Utopian materialism
of the revolutionary Marxist kind as
much as as they had previously
taken issue with bourgeois

3

4
5
6
7
8

materialism of the positivist kind. It
is territory ripe for comprehensive
description and urgently in need of
detailed critical analysis.
Barbara Copeland Buenger (ed.),
Max Beckmann: Self-Portrait in
Words. Collected Writings and
Statements, 1903-1950, Chicago and
London 1997, p.302.
Ibid., p.96.
Ibid., p.70.
Ibid., pp.91-2.
Ibid., p.116.
Ibid., p.103.
Ibid., p.98.

18 Ibid., p.158.
19 Ibid., pp.183—5.
20 Ibid, p.159. 'For me war is a miracle,
even if a rather uncomfortable one.
My art can gorge itself here.' From a
letter dated April 18, 1915.
21 Peter Selz, Max Beckmann
Retrospective: 200 Paintings,
Drawings and Prints from
1905-1950, with contributions
Harold Joachim and Perry T.

by

Rathbone, exh. cat., The Museum of
Modern Art, New York 1964, p.55.
22 Although none of these artists was
an avowed Nazi (though Nolde's
anti-Semitism and Nazi sympathies
were well known), all at least
temporised or allowed themselves
to be courted by Nazi officials who
sought to co-opt them for the
regime as Mussolini had co-opted
the Futurists. In the end, however,
Hitler's profound artistic
conservativism overruled these
'progressives' and all the artists
named were included in the
infamous Degenerate Art exhibition
of 1937 organised to pillory
modernism, thus saving those who
vacillated most or leaned furthest
toward fascism the taint of guilt by
association.
23 Lackner 1969, p.79.
24 Claude Gandelman, 'Max
Beckmann's Triptychs and the
Simultaneous Stage of the '20s', Art
History, vol.i, no.4, December 1978,
p.480.
25 With his usual swagger, and his
usual, though generally forgotten or
forgiven tendency to stumble over
his own breathtakingly
presumptuous and shortsighted
judgements, Greenberg
simultaneously acknowledged
Beckmann's authority and
condescended to him because of
perceived aesthetic shortcomings:
To one whose acquaintance

with

the German painter Max
Beckmann is confined to his
clumsy and callow triptych
Departure at the Museum of
Modern Art, the exhibition at
the Buchholz Gallery of fifteen
paintings he executed in
Holland between 1939 and 1945

12 Ibid., p.157.

provides a surprise ... And these
are such in five or six pictures to
warrant calling Beckmann a
great artist, even though he may

13
14 Ibid., p.163.
15 Ibid., p.163.
16 Ibid., p.143.

not be a great painter ... True he
reminds us of much we have
already seen in German
Expressionism and in Marsden

17 Ibid., p. 173.

Hartley - his affinities with

9

10 Ibid., p.181.
11 Ibid., p.149.

Hartley are amazingly close. And
it is also true that he often
paints badly, using black
contour lines to animate and
sustain his colour; that his
colour gets muddy at times and
is saved only by his drawing and
the unity it gets from paint
surface rather than from
harmony. But for all that, the
power of Beckmann's emotion,
the tenacity with which he
insists on the distortions that
correspond most exactly to that
emotion, the flattened, painterly
vision he has of the world, and
the unity this vision imposes so realising decorative design in
spite of Beckmann's inability to
think it through consciously all this suffices to overcome his
lack of technical 'feel' and to
translate his art to the heights.
In my opinion Beckmann is
superior to Rouault. Rouault
exploits black and raw umber in
much the same way, but the
adeptness with which he shows
off his metier and the paint
quality of his temperament put
Beckmann's craft to shame. Yet
Beckmann realises his whole
being in paint, and Rouault does
not.
John O'Brian (ed.), Arrogant Purpose
1945-1949: Clement Greenberg. The
Collected Essays and Criticism, vol.2,
Chicago and London 1986, pp.80-1.
26 In conversation with the author,
Immendorff downplayed any
connection with Beckmann,
embracing Beuys as his mentor, but
it is difficult to accept his disclaimer
at face value, though easy to
understand why he would want to
avoid being viewed as Beckmann's
'latter-day' follower.
27 Buenger 1997, p.294.
28 Ibid., pp.302-3.
29 Ibid., pp.91-2.
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Hell 1919

Honoured ladies and gentlemen of the
public, pray step up. We can offer you
the pleasant prospect often minutes or
so in which you will not be bored. Full
satisfaction guaranteed, or else your
money back.
With these words, written beneath the
Self-Portrait (no.29) on the title page of the Hell
portfolio, Beckmann plays the circus barker
beckoning his audience to draw near and see
with its own eyes the brutal reality of life in
postwar Germany. In his artistic statement
A Confession' of 1918,Beckmann wrote:
'I need to be with people. In the city. That is
just where we belong these days. We must be
part of all the misery that is coming.' In the
Self-Portrait the artist's eyes are wide open,

nos.29-39
Hell 1919
Portfolio of ten
transfer
lithographs plus
cover
Published by I.B.
Neumann, Berlin
1919
Edition of 75
No.4/75
National Gallery
of Scotland,
Edinburgh

unflinching and steadfast in confrontation
of the dark spectacles of life playing out in
the city streets, bars and private dwellings.
Although Beckmann's sarcastic and
flippant tone suggests frustration with
the futility of the human condition, he
nevertheless desired to embrace life and
humanity in all its ugliness. In A Confession'
he wrote:
It's the only course of action that might
give some purpose to our superfluous
and selfish existence - that we give people
a picture of their fate. And we can do
that only if we love humanity. Actually
it's stupid to love humanity, nothing but
a heap of egoism (and we are a part of it
too). But I love it anyway. I love its

no.29
Self-Portrait 1919
Image size:
63.4 x 41.8
(25x 16 A)
no.30
Plate l: The Way
Home 1919
Image size:
73.3x 48.8
(28 7/s x 19 >/

- V: •

meanness, its banality, its dullness, its
cheap contentment, and its oh-so-veryrare heroism.
Beckmann worked on the eleven
lithographs for the Hell portfolio during the
summer of 1919.He chose a large format,
emphasising the importance of the project.
In November 1919Beckmann's dealer in
Berlin, I.B.Neumann, published Hell in an
edition of seventy-five. He additionally
printed 1,000 booklets of the series with
photo-lithographic reproductions to
guarantee a wide distribution.
The first plate of the series, following
Beckmann's Self-Portrait, is entitled The Way
Home (no.30). In this night scene, illuminated
by the light of a street-lamp, Beckmann
portrays himself grabbing a mutilated war
veteran by his right arm. Beckmann eagerly
points to his left trying to guide the veteran in
the proper direction. At the same time
Beckmann seems to draw the attention of the
veteran, along with the viewer, to the prints
that follow in the portfolio.
The scenes depicted in The Street, The
Martyrdom and The Last Ones (nos.31,32,38)
refer to the events during or immediately
following the November Revolution of 1918,
a political upheaval in Germany after the end
of the First World War in which communist,
socialist and nationalist sympathisers clashed
violently over the political future of the
country. Street demonstrations often turned
into fatal battles and such recurring events
may have inspired The Street, where the
foreground shows an injured or possibly

dead figure being carried out of the crowd.
In TheMartyrdom, Beckmann depicts the
murder of the communist leader Rosa
Luxemburg, which was committed during
the left-wing Spartacist uprisings in January
1919.Beckmann endows this work with
Christian symbolism: mocked, harassed
and beaten by aggressive soldiers and
grinning officials, the woman is portrayed
in a posture typical of Christ's Crucifixion.
The Last Ones is based on press photography
of the Spartacist uprisings and illustrates
combatants firing through an opening at
targets outside while bleeding and screaming
victims lie among them.
In Hunger (no.33)Beckmann provides
a bleak glimpse into the private life of a family,
where austere and starving faces pray around
a dinner table barren of food. The Night
(no.35)reveals a terrible scene, in which
a family gathering is forcefully interrupted
by criminals, who inflict pain, fear and
humiliation on the family members. This
lithography duplicates the painting The Night
(no.59),completed by Beckmann just before
he began work on the Hell portfolio.
Beckmann moves his unflinching gaze
from the dark aspects of private life to the
disheartening atmosphere of social
gatherings. In The Ideologues (no.34),he
casts a suspicious eye on the self-absorbed
activities of intellectuals, among them the
writers Annette Kolb,Heinrich Mann and
Carl Sternheim. Crowding around a lectern,
each intellectual appears to be fervently
espousing their own ideology in isolation.
Malepartus (no.36)depicts wealthy couples

dancing and sipping champagne, blissfully
oblivious to the pervasive suffering outside.
The Patriotic Song (no.37)shows demoralised
war veterans in a pub drowning their sorrows
in alcohol and music.
The Family (no.39),the final lithograph,
returns to the private sphere of the family
home. A small boy, probably Beckmann's son
Peter, is excitedly showing off his toy
grenades. A pious old woman (a portrait of
Beckmann's mother-in-law) is shielding the
boy from Beckmann himself and the dark
world outside the window. In the face of
human ignorance and suffering, as depicted
in the Hell portfolio, Beckmann appears to be
intolerant towards Peter's playing with
instruments of destruction. He indignantly
points outside the picture frame to the hellish
reality of life, challenging his family as well as
the viewer not to close their eyes. One could
also interpret Beckmann's forceful gesture
pointing upwards as venting his anger against
God as expressed to his friend and dealer
Reinhard Piper: 'My religion is disdain towards
God, defiance towards God. Defiance, that he
created us so, that we can not love each other.'
Susanne Bieber
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Frankfurt am Main

Beckmann'sFrankfurt
Cityscapes:Concepts
of Space
SusanneBieber

In 1915Max Beckmann sought refuge in the
city of Frankfurt after suffering a nervous
breakdown while working as a medical
orderly at the Belgian front. Within a few years
he had regained his creative energies and in
1918declared in an artistic statement titled
'AConfession' his determination to 'be a part
of all the misery that is coming. We have to
surrender our heart and our nerves, we must
abandon ourselves to the horrible cries of
pain of a deluded people ... [we must] give
people a picture of their fate.' This suggests
Beckmann's preference for a subject matter
that depicts the vibrant and brutal aspects
of the human condition. Indeed, the most
critically acclaimed works of Beckmann's
post-war period, for example his paintings
The Dream and The Night (nos.14,59) or the

3
2

fig.6
Beckmann
Cupola of the
Synagogue in
Frankfurt 1919
Black crayon on
paper 37.2x 26.5

no.42
Study of Houses for
'The Nizza in
Frankfurt am Main'
1921
Pencil on paper
37.8 x 37.2

(14 5/8 x 10 3/s)

(14 7/8 x 14 5/8)

Private
collection

Graphische
Sammlung im
Stadelschen
Kunstinstitut,
Frankfurt am Main

graphic cycle Hell (nos.29-39), show
disturbing scenes of human drama featuring
sexual and political victims, desperate
cripples and starving families.
Given Beckmann's ambition to depict
subject matter that mirrors the dark aspects
of the human condition, it is intriguing that
during the same period he created a group
of cityscapes wholly devoid of such content.
These works, for example his paintings The
Synagogue, The Nizza in Frankfurt am Main
and The Iron Footbridge (nos.41,43,44) show
topographically recognisable views of the
city of Frankfurt. The subject matter of these
cityscapes centres not on human drama, but
on the relatively static and inert architecture
of a city: buildings, streets, squares and
bridges. Human figures recede in importance,

appearing almost incidental. They are
dwarfed by their urban surroundings and
are depicted self-contentedly performing
mundane activities: taking a stroll across the
bridge or along the riverbank, manoeuvring
a raft on the river, making their way home
from a carnival celebration or enjoying the
view of a park.
Beckmann's group of cityscapes was
inspired by his immediate surroundings
in Frankfurt, a modest city nestled along
the river Main with idyllic gardens and
prosperous middle-class residents. The motifs
lay within walking distance of Beckmann's
studio in 3 Schweizer Strasse. The Iron
Footbridge depicts one of the nearby bridges
crossing the Main, with the neo-gothic Church
of the Three Kings on the Sachsenhauser

riverbank. The former Borneplatz features
in The Synagogue and the park named after
local gardeners who had worked along the
Italian Riviera around Nice is rendered in
The Nizza in Frankfurt am Main. Beckmann
appreciated the relative peace and tranquillity
of Frankfurt, which may explain his choice
of subject matter. Such an account, however,
seems incongruous with the tone of
'AConfession', and leads one to wonder if
Beckmann was investigating other issues
in these paintings.
A closer examination of Beckmann's
statements and correspondence discloses
an overriding and lifelong interest in formal
issues with an emphasis on pictorial space.
In his 1918A Confession' he elaborated not
only on subject matter, but also on form:

no.43
TheNizza in
Frankfurt am Main
1921
100.5 x 65.5
(39'Ax 253/4)
Offentliche
Kunstsammlung
Basel,
Kunstmuseum
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'I try to capture the terrible, thrilling monster
of life's vitality and to confine it, to beat it
down and to strangle it with crystal-clear,
razor-sharp lines and planes.' Beckmann
defines the formal tools, namely 'crystal-clear,
razor-sharp lines and planes', that enable him
to capture his subject matter. The subsequent
paragraph in 'AConfession' is devoted to
formal issues, in which Beckmann concludes
that 'most important for me is volume,
trapped in height and width; volume on the
plane, depth without losing the awareness of
the plane, the architecture of the picture'. In
a letter to the art critic Wilhelm Hausenstein,
Beckmann explained: 'The image, the wall or
the canvas itself, that needs to be thought and
sensed through not only in its depth, but also
in the height of space, in all various layers
of space, is and will be my continuous work.
The "humanness" is an accompanying
circumstance of time.' And in his speech 'On
My Painting' presented in 1938,Beckmann
confirmed: 'It is not the subject that matters
but the translation of the subject into the
abstraction of the surface by means of
painting.' In these statements Beckmann
emphasised the overriding importance that
formal matters play in his art, even more
important than the particular content of the
work, such as the 'humanness', which he
demoted as being merely an 'accompanying
circumstance of time'. He repeatedly stressed
the importance of 'space', 'volume' and 'depth'
in relation to the picture plane, revealing his
primary formal interest in pictorial space.
Beckmann's attention to pictorial space,
however, should not be construed as a mere

desire to paint with illusionistic accuracy; his
interest in space was far grander. By means
of pictorial space he aspired to penetrate his
objects to their unutterable reality, to reveal
the metaphysical core of things beyond
appearance. He had already articulated this
belief before the First World War,in a
statement published in 1914:'Asfor myself,
I paint and try to develop my style exclusively
in terms of deep space, something that in
contrast to superficially decorative art
penetrates as far as possible into the very
core of nature and the spirit of things.'
Beckmann's concept of space is indebted to
the French painter Paul Cezanne, whom he
revered as 'a genius' in his article 'Thoughts
on Timely and Untimely Art' of 1912.'In his
paintings', Beckmann continued, 'he
succeeded in finding a new manner in which
to express that mysterious perception of the
world ...If he succeeded in this, he did so only
through his efforts to adapt his colouristic
visions to artistic objectivity and to the sense
of space, those two basic principles of visual
art.' Beckmann's concept of pictorial space is
closely linked with the notion of objectivity;
an objectivity that is opposed to purely
abstract art, but also rejects illusionistic
painting; rather, it is what he called
a 'transcendental objectivity'. It takes as
its starting point the real object in space,
but aspires to transcend it and therefore
inevitably transforms the object and its
spatial relations.
In the Frankfurt cityscapes Beckmann
animates the inertness of the architecture
with formal tools, which might reflect his

flg-7
Postcard view of the
Iron Footbridge and
Church of the Three
Kings, Frankfurt am
Main c.1920

aspiration to reach for the metaphysical
core of things. Using lines, planes and light,
he manipulates space and elicits personality
from otherwise static, geometric buildings.
He exaggerates volume and subverts the longestablished rules of single point perspective.
The cupola in The Synagogue, for example,
is enlarged in its roundness in comparison
with the more realistic sketch (fig.7)probably
drawn from life. In the painting the cupola
is no longer an inert part of a building, but
seems to swell and breathe. The synagogue
itself is rendered in a contorted perspective
similar to a view through a fisheye lens, and
the various buildings have multiple vanishing
points that together convey an undulating
motion. The church and houses in The Iron
Footbridge are less agitated, but the bridge
is exaggerated in size and perspective and
threatens to stride out of the picture, like
an industrial monster. A comparison with
a photographic picture postcard of the Iron
Footbridge (fig.7)showing even the crane
in the lower left corner, illustrates how
Beckmann manipulates space and animates
the shapes of his objects.
In addition to revealing the vitality or
essence of things by means of formal tools,
Beckmann desired to anchor or constrain this
vitality within the two-dimensional canvas.
As a painter Beckmann did not repudiate the
flat material surface of paintings in order
to achieve an illusionistic scene as if viewed
through a window, so highly recommended
by the Renaissance theoreticians. Instead
he counters the roundness of objects with
flattening devices such as dark outlines. The
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no.44
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(47 A x 33 y
Kunstsammlung
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bloated cupola in The Synagogue, or the
animated bridge and crane in The Iron
Footbridge, for example, are confined by
sharp, dark edges, which inhibit their vitality
within the two-dimensional surface of the
canvas. Beckmann also constrains objects
and buildings by a taut composition. The little
rowing boat in the lower part of The Iron
Footbridge is visually curbed by a flagpole to
the left and the crane to the right. In addition,
Beckmann reduces pictorial depth by
undermining the principles of atmospheric
perspective. In The Nizza in Frankfurt am
Main, for example, the colours and details
of the elegant villas in the background are
as intense and clear as those of objects in
the foreground, thereby pulling objects that
are spatially placed 'behind' each other into

the flat plane. Set out as an objective in
'AConfession', Beckmann succeeded in
creating volume that is 'trapped in height and
width; volume on the plane, depth without
losing the awareness of the plane'.
Throughout his artistic career Beckmann
pondered on space in its infinite dimension,
which he conceived on one hand as
something frightful that needed concealing
and on the other hand as a divine entity that
he desired to grasp. In a letter of 1915from the
war front to his wife Minna, Beckmann wrote:
'Ugh, this infinite space, whose foreground
we constantly have to fill with stuff in order
not to see its horrifying depth.' And in his
speech 'On My Painting' of 1938he explained,
that 'height, width, and depth are the three
phenomena that I must transfer into one

plane to form the abstract surface of the
picture, and thus to protect myself from the
infinity of space'. One might conclude that in
his paintings Beckmann attempted to shield
himself from the incomprehensible infinity of
space by means of compression and flatness.
In the same speech, however, Beckmann
attested his eagerness not to conceal, but to
grasp infinity: 'Space, and space again, is the
infinite deity which surrounds us and in
which we are ourselves contained. That is
what I try to express through painting.' The
artistic translation of real, three-dimensional
space into pictorial, flat space seems to allow
at once the protection from and the
comprehension of infinite space.
In his Frankfurt cityscapes Beckmann
transforms a panoramic view into a limited
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and claustrophobic space. He depicts the city
scenes from a bird's eye vantage point typical
for paintings of this genre, to allow an
encompassing vista. He then, however,
establishes the horizon on the upper third
of his canvas, so that the streets, plazas and
bridges occupy the largest part of the picture
whilst pushing the sky,the face of infinite
space, to the upper fringes. In most of his
cityscapes a row of tall houses is arranged
parallel to the picture plane to clearly
demarcate and fence in our vista. Rarely does
the viewer catch a glimpse into the infinite
distance; and in The Synagogue, for example,
even the slender segment of the sky is
obstructed by electricity cables. At times
Beckmann further emphasises a confined
view by squeezing a traditionally horizontal

cityscape into a vertical format. Another look
at the picture postcard of the iron footbridge
showing roughly the same view as the
painting illustrates how Beckmann squeezes
an open and panoramic composition into
a limited pictorial space.
Beckmann's concepts of space lie at the
heart of his oeuvre. His Frankfurt cityscapes
could be interpreted as deliberate
articulations of space - space as defined by
the voluminosity of objects, space as a tool to
penetrate to the unutterable essence of things,
space as a three-dimensional expanse to be
translated onto the two-dimensional canvas,
space in its infinity at once to be feared and
concealed and to be grasped. 'Space, and space
again', as Beckmann proclaimed, was one of
his lifelong obsessions.
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fig-9
Italian beach scene
c.1924.Family of
the artist

The Painter on the
Beach: Beckmann s
Italian Paintings
Nina Peter
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In 1924Max Beckmann travelled to Pirano on
the Adriatic with his wife and son; by then he
and his wife had already been living apart for
some time. This journey was to become an
important experience for Beckmann: 'I spent
two weeks in Italy by the Adriatic Sea and saw
wonderful things there which I now want to
try to recreate.'
Two pictures with beach scenes and boats
were the outcome. The subject matter was not
new to Beckmann. Nineteen years earlier he
had had his first major success with a classicallooking beach scene entitled YoungMen by
the Sea (no.3).But the figures in the paintings
he was now producing had abandoned
their classical nakedness for contemporary
beachwear, and the paintings themselves
were inspired by Beckmann's real-life holiday.

In the painting Lido (no.51),Beckmann
depicts a mysterious female figure with
a wrap and a bathing cap walking along the
shore. Another woman, with a towel round
her head and shoulders, walks in the other
direction, gazing out at the viewer. On the
return journey from Pirano, Max Beckmann
had met the young Mathilde von Kaulbach
('Quappi') in the home of a family he knew.
A year later she became his second wife.
Beckmann depicts the advent of this new
relationship in the guise of a beach scene.
The second picture sparked off by this
holiday is Italian Fantasy 1925(no.53).It is
a painting of three Italian men singing, and
one woman, all in a boat outside a harbour.
The highly symbolic motif of a journey is
crammed into a narrow vertical format. The

colours - green, white and red - give the whole
a contemporary, folkloric feel. Beckmann
himself saw this painting as 'a very quirkily
grotesque, beautiful thing'. He said that he
felt he simply had to include a woman in
the company of these three men, so without
further ado he 'just added' Quappi 4The
presence of the frightened-looking female
figure in the boat shows a complete lack
of communication between the sexes.
The following year, after he and Minna
Tube had divorced, Beckmann and Quappi
married and returned to Italy on their
honeymoon. Beckmann described the
pictures he painted directly after this as 'great'.
He was especially pleased with the painting
The Bark (no.52):at last he had produced
another major work. The subtitle he gave it,
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Richard L.Feigen,
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Play of the Waves,is an allusion to Arnold
Bocklin'spainting of the same name, and
points clearly to the importance of the arthistorical context for Beckmann. In the
picture itself, however, the only connection
to Bocklin is the man with the lascivious eyes
who is trying to take hold of the woman in
the bathing suit. The theme of the painting is
a collision between a small sailing boat, with
just one man on board, and a group of young
people in a rowing boat. Quappi is sitting
upright on the rowing boat, baring her breasts
in an almost ritualistic manner. The colours
used to depict her make the connection with
the man in the sailing boat; his black cap
might be read as a subtle reference to Max
Beckmann himself.
In addition to this boat scene, Beckmann
painted GalleriaUmberto, which he himself
described as a 'wicked painting' (no.89).
It depicts a dream in which water has flooded
into the Galleria Umberto in Naples, and
a body can be seen hanging from the ceiling.
A carabinieri carries a bleeding victim on his
shoulders, another is seen sinking down in
the flood water, his hands outstretched above
him. The figure of the man in the red and
yellow striped bathing costume, clutching
a large fish, had already appeared earlier in
The Dream 1921(no.14).The Mantuan sphere
hanging next to the corpse confirms that
the scene depicts a vision, which can be
interpreted - not least because of the Italian
flag and the carabinieri - as a premonition
of the decline of Fascism.
The nationalist mood in Italy, which had
been under Mussolini's rule since 1922,is
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highlighted by the national colours and flags
that appear in both Italian Fantasy and The
Bark. And the same mood is seen again in
a landscape painted by Beckmann in 1927.The
size of The Harbour of Genoa (90.5 x 169.5cm)
indicates that Beckmann was treating this
urban landscape just as seriously as any of his
figure compositions (no.54).Looking out over
the city from a balcony, the painting shows a
composite view of the station and the harbour
in Genoa. Broadly speaking the painting really
only uses three colours: black, white and bluegreen. The dark blue-green of the sea is laid
with virtuoso skill over a black ground. The
distinctly uncanny atmosphere of the picture
and the emphasis on the colour black can be
read as a reference to the political situation
in Italy. A similar atmosphere pervades Klaus
Mann's description of Genoa not long after
Beckmann's visit: 'There is a great deal of
hustle and bustle in the "cavernous", dark
narrow alleyways of Genoa. More often
than not there is something military afoot,
a procession of black-shirts, a little parade.'
Despite the much-simplified depiction,
the city itself can be identified as Genoa.
Beckmann had in fact taken photographs of
the station (fig.11)and of the harbour view, and
he also had in his possession a postcard of the
harbour. The reason why Beckmann wanted
to include the station in this composition
becomes clear from his letters. In July,
Quappi had gone to visit her family. She and
Beckmann had arranged to meet in Genoa
after this six-week separation, and at the
time Beckmann wrote to her: T am so much
looking forward to seeing you at last, at last

my darling and to seeing our southern sea!'
In view of this, the white flowers in the vase
and the mandolin on the balcony balustrade
can be read as symbols of the painter's
anticipation of love. In The Harbour of Genoa
Beckmann both documents his own personal
situation and reflects the wider political
events of that time.
The importance of Beckmann's Italian
trips for his own artistic output can be seen
from the following statement: 'It was through
nature (and not through Antiquity) that
I arrived at a new way of depicting the essence
of a situation.' The interpolation 'and not
through Antiquity' sets his own situation
apart from that of Arnold Bocklin,whose
sea scenes with mythical creatures were of
considerable interest to Beckmann, as may
be seen in The Bark. Equally,it could set him
apart from Picasso, whose beach scenes
in the early 1920s certainly were inspired
by Antiquity. Beckmann's memories of the
beaches of Italy had a lasting influence on his
repertoire of motifs. Boats, mariners and the
sea return in later paintings - but whereas
they were depicted straight from life in the
Italian paintings, and presented in the context
of their own time, later on they appear in
a more fragmentary, mythological guise.
Translated from German by Fiona Elliott

fig-io
GenoaRailway
Station c.1920s
Familyof the artist

Notes
1 Letter to I.B.Neumann of 9 August
1924.in Klaus Gallwitz,UweM.
Schneede, Stephan von Weise(eds.),
Max Beckmann: Briefe,vol.1:
1899-1925(edited by UweM.
Schneede),Munich and Zurich 1993,
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painting portraits still lifes
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and grotesque monsters. People
bathing and female nudes in short a
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Without thoughts or ideas. Filled
with colours and forms from nature
and from out of myself.- As
beautiful as possible. - This will be
my work for the next ten years.'
2 The boat can be read as a 'ship of
life'.
3 Letter to I.B.Neumann, 31August
1924.,in Max Beckmann:Briefe,
vol.i, 1993,p.257.
4 Letter to Mathilde Kaulbach,2 June
1925,in Max Beckmann:Briefe,vol.1,
1993,pp.289-91.
5 Beckmann often depicted himself
with a black cap, as in TheBath 1930
(no.74),Self-Portraitwith BlackCap
1934(G391),and the lithograph SelfPortrait 1946,sheet 1of the portfolio
Day and Dream (no.129).
6 After Mussolini and his closest
associates had been executed in
1945,their bodies were hung up for
the public to see in just this
manner. The motif of a body hung
up by the feet already existed in
Sheet 39 of Goya's TheDisastersof
Warof 1810-14
7 Trans, from Erikaand Klaus Mann,
Das Buch von der Riviera(1931),
Berlin 1989,p.158.
8 The relevant photographs and the
postcard are in the private
collection of the Beckmann family.
For more on Beckmann's use of
photographs he took in Italy,see
Nina Peter,Max Beckmann:Die
Landschaften der ZwanzigerJahre,
Frankfurt 1993,pp.91-3.
9 Letter to Mathilde Beckmann,14
August 1926in Klaus Gallwitz,Uwe
M. Schneede, Stephan von Weise
(eds.),Max Beckmann:Briefe,vol.2:
1925-1937(edited by Stephan von
Wiese),Munich and Zurich 1994,
p.67.
10 Letter to I.B.Neumann, 25January
1926in Max Beckmann: Briefe,vol.2,
1994.pp.30-1.
11 See Christian Lenz,Max Beckmann
und Italien, Frankfurt 1976,p.29.
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Beckmann and the
Triptych: A Sacred Form
in the Context of
Modernism
Anette Kruszynski

Max Beckmann'sreputation is founded largelyon his
triptychs. Togetherthese constitute an exceptional group of
monumental works,created during the last twenty years of
Beckmann'slife,that took the viewingpublic completely by
surprise. It was not just that he was using a pictorial form that
lookedanachronistic in the twentieth century; it was the fact
that he did so repeatedly at significantstylisticand personal
turning points in his artistic career.
Bythe time of his death in 1950he had completed nine
triptychs, although he had workedon yet more over the
years, some of which still exist as detailed sketches. He
began his first,Departure, in 1932in Frankfurt,when he was
approaching the age of fifty,completing it the followingyear
in Berlin(no.6o).In fact, Beckmannwas workingon Departure
during the time when he was considering the move to Berlin,

followinga long period of growing recognition through
exhibitions, sales,and a chair at the Art Academyin Frankfurt.
Becauseof the changed political situation and the pressure
being exerted by the increasinglypowerful National Socialists,
Beckmannfinallydecided to continue with his work,but as
an 'internal emigre'.Thus Departure came to be regarded as
a symbol of freedom, of a Utopiadenying violence and
authoritarian rule. Beckmanncontinued to comment on
the socialsituation in subsequent three-part paintings, but,
likethe first triptych, these also revealedmuch of his deeper
concerns as an artist. TheArgonauts 1949-50 (fig.18and
no.163),the last of Beckmann'striptychs, clearlyaddresses,
among other things, the artist's search for human knowledge
and understanding through art.
In his triptychs Beckmannformulated the principles to
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which he aspired in his art and his life,providing, as it were,
periodic reports on his own progress.The triptychs allowed
him to express complex ideas within a familiar,fixed
hierarchical system, but, most importantly, the combination
of three canvases served as a means to depict different aspects
of a topic at one and the same time. Beckmanndid not,
however,use this simultaneity to present a narrative as such,
but rather to givevisual form to the dialecticrelationship
between different ideas,and to contrast antithetical notions.
The turn of the twentieth century had been marked by
a crisis in representation, and visual artists reacted to this
in various ways.WassilyKandinsky,resisting Positivismand
Materialism,sought to overcome everydayreality by striving
for new spiritual heights and dematerialisation. Giorgiode
Chirico,by contrast, pursued a different artistic path, seeking
a 'metaphysical' representationalism, casting the things in his
paintings in a new,alien light. Likede Chirico,Max Beckmann
also determinedly produced representational paintings.
Seeminglyunimpressed by contemporary art trends, he
combined traditional forms with modern thinking as the
central reference point of his creative output. In doing so
he set himself apart from positions held by artists such as
Pablo Picassoor Henri Matisse,who fundamentally rejected
monumental workswith sacred overtones.
Beckmannhad in fact developed his own independent
artistic standpoint long before the 1930swhen he worked
on Departure. Evenbefore the First WorldWar,when he was
still searching for his own characteristicvisual language,
he was already experimenting with the triptych as a form.
Thus Departure marks the end of a long path, and it is worth
retracing its various milestones. These show that more
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perhaps than any other artist, Beckmannknew how to use
the traditional features and motifs of sacred art to givehis
own themes added impact.
The classicaltriptych consists of three parts. As a rule,
the central section is flanked by wings of lesser importance
in terms of both their form and their function. In the late
nineteenth century this historical pictorial form, with its firm
foundations in religious painting, continued to be alive and
affective,in view of the still-dominant role of the traditions
that had inspired it since its inception in the MiddleAges.
However,as the sacred context waned, the original meaning
of the triptych also lost ground. 'The now empty shell
sanctifiesthe profane.' Both Max Klingerand Hans von
Marees used the triptych with this in mind. Marees,for
instance, replaced the original object of worship - the life and
suffering of Christ - with a visual discourse on the harmony
and proportions of the human body.In the early twentieth
century, avant-gardeartists sought to reactivate the triptych
for the sake of its intrinsic meaning. Artists such as Edvard
Munch, EmilNoldeand OskarKokoschka,however,only
turned to its traditional pictorial form in exceptional cases
and never as a metaphor of salvation.A prominent example
of just this may be seen in the work of Otto Dix,who used
the triptych for his fundamental critique of the social
conditions around him.
Beckmann,for his part, had from the outset been
searching for new creative solutions using largelyfamiliar
sacred pictorial genres and forms. Up until the First World
Warhis thinking was founded on the Vitalismof Friedrich
Nietzsche.Beckmannsaw life as an all-embracingstruggle
that must be fought and won each day.In his style he showed
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a conservativeleaning towards late Impressionism. LikeHans
von Marees,LovisCorinth and Max Liebermann,he worked
with monumental formats. This in turn led to huge crowd
scenes,as in TheSinkingof the Titanic1912(no.6).And from
1912onwards,he often spoke out in polemic terms against
contemporary innovative movements such as Expressionism
or the French avant-garde,which he dismissed as decorative
whim seekingonly to serve its own ends. He criticised the
'new painting' for being, as he saw it, no different to a poster,
dismissing it as framed Gauguin wallpaper,Matissefabrics,
Picassochess boards and Sibero-Bavarianholy martyr
posters. He concluded his argument with the ambitious
yet somewhat vague declaration: 'Tome a picture suggests
a whole,individual,organic world.'
The shattering experience of the First WorldWar,however,
caused Beckmannto rethink his position. Nowhe wanted to
offer his fellowhuman beings moral support - helping them
to create a better world - through art that was founded on
a notion of social salvation.In 1912he had already commented
to Franz Marcthat the 'moral lawswithin us' are as 'eternal
and immutable as the laws of art'. In 1918he put this rather
more clearly:he yearned for a new mysticism and planned
'to build a tower in which people could shout out all their
fury and despair, all their poor hopes, their joy and their
wild longings.'The aim of his enthusiastically proclaimed
programme was 'a new church' and, above all,art that would
present people with a picture of their fate, bringing them
face to face with their own situation so that they would be
moved to overcome it or change it. This moral purpose,
combined with the will to create a better world,stayed with
him until the mid-i920s when it was finallyreplaced by his

own more individualisticapproach.
Beckmanndescribed his new pictorial language as
'transcendental objectivity'(transzendente Sachlichkeit).The
intention was to 'giveexpression to the artistic facts,to create
a sense of spatial depths and the feeling of plasticity that goes
with this'. At one point he stated: 'The most important thing
for me is to find my way back to a clear,absolutely solid
form. Roundness on a plane, depths in our sense of a plane.
Tocapture as much vitality as possible in lines and planes
that are in themselves as clear as glass.' Stilldeeply shocked
by the events of the First WorldWar,shaken by change and
revolution,and having gone through what he himself called
a 'process of fermentation', in 1919Beckmannproduced The
Night (no.59),the impressive yet disturbing result of his inner
turmoil. At the time it stood as the high point of a series of
worksthat had started with Self-Portraitas a MedicalOrderly
1915(G187)and continued with works such as Carnival1920
(no.13)and TheDream 1921(no.14).Beckmann'snew style of
painting was above all surprising for its cool,sober quality,
which is clearlylinked to the concurrent emergence of Neue
Sachlichkeit(the NewObjectivity).Yet,as we see in TheNight,
Beckmanncombined emotionless forms with their own
antithesis, that is to say,with brutal, emotionally charged
content. With his 'transcendental objectivity'he had found
a creative escape from his own ingrained resistance to
Expressionistpainting. At the same time, Beckmann'snew
artistic style also reflected an intense engagement with the
work of his contemporaries: his preciselycalculated use of
colour would have been unimaginable without his knowing
the Fauvesand their work.Other similar works,by Henri
Matissefor instance, had been on show in Berlinduring 1908
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and 1909 in the gallery of Paul Cassirer,with whom
Beckmannwas in touch at the time. In addition, his pictorial
language,with its sharp angles and distorted perspectives,
points to an interest in the Cubists,although it also
owes much to his familiarity with the 'Berlin'style of
Expressionismthat surfaced in Ernst-LudwigKirchner's
work in 1912.
With his 'transcendental objectivity'Beckmannwas now
able to express his sense of tradition and to incorporate into
his own work something of the formal language of the old
masters he revered.Beckmann'sinterest in older art has
been well documented - and he himself alwayslisted his
immediate role models as Rembrandt,Goya,Courbet and
Italians such as Piero della Francesca,Orcagna,Uccello,
Titian and Tintoretto. In addition, his arguments with
the Expressionists,who found at least one of their ideals
of a universal spiritual culture in the Gothic era rather than
in modern industrial society,meant that Beckmannwas
also well aware of the forms of medieval art. Aboveall,he
cited northern European painting in the fifteenth century
as a major influence,specificallythe work of those such as
Matthias Griinewald,Rogiervan der Weydenor Malefikircher,
known today by the name of GabrielAngler(active1440/50).
Angler'ssemi-grisailletechnique seems to have particularly
impressed Beckmann,who had seen many of these works
himself and knew others from Curt Glaser'sbook Zwei
Jahrhunderte deutscherMalerei,published in Munich in
1916.The formal language of these late-medievalworkspopulated by figures with elongated limbs and deeply
expressive faces and gestures - seems to have had a similarly
catalyticeffect on Beckmannas Iberian and 'primitive'
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sculpture had on Picasso.But Beckmannwas also interested
in the themes depicted by the old masters, and in 1916and
1917particularly he addressed a number of Christian subjects
in his paintings, such as Resurrection(seefig.13),
Adam and
Eve,Descentfrom the Crossand Christand the WomanTaken
in Adultery(nos.8,9, 11).
Around 1918,however,Beckmann'ssense of tradition in
both the form and content of his workstook a decisivenew
direction, and there was a clear shift in his approach to the
traditional repertoire of painting. Around the time he was
workingout his new pictorial programme, that is to say,at
the point when he was just finishing TheNight, he started to
abandon Christian themes. In July1919he declared that 'the
days of humility before God are over.My religion is arrogance
towards God,defiance towards God.Defiancebecause He
has created us in such a way that we cannot love each other.
In my pictures I reproach God with all those things that He
has done wrong.' Beckmann'simpassioned anger can in part
be explained by the events of the First WorldWar,which had
fundamentally shaken his view of himself as an artist. Like
other avant-gardeartists, he was searching for a mode of
expression that could adequately address the destruction that
had taken place: GeorgeGrosz,alwaysuncompromising in his
moral precepts, concentrated on biting caricature and bitter
irony.Similarlybent on fundamental renewal,although also
issuing an optimistic rallyingcry,OskarKokoschkaproduced
the painting ThePowerof Music1918-19(Stedelijkvan
Abbemuseum, Eindhoven).Movements such as Dada and
Bauhaus pursued a different path by aiming to reshape daily
living in all its various facets.And although Beckmannwas
now deploying a language of forms much influenced by
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earlier religious imagery,religious themes as such no longer
had a place in his work.
There are numerous examples of Beckmanndrawing on
religious motifs. TheNight,an allegoryof the events and
social situation of the time, as though Beckmannwere taking
stock and setting out his stall both in terms of his personal
biography and his artistic style - depicts the brutal murder
of a family. In the context of Beckmann'suse of the language
of Christian imagery,however,this work may be seen above
all as a paraphrase of traditional depictions of martyrdom.
The figure of the strangled man particularly callsto mind
traditional images of the story of Christ'sPassion. Similarly,
the position of the artist's arm and upturned palm in SelfPortrait as Clown1921(no.58)could be interpreted as
a Christ-likegesture. Yetanother example may be seen in
the Hellcycleof lithographs. The relevant plate, entitled
Martyrdom,depicts the murder of RosaLuxemburg (no.32).
Despite the many details that derive from the actual
circumstance of that event, the composition has clear
echoes of depictions of the Crucifixion.In 1920,Beckmann
completed Carnival,a haunting mixture of abandoned gaiety
and melancholy. As CharlesHaxthausen has pointed out,
the two main figures are reminiscent of the depictions of
saints on altar paintings, as seen for instance in the figures
of St Constantine and St Helena by CorneliszEngelbrechtsz
c.1515-20(fig.12).And if one bears in mind precursors
of that kind, then details such as the slapstickor the stringed
instrument that the two protagonists hold in their hands
in Carnivalseem almost to fulfil the same function as
the attributes used to identify particular saints. But in
Beckmann'scase these items have lost their original symbolic
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significance.In TheDream, with its seemingly motley
collectionof five figures,which Hans Beltinghas interpreted
as the 'closed inner reaches of the consciousness',Beckmann
again drew on sacred worksfrom the past. Charles
Haxthausen, for one, sees TheDream as a contemporary
version of a sacra conversazione.As such, Beckmann's
composition could be compared with the work of the
Master of the Virgointer Virginesof 1495(fig.13),
which
shows the Madonna and Childsurrounded by the Saints
Catherine,Cecilia,Barbaraand Ursula21The agaveflower
that the blond girl in TheDream rests her foot on thus
momentarily callsto mind the medieval significanceof this
symbol of immaculate motherhood, although, once again,
it soon becomes clear that the original meaning bears no
relationship to the events depicted by Beckmann.
fig-12
Comelisz
Engelbrechtsz
St Constantine
and St Helena
c.1515-1520
Oil on canvas
87x57
(34'A x 22Va)
Bayerische
Staatsgemaldesammlungen,
Munich,
Alte Pinakothek

fig.13
Master of the Virgo
inter Virgines
Sacra
Converzsazione
c.1495
Oil on canvas
123x 103
(48 'A x 40 'A)
Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam

Beckmann'sstrategies - first drawing on Christian
themes, and later on Christian forms - did not arise from
any iconoclasticintentions. His avowedinterest in tradition
and in the art of the old masters rules that out. And the artist
was certainly not pursuing the same path as the Cubists,who
questioned traditional easel painting by including scraps of
newsprint, wallpaper and other objects in their works.On the
contrary, Beckmannwas moving in the opposite direction.
He 'sanctified'the profane and used the dignity and aweinspiring characteristicsof religious art to lead his viewers
towards a potentially transcendental experience. For,despite
all the ruptures and rejections in the avant-gardeart of the
day,the early twentieth-century viewerwas familiar with
sacred compositional devices,and above all,knew how to
read them. This is not least a reflection of the discussions
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surrounding the notion of a 'pathos formula' that the art
historian AbyWarburghad instigated in the late nineteenth
century. This term could be applied to a whole variety of
gestures that were known to the viewerfrom religious
contexts and were,as such, immediately comprehensible22
Beckmannwas relying on this virtually intuitive response to
his pictorial forms. Bydeploying the familiar compositional
patterns from depictions of the Christian story of redemption
- the worship of the faithful and the suffering of Christ he was able to imbue his artistic workwith the necessary
seriousness.YetBeckmanndid not rely on a particular
iconography,or seek to use attributes in the traditional
manner, so that the contents of his worksshould be
understood in a particular way.On the contrary,he rather
liked to include a few red herrings that would lead the
fig.13
Resurrection II
1916-18
(unfinished)
345 x 497
(1357/8x1955/8)
Staatsgalerie
Stuttgart

viewer into an intellectual cul-de-sac,as the details
mentioned earlier show.His use of traditional pictorial motifs
and patterns served solelyto give profane subject matter
a transcendental dimension.
Aboveall,the triptych - with its dignified,monumental
character and its place in the tradition of religious
painting - was a suitable vehiclefor Beckmann'sintentions.
As mentioned above,his first experiments with the threepart compositional form go back to his beginnings as an artist,
when he was still evolvinghis artistic agenda, decades before
he was to complete his first full triptych in 1933.A photograph
from 1912(fig.14)shows Beckmannin his studio at the age of
twenty-eight at a time when his debates with Franz Marc had
already made him into a controversialfigure.Toquote Hans
Belting,Beckmannis seen in the haughty pose of one 'who

puts his own interpretation on the world and thus has it in
his control - hands in his pockets,legs crossed,his gaze fixed
on the viewer.' The artist has positioned himself in front
of three paintings, arranged as a triptych, which were at the
centre of his work hitherto. On either side of the monumental
central composition, TheSinkingof the Titanic1912(no.6),are
'wings'in the shape of a nude study (G103)for the painting
Resurrection1908,and LargeDeath Scene1906 (G61).The
latter work was particularly important to Beckmannbecause
for him it contained an idea that he was to pursue throughout
his life. Thus, TheSinkingof the Titanic-this 'fable of
humanity in contemporary dress',as Beltingdescribed it is flanked by symbols of life and death. The fact that
photographs of this kind can in effect be taken as an artistic
credo has recently been shown by WolfgangKerstenand
Osamu Okuda in their study of a photograph of Paul Klee's
studio that was taken at the artist's request in 1920. In the
early twentieth century this still comparativelynew medium
was handled with such care that every photograph from that
era has to be seen as the outcome of precise compositional
deliberations.Thus,for the photograph of himself in his
studio, Beckmannchose paintings that most convincingly
expressed the Vitalistconcept of art that he ascribed to at that
stage in his life.And the decision to arrange these paintings
as a triptych confirms that Beckmannalready had this
monumental pictorial form in mind at a time when he was
not yet ready to translate these thoughts into paint on canvas.
Followingthis, Beckmanncontinued to explore the
triptych as a form, for instance when he was workingon
his contribution to the 'CreativeCredo'and was seekinga
suitable form to express his socialand moral concerns.The
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work in question is his second,unfinished Resurrection,
painted between 1916and 1918(fig.13).
Its internal
organisation means that this single composition could in fact
be described as a triptych. In the central zone
we see an isolated figure from behind, turning awayfrom
the actual event. Byvirtue of the figure'sposition and its
relationship to the centrally placed,dark heavenly body,it
symbolisesthe fundamental hopelessness of the situation.
Byflanking this with lighter-colouredareas, Beckmannas
it were set this central section of the work free, giving it
added emphasis by means of symmetrically placed groups
of figures.These groups fulfil the same function as the wings
of a triptych. In contrast to the traditional iconography of
Christ'sResurrection,Beckmanndid not here make a
distinction between those chosen to enter the heavenly
paradise and those damned to descend into Hell.Instead, the
emaciated figures with distorted limbs on both sides of the
composition awaken memories of the experience of war that
Beckmannhad captured elsewhere in countless drawings
and sketches.Thus in this later Resurrection,we see not so
much a depiction of the salvation of humankind but rather
a 'vision of the dead',the inescapable downfallof the world
with no hope of salvationthrough judgement from on high.
Unusually,Beckmannchose a horizontal format for this
work,which Wolf-DieterDube takes as a return to the
classicaltriptych format, as seen in the work of the fifteenthcentury artists Stephan Lochnerand Hans Memling.
However,Beckmannwas so dissatisfiedwith both the style
and the content of Resurrectionthat he left it unfinished.
In one of the sketchbooks,now held in Washington,there
is a sketch from 1921that clearlycontains a design for

fig.14
Beckmann in his
studio 1912
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich
fig-15
Sketchfor a
Triptych 1921
Pencil on paper
16.5x 21
(6 »/ x 8 y
National
Gallery of Art,
Washington DC
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a triptych (fig.15).Betweentwo vertical formats we see
a horizontal central section, accentuated by two striking
cross-beams.There are no further details on the sheet as
to the subject matter, although the measurements written
below the sketch do confirm that this was intended as
a triptych ('1,25x 140// 2 Stuck [2each] 45 x 1,40').
Takingthis sketch into account, it seems reasonable
to regard three worksmentioned earlier in this essay as
a hypothetical triptych. The worksin question are the
horizontal-format TheNight,with the two taller worksTheDream and Carnival- as the side wings (fig.16).Moreover
these were painted between 1918and 1921,that is to say,
immediately before the sketch described above.In both their
composition and contents there are links between these three
paintings that make it conceivablethat they could have been
intended as a triptych. Allthe titles allude to a world other
than everydayreality,and the paintings themselves have
in common a stage-likepictorial space with a wooden floor
and beams. Furthermore, there are intricate connections
between the figures portrayed in these compositions.The
girl at the centre of TheDream is turning her head towards
what would be the centrally placed TheNight.Her
outstretched arm with its open palm reaches out to the hand
of the strangled figure in the central composition. The pose
of the latter, with outstretched legs,continues the movement
towards the right of the triptych through to the legs of the
abducted child,thrown into the air. These in turn correspond
to the legs of the clownon the floor in Carnival.The
composition of the latter is finished off by a diagonally
distorted window,which generates a counter-movement
back towards the 'central panel'.
fig.16
Hypothetical
triptych
combining
The Dream, The
Night, and Carnival

There is no identifiable narrative connection between the
three works.Eachpresents a variation on the hopelessness of
the fate of humankind, along the same lines as the message
underpinning the unfinished Resurrection.Carnivalhas been
interpreted as the prison of the human soul, while TheDream
can be seen as a depiction of the inability of human beings to
communicate or even to speak.If one viewsthese two works
as the side-wingsof a triptych, then the central panel could be
regarded as a modern version of Christ'sPassion.TheNight in
fact portrays the cornerstones of Beckmann'sown self-image
at that time; it symbolisesdecline,but at the same time it also
relays Beckmann'schallengeto himself - to take his own fate
into his hands. Recognisingthe hopelessness of a situation is
the necessary preliminary to change. Againstthe background
of the classicalmedieval triptych, any such arrangement of
these three paintings would in fact be focused,ex negativo,
on the hope of salvation.
In the 1920sBeckmannconsolidated his artistic position
in Frankfurt.His style became more lavish and painterly,
and his new-found confidencewas evident in large-format,
sumptuous works such as LargeStillLifewith Telescope(fig.17).
In his pictorial output Beckmannfelt no need of the Christian
missionary zeal of the postwar years.The notion that selfhelp was the only way to better one's own situation was now
replaced by the conviction that people were not in fact in
need of salvation,because they themselves were God.
Asfar as Beckmannwas concerned, artists were autonomous,
all-powerfulcreators and demiurges, and should present
themselves in suitably contemporary attire. Sohis preferred
work-clothinghad to be as elegant as possible,as we see in
his Self-Portraitin Tuxedo1927(no.88).At the same time, he

still expressed himself in a language with sacred overtones, as
in his declared intention to build 'modern places of worship'.
He compared the task of the artist to that of a priest who has
to help people to recognisetheir responsibility for
themselves. In response to a question as to his political
position, he stated that politics would only be of any interest
to him when it had turned its attention to 'metaphysical and
transcendental matters - in other words,religious issues - in
a new form'. At this stage in his life,Beckmannwas again
experimenting with the idea of the triptych in his drawings.
In 1929he produced three sketches,composed in such a way
that they could very well form a triptych. Twovertical
formats entitled Paradise and Storm are accompanied by
a third, horizontal-format sketch,which could easilybe
imagined as the central section of a triptych.
During his time in Frankfurt,there was one painting with
a Christian theme that remained of central importance to
Beckmann.This work was the unfinished Resurrection(fig.13),
which stood like a salutary reminder in his studio. Visitorsto
the studio commented that this work alone was alwaysturned
to face the room, whereas Beckmannalwaysfaced the other
paintings to the wall,whether they were finished or not.
Peter Beckmann,the artist's son, also saw Resurrectionas
a key work in his father's oeuvre and regarded it as something
of an interim report, justifying what had been and laying
the foundations for what was still to come. Wolf-DieterDube
concludes:'the Resurrectionof 1916/18already contains
an early form of the idea of the triptych.'
Under the gaze of Resurrectionin the 1930sBeckmann
started on Departure, his first full triptych (no.6o).Against
the background of political developments that at best were
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oppressive and at worst promoted open terror, this work can
be seen as a counterweight of sorts to the officiallyapproved
art of the time. The two side paintings are dominated by
scenes of torture, violence,enslavement and blindness,
callingto mind TheNight,Carnivaland TheDream. And the
cramped interiors with severalfigures and symbolic objects
are similarly reminiscent of the scenarios in Beckmann's
early paintings. Another connection can be seen in the figure
of the man chained to the column in exactly the pose that
Beckmannhad already used for the female figure in The
Night.On the right panel of Departure there is a further
reference to an earlier work:the lower section of the
composition is devoted to music, here in the shape of a drum,
recallingTheDream where there is a maiden with musical
instruments and banners bearing the words 'tanz, musik,
gesang, liebe' (dance,music, song, love).The central panel
in Departure is the direct opposite to the side motifs. In fact
the scene at sea would simply be the image of peace and
contentment, if such details as the swathed head of the
ferryman were not designed to point to the fragility of this
harmony. Instead of a depiction of suffering and torment
as in TheNight,here Beckmann'sdepiction of a crossing to
unknown shores introduces the prospect of possible salvation.
At the same time he gives symbolic expression to his own
state of mind at the time: for the artist, the starting point
from which to master new ventures is now not as important
as the path he takes.
In Departure, Beckmannonce again drew on sacred
imagery.The king on the boat, generously releasing fish from
the net, could be a St Peter; but here the artist has taken
Peter's actual task - fishing for souls for the Church of Christ -

fig.17
Large Still Life
with Telescope
1927
oil on canvas
141x 207
(55'A x 811/2)
Staatsgemaldesammlungen,
Staatsgalerie
Moderner Kunst,
Munich,
Pinakothek der
Moderne
G275
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no.6o
Departure 1932,
1933-5
Side panels:
215.3x 99-7
(843/4x39 >A)
Central panel:
215.3x 115.2
(843/4x453/8)
The Museum of
Modern Art, New
York.Given
anonymously (by
exchange), 1942
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and has turned it into the opposite. In the case of the figures
of the mother and child,where the mother, as Beckmann
himself put it, carries the greatest treasure of all,namely
freedom, he has adopted elements of classicaldepictions
of the Madonna. Indeed he went even further when he
attributed religious characteristicsto Departure and
compared the work to a miraculous holy picture or a relic.
In a letter to his friend the art dealer Curt Valentin,he wrote:
'For me this painting is a kind of rosary,or a ring of colourless
figures,who can glowwhen there is real contact and who tell
me truths that I cannot express with words and did not know
before. It can only speak to people who,consciouslyor not,
have within them more or less the same metaphysical code.'
Beckmannhad already referred as early as 1919to
a metaphysical meaning that a painting should conveyto
the viewer.When he was once lookingat TheNight together
with his friend ReinhardPiper,he pointed out the
'metaphysics of the representational nature of the work'that
was the real essence of his paintings and could be conveyed
by the contents independently of what was actually visible.
However,in the 1930s,when Beckmannwas able to look back
on the reception of his workwith a wealth of experience,
he came to the conclusionthat at best he was only able to
convey a hint of his intentions to the public. Bythis time
the artist had lost the confidencethat he had enjoyed in the
period after the First WorldWar.In those days he had assumed
that his intention to mediate the contents of his paintings
purely via the viewer'sintuitive ability to read the formulas
of sacred imagery was sure to be successful.Nowhe came
to the sobering conclusion that the contents of his works
were only accessibleto those individualswho shared 'the
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same metaphysical code'.In view of this, Beckmannnow
concentrated on a pictorial form that by its very nature its history and its material dimensions - was monumental.
Beckmannreturned to the triptych. He took this pictorial
form as a matrix for his own intentions, since it could be
used in a number of ways and was extremely open to
variation. The triptych offered Beckmanna way of working
towards the transcendental effect that he sought, and a way to
create symbolic myths and images dealing with fundamental
human issues. However,his choice of this form should also be
seen in the context of the general prevalenceof monumental
forms at the time, ranging from Pablo Picasso'sclassicism
to the architecture of WilhelmKreis.Evenin the films of the
day,as in Fritz Lang'sMetropolis(1927),there was a tendency
towards gigantic sets and designs - again coupled with
a whole range of Christian pictorial motifs.
When one considers the immense symbolic power of
the triptych, the sizes and formats that Beckmannchose for
his three-panel workswere only of secondary importance.
Traditionally,the central panel can be larger than the two
side panels, but can equally well be shorter or - as in Carnival
1942-3(G649)- narrower.In view of the fact that the triptych
is by definition a hierarchical genre, Beckmannpaid great
attention to the relationship between the panels in both
composition and colour.In Departure, for example, the
three parts form a balanced whole,with smaller side panels
flanking a dominant central section. In TheArgonauts,on
the other hand, the dominance of the central section is
underlined by its size.
In Beckmann'sview,the role of art was to explain the world
and to set out programmes to help people live their lives.
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fig.18
The Argonauts
1949-50
Side panels:
189 x 84
(743 x 33 Vs)
Central panel:
203 x 122

(797 x 48)
National Gallery of
Art, Washington
DC.Gift of Mrs
Max Beckmann
(See no.163 on
pp.256-7 for larger
reproduction)
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These aims stayed with him throughout his life.Nevertheless,
the methods he used to translate them into pictures
underwent many changes.With his experience of the First
WorldWar,the Vitalistprinciples influenced by the writings
of FriedrichNietzschethat were evident in his thinking
around 1912gaveway to thoughts of salvation and
redemption. But soon religious themes were supplanted
by sacred motifs, and as he attained a higher socialstanding,
he shifted his attention towards the apotheosis of the artist,
which in turn led to his interest in monumental pictorial
forms. Departure is located at an important turning point
in this development. It sums up Beckmann'sintentions to
date, and as such may be seen as the outcome of a long period
of gestation. At the same time, Departure is also the starting
point for all Beckmann'slater triptychs, in which he addressed
violence and how we deal with it, tackling the basic problems
of human co-existenceand repeatedly engaging with the
function of art in the context of how human beings manage
their own lives.At no time was it Beckmann'spurpose
to question the traditional easel painting. Unlikeother
exponents of the avant-garde,he did not achieveinnovation
in his style by destroying existing stock themes; on the
contrary,his approach was to consciouslyinclude and exploit
tried and tested sacred elements. His experiments with
hierarchical compositions arose from his fundamental
desire to find creative solutions by combining traditional
formulas with innovative stylisticmeans. In Beckmann's
view,a compositional structure that was familiar to the
viewerfrom sacred workswas the perfect means by which
to give his own themes the desired impact. Thus the triptych
serves to underline the seriousness of his intentions. As an

idea or as a viable form, the triptych was Beckmann's
constant companion in his work.Asthe ideal combination
of monumentality and tradition it served him as a means
to mediate and strive for higher knowledge.This,combined
with his own individual pictorial language,ensured that
he emphatically made his mark within the context of the
avant-gardeart of the day.
Translatedfrom German by Fiona Elliott
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31 There are also similarities in the
application of the paint, although
the colours are different: TheNight
and TheDream are characterised by
pallid tones and have few colour
accents, Carnivalis dominated by
glowing blues and reds. There are
considerable differences in the
angles of vision, the perspectives
and the dimensions of the figures.
32 See Max Beckmann,'Der Kiinstler
im Staat',in EuropaischeRevue,
vol.3,part 4, July 1927,pp.288-91,
reprinted in Pillep 1997,pp.116-21.
33 Beckmann made this comment in
1928;cited in Pillep 1997,p.126.
34 These drawings are held today in
the National Gallery in Washington.
SeeWalden-Awodu1995,p.27,fig.4.
35 Dube 1984,p.88.
36 See Beckmann'scomments to Lilly
von Schnitzler in February 1937,in
Pillep 1987,pp.129-30.

37 Letter of 11February 1938to Curt
Valentin in Max Beckmann:Briefe,
vol.3,1996,p.29.For more on this
see Haxthausen in Kruszynski1997,
p.46.
38 See Pillep 1987,p.93.
39 Contemporary critics seem to have
reacted with a degree of scepticism
to Fritz Lang'spreference for
monumental sets. See Siegfried
Kracauer,From Caligari to Hitler:A
PsychologicalHistory of the German
Film,Princeton 1947,p.150.In
Metropolis,Langalso replicated
sacred configurations: Maria
gathers the suffering people around
her like a Madonna offering
protection, and the worker in front
of the huge clock-faceadopts the
typical pose of a martyr. Beckmann
was interested in films, he certainly
knew Metropolis,and in the late
1940s he compared the architecture
of NewYorkwith the sets in Fritz
Lang'sfilm TheCabinet ofDr
Caligari (1923);see his letter of 25
November 1949to Minna
Beckmann-Tube,in Max Beckmann:
Briefe,vol.3,1996,pp.293-5.
40 Beckmann viewed his own output
as 'the most complex of painting ...
in a new, completely irreal ideality.'
Letter to I.B.Neumann of 15
December 1926,in Mayen
Beckmann and Michael Semler
(eds.),'Max Beckmann.Briefean I.B.
Neumann', Berlin 1997(typescript),
p.21.
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Beckmann's Lucid
Somnambulism
Didier Ottinger
The only thing availableto us is the reality of our dreams
in images.
Max Beckmann,Diary,4 April1946
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Adam and Eve
1937
Bronze
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(33'A x 15 x 12)
Private collection,
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On 13July1929Max Beckmanninformed his Berlindealer,
I.B.Neumann, that he had just arranged to rent a studio and
an apartment in Paris,and from then until 1932he spent nine
months of each year in the French capital. He wanted to
make his mark in the city of Matisse and Picasso,to offer
his work for direct comparison with that of the masters who
had made the name of Paris synonymous with modern art.
Beckmannhad no anxieties about this confrontation. The
year before,there had been a major retrospective of his work
in Mannheim that was very well receivedby the critics when
it travelled to Munich and Berlin.The National Galleryin the

German capital had acquired two of his recent works,SelfPortrait in Tuxedo1927(no.88)and LargeStillLifewith Fish1927
(G270),and he had just gained an award from the Carnegie
Institute in Pittsburgh. And it was of him that JuliusMeierGraefe,the most eminent of German critics and art historians,
had said,'Once again we have a master among us.' Newsof
such successeshad already reached Paris,where Christian
Zervoshad written in the Cahiersd'Artthat Beckmannwas
'surely the German artist who most deserves our attention'.
In Paris,Beckmann'spainting gained in ease and authority,
his forms simplifying and relaxing,his palette becoming
brighter. More recent work shown at the Galeriede la
Renaissanceduring March to April 1931showed how well he
had assimilated Parisian painting: FootballPlayers1929(no.67),
a dynamic construction of bodies in movement, recalls
129
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Delaunay'sTheCardiffTeam; RecliningNude 1929(no.77)
responds to the sumptuous colour and sensual delight of
Matisse'sodalisques;while Portrait of an Argentinian (G305),
painted that same year, reconnects to Beckmann'syouthful
passion for the aristocratic eleganceof Manet.
The development of Beckmann'swork in Paris,however,
cannot be thought of as a mere conversion to the norms of
modernist classicism.Some of the paintings in the 1931show
bear witness to the long-lastingand complex dialogue he
alwaysentertained with the work of Pablo Picasso. This
dialogue was no contest of formalisms, for Beckmannwas
little interested in the CubistPicasso; the opponent he
wanted to wrestle with was the Picassohe felt closest to, the
one who was just then beginning a long-lastingflirtation with
Surrealism,the artist who repeatedly turned to mythology.
This Picassohad recently made a series of engravings of Ovid's
Metamorphoses,depicting a cruel eroticism of cannibal kisses
and mortal embraces, and was otherwise producing works
whose destination and final form were more unpredictable
than ever.Beckmann'sParisian Carnivalpainted in 1930
(fig.19),seems like a response, almost point by point, to
Picasso'sTheKiss(fig.20),painted a few years earlier.There
is the same brash and dissonant colour,the same choppy
construction, and the sexual cannibalism of the one has
its counterpart in the sadistic choreography of the other.
Behind the melting eye lies the bare blade.

6

7

SURREAL COINCIDENCES

WasBeckmanna Surrealist?The question is certainly worth
pondering. What 'objectivechance' is it that sees Philippe
Soupault,that pioneer of Surrealism,writing the text that
fig.19
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Pinakothek der
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Donation Gunther
Franke
G322

fig.20
Pablo Picasso
The Kiss 1925
130.5 x 97.7
(513/s x 38 'A)
Musee Picasso,
Paris
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served as an introduction to Beckmann'sParis exhibition?
Yetsurprisingly,the 'inventor' of Surrealismmisses the surreal
in Beckmann.He praises him for his 'intellectuality and selfpossession',and insists on seeing him as 'an architect' who
'believesthat one of the most important elements in painting
is construction.'In the still lifes,he admires the fact that he
'doesn't risk missing the bird for the shadow.' But Soupault
himself has a problem of focus: his analysistakes proper
account of the work on show at the gallery,but neglects the
LargeStillLifewith Fish,less important as a 'bird' than as a
door onto the 'shadows'of Beckmann'scomplex symbolism.
Quite naturally,the introduction does not look at works
mentioned in the catalogue but which do not appear on the
wallsof the gallery;so there is nothing about SleepingWoman
(G227),surrounded by her open books,painted in 1924,the

year of the officialfoundation of Surrealism,nothing about
Parisian Carnivalor GalleriaUmberto1925(no.89),an image
of dream or nightmare inspired by Italian Fascism,whose
true nature Beckmanncould already sense,which mixes
reality and hallucination. Forhis first Paris exhibition,
Beckmannhad clearlypreferred to appear half-masked.
Beckmannspecialistscertainly agree in seeing in his
Paris period the appearance of tendentially Surrealist
motifs, and Man and Woman(Adamand Eve),painted in 1932
(no.82),is the most surreal of all his pictures. In a landscape
metaphysical in its unreality, a man and woman, both naked,
turn their backson each other. Betweenthem stand trees of
improbable form, hung with explicitly sexualised fruits. The
year 1932marks an important turn in Beckmann'swork.The
painter began work on his first triptych, Departure (no.6o),
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a painting that achievesfar more than formal innovation: it
puts into question the nature of the connection between the
work and reality.Departure marks the beginning of a new
iconography for Beckmann,that of symbolism,on a world
of legend peopled with kings and knights, in which men and
women, culture and barbarism, stand opposed, a polarised
world,as is proper to the mythological.Contemporary with
the triptych is a series of watercoloursof figures from GrecoRoman mythology that point up the opposition of the sexes,
among them Odysseusand the Sirens1933(private collection,
NewYork)and TheRapeofEuropa 1933(privatecollection).
Other worksshow Beckmannturning to diverse sources in
order to express his new mythologicalworld. TheSnakeKing
and the StagbeetleQueen 1933(private collection)is inspired
by Sumerian creation narrative,Brotherand Sister1933(G381)
takes the figures of Siegmund and Sieglindefrom the
Niebelungen,whilstJourneyon the Fish1934(no.8o)
superimposes Christian and pagan iconographies.
Beckmann'smythologicalturn, which followeda phase
whose realism is too rapidly assimilated to Neue Sachlichkeit
(the NewObjectivity),should be seen in the context of the
more general interest in mythic thought that characterised
the 1930s. In 1931,the art historian CarlEinsteinwrote
a text on 'the problems of contemporary art' that considered
the phenomenon. He noted a change in the nature of
artists' relationships to the real: 'It turns out that the Greek
tradition, this clear and historicallywell-established
conception of the world,is slowlybut surely breaking down,
and one is seeing the beginning of something that I would
describe as a Romanticturn.' Forhim, this development
marks the advent of a mythical style of thought, in which

the dream has a central role: 'One can almost speak of an
attempt to create new objects - objects which emerge on the
basis not of an external optical image,but of hallucinatory
internal processes.' Einstein'sstudy, and his diagnosis of
the change in art, relied on recent developments in Picasso's
work,which had left behind the Cubist architectonics to
transcribe the message of the unconscious.The art historian
summed up his analysis in a single,laconicformula: 'the
tendency to myth is back.' Beckmann,who was at that time
close to Einstein, must have been aware of the article,and
it was with the 'romantic', SurrealistPicassothat he wanted
to engage in Paris.
MODERN

MYTHS

In the literary field,Hermann Brochdetected, as Einstein had
in the plastic arts, the emergence of an art whose principles
were those of mythic thinking. In a study of JamesJoyce
written in 1936- writing in terms that could be applied
directly to Beckmann'smythologicalworks- Brochposed the
question of the relationship that exists between individual
subjectivity and what he called'the spirit of the age':
Togreat artistic endeavour has fallen the task of acting as
the focus for the anonymous forces of the time, gathering
them together within itself,as if it were itself the spirit of
the age,bringing order to their chaos and so harnessing
them to the serviceof its own ambitions. This is a mythic
task: mythic in the secret of its action, mythic in its sensual
concretisation and in its symbolisation of the forces
secretly at work in the chaos, mythic as accomplishment
and mythic as act.
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Staatsgalerie
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Broch'sanalysis,connecting the most subjectiveto the
most universal,can be applied to Beckmann'sseries of selfportraits. Beckmann'sproject, unparalleled in the history of
twentieth-century art, has nothing of the narcissistic;it is
rather an attempt to make from the multiple instances of his
own image a mirror of the world.Brochtoo had seen in the
life of LeopoldBloom,the 'hero' of Joyce'sUlysses,'the
universal everydaylife of the age'.
This universalisation of facts,of singular existence,
is achieved at the cost of a profound challengeto the
foundations of a modern culture that had been identified
with the rationalist conquest of the world:

________

the disruption that pervades [Joyce's]work reaches beyond
rationality and consciousness...but it is also charged with
a profound pessimism, a deep aversion for all traditional
yet already defunct forms of existence, a deep aversion for
rational thought, which,as finely-honedas it may be, is no
longer capable of judgement ...in short, it is a revolution
charged with disgust for culture, a disgust that is also in
accordwith the age,being a disgust with the rationality
that drives an excessivelyrational age into irrationality.

16

The association that Brochidentifies between 'disgust for
culture' and artistic creation in the mythic register helps
explain the significanceof Beckmann'strajectory after the
First WorldWar:his worksof the early 1920sare indeed
concerned with challengingthe values of so-calledadvanced
culture. Only the Dadaists,who emerged at the same time,
offered as radical a rejection.At the end of a war that had
led Beckmannto physicaland psychologicalcollapse,his
no.81
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Private collection,
Courtesy Galerie
Kornfeld, Bern
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questioning was rooted in the experience of modern
society as fiasco.Its ideals had been perverted as science,
until then associatedwith 'progress',had been turned against
man. Beckmann'sdisillusionment found expression in both
form and iconography.Fora while,Beckmannhad thought
that primitive art, and faith in a renewed Christianity,
might prove a crucible for the emergence of new collective
values; thus during 1917he painted Descentfrom the Cross,
Christand the WomanTakenin Adulteryand Adam and Eve
(nos.9,10,11).But he had chosen the wrong track,one that
Nietzschehad taken: lost illusions cannot be replaced by
obsolete myths. Havingrejected the idea of any return
to the past, Beckmannwaveredbetween cynicism and
a deliberatelyreinvented innocence.Between1919and 1923,
his paintings were striking for their 'naivety': his urban
scenes lookedlike toy villages,the construction of his
pictures ignored the scientificrules of perspective.Like
so-called'primitive art' and children's drawings,they were
organised in accordancewith 'hierarchical perspective',
in which the size of an object is determined by its subjective
interest for the painter, and during these years Beckmann's
most important artistic reference was LeDouanier Rousseau.
His identification with Rousseauamounted to a manifesto,
expressing a desire to rediscovera fresh eye,a gaze
unaffected by modern culture. In 1938,during the lecture
he gave in London on the occasionof the exhibition
TwentiethCenturyGerman Art,Beckmannpaid homage
to 'my grand old friend Henri Rousseau,that Homer of the
porter's lodge,whose prehistoric dreams have sometimes
brought me near the gods.
The alternative to innocence availableto the postwar

Beckmannwas cynicism,a cynicism clothed in romantic
irony.This took two forms: either the world being escaped,
or otherwise grotesquely travestied, as illustrated in two
paintings of 1921.TheDream (no.14)is the first of a long
series of oneiric works;the Self-Portraitas Clown(no.58)is
a critique of the real, a stripping bare of the 'farce of life' and
its parade of mountebanks. Images of music hall and circus
are parodical representations of the rites and values of society,
which are travestied the better to be revealed.This parodic
reality is a modern version of the irony of the Romantics,
for whom the world was only a game, a dream in the mind
of the creator. Commenting on Beckmann'swork in his
anthology DieKunstdes 20. Jahrhunderts, CarlEinstein points
out the filiation:'There is here perhaps a Romanticirony,
because this compositional naturalism can also be attributed
another significance;despite the description, what is at work
is a non-naturalist, fantastical vision of the world.'
Unlikethe Romantics,Beckmannlived after the 'death of
God',in an age when transcendent values had fallen into crisis.
In the theatre of existence,the artist was no longer the guide
the Romanticshad dreamed of and revolutionariesthought
they had discovered- he was no more than a clown,an
entertainer, the eternal joker in the antechambers of power.
TheNight 1918-19(no.59)is a synthesis of the separate paths
that would be explored some years later in TheDream and
Self-Portraitas Clown.The painting has Rousseau'snaivety,
the faces of the characters tending to caricature,and they
have the disrupted gestural language of rag dolls.But it also
has the force,the troubling ambiguity of a dream image.
Its reeling space extends the distorted perspectives of Giorgio
de Chirico,while the image is both horrifying and grotesque,
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(Adam and Eve)
1932
175x 120
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Private collection

as dreams very often are. Mixingthe naivety of Rousseau
and images of dream or irony with reality TheNight
foreshadowsBeckmann'slater mythologicalworks,and is
distinct from them only in the method to which the artist
remained loyal at the time.
PARANOID-CRITIQUE
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'Aform of self-hypnosis'is how Beckmanndescribed his
art in a letter to Lillyvon Schnitzlerin 1943. Aswell as
emphasising his painting's profound affinitieswith
Surrealism,this definition also connects him to the Romantic
tradition. This connection, to which the painter himself laid
claim by carrying,in his 1938Self-Portraitwith Horn, the horn
associatedwith the German Romanticauthors (no.150),
explains the challengethat modernist orthodoxy has faced

in dealing with his work.It is difficultto place his painting
in a history of art which,from Hebart to Hildebrand and
from Fiedlerto Greenberg,has endeavoured to assimilate
art to objectiveknowledge,a story described by Jean-Marie
Schaeffer:'The essentialism of the pictorial avant-gardes...
ended up in an autoteleologicalpurism that tried to reduce
art to what were taken to be its fundamental internal
components.' 'Pure forms','pure visibility'presupposes
a watertight separation that prevents all relation between
the artistic subject and the world.If the painting, as Vasari
conceivedof it in the Renaissance,had been a window on
the world,it was also an instrument of knowledge,a means
of objectifyingthe world.Endowedwith the tools and
methods of science,painting had played its part in the
rationalist project of the new humanism. This objectifying
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intention led the twentieth century to closethe classical
window,so as to be able to insist on the material reality of
the work itself.
For Beckmann,a painting was something else altogether.
In the left-hand panel of the triptych TheBeginning1946-9
(no.84),the characteristicrectangular structure of the
stretcher that bears the painted canvas is superimposed on
the leading of a stained-glasswindow.The luminous image
is that of a blind organ-grinder.The picture is this window,
not giving onto a profane world,but opening onto ideas,
open to revelation.
Beckmann'slibrary,and the comments he was inspired
to make on the worksin it (knownto us from a study by his
son Peter),help to identify his spiritual affinities. His reading
gives us a genealogyof successivereinterpretations of the
teachings of the Jena Romantics:after Novalisand Schlegel
come Jean Paul Richter,with his apologiafor the dream,
WilhelmWorringerand the idea ofEinfuhlung ('empathy'),
CarlEinstein and the principle of 'formal animism', Carl
Gustav Jung and the collectiveunconscious.Allthese writers
speculated on an art whose key word would be unity, an art
born of the fusion between artist and world,open to images
of hallucination, dream and fantasy.The authors share with
Surrealismtheir definition of the subject and of the real, and
their definition of the creative process.
Beckmannfor a long time had the novels of Jean Paul
(the pseudonym of Jean Paul Richter,1763-1825)at his
bedside, and it was this author's novel Titan (firstpublished
in 1846)that inspired his triptych Actorsof 1941-2(no.107).
Jean Paul is the heir of the Romantics;he was like the poet
described by Novalis:
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The poet is out of his senses [sinnberaubt]in the true
meaning of the term - that is why everything comes
together in him. He represents the subject-object- the
soul and the world - in the most literal sense of the term.
Whencethe infinite character of a good poem, its eternity.
The disposition for poetry is closelyrelated to the
prophetic and religious disposition, to the visionary
sense [Sehersinn].The poet orders, fuses, selects,invents without understanding himself why he acts in this way
rather than another.
Jean Paul wanted to extend the perceptual field beyond the
frontiers of reason. Albert Beguin,who wrote the preface to
his first collectionof 'dreams' published in French translation
in 1931,wrote: 'Jean Paul had recourse to all kinds of
stimulants, especiallyalcohol and coffee,in order to provoke
his hallucinations."Youmay deliberatelyarrange to have a
parade of images pass before your eyes,"he writes in A Glance
at the Worldof Dreams.' Jean Paul formulates his theory of
the dream in On the Natural Magicof the Imagination (1795),
which relates poetry to dream and makes the imagination
the sole means of accessto universal symbolism.Beckmann
retains and adapts these poetics. Uncommon as it might have
been in the late 1920s,there was nothing outlandish about
such a conception of artistic creation. In the magazine
Documents,which he co-foundedwith GeorgesBataille,
CarlEinstein had made himself the champion of a poetics
of ecstasy.In the second issue he published a study that
related the painting of Andre Masson to the practice of
totemic religion.Determined to struggle against 'philosophical
idealism',he calledfor a 'return to mythologicalcreation',to
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a 'psychologicalarchaism'.ConsideringMasson'spaintings, he
noted that 'the motif has become an immediate psychological
function. One part of the object represents the totality and
these paintings of Masson'sprovokea mythic reaction, by
a sort of infection. Giventhat in ecstasy the ego disappears,
we see the appearance of a syntonic attitude.' Whether
dealing with Cubism or the Surrealists,CarlEinstein'sarticles
in Documents adhere to a poetics of ecstasy,of sacramental
participation. In the name of the same anti-idealist stance,
GeorgesBataillefor his part appealed to excess,to 'selfabandonment'. Whether in the work of Sade,who 'had as his
goal the clear consciousnessof what can only be achievedby
"release"...That is to say ...the suppression of the difference
between subject and object,' or in the Lascauxcave paintings
- 'what is impressed upon us as we stand before them is the
untrammelled communication between the human being
and the world that surrounds him, man giving himself up
to it in harmonising himself with the world whose riches he
discovers', Bataillebelievesonly in 'ecstatic' artistic creation.
Appliedto painting, this method can be used to describe
the genesis of Abstract Expressionistwork,and it can also
account for the production of a painting by Beckmann.
In his study of Beckmann'striptychs, Reinhard Spieler
describes how Beckmannfound the subjects for his pictures
in experiences and dreams, producing a quick sketch that
defined the composition in a few lines.This general form
preceded any iconographicresearch.Asit was being painted,
the work would change title severaltimes. The painter
endeavoured to make the painting as abstract as possible,in
order to multiply the possibilitiesof interpretation, the work's
meaning being intended to remain as open and as general as

possible. The above could also be applied to the genesis of
worksby Picasso,as can be seen in the film by Henri-Georges
Clouzot. LikePicasso,Beckmannmade use of what Carl
Einstein,speaking of Masson,called'training in ecstasy',
talking about it in his London lecture of 1938:
What is important for me is the consistent application
of a formal principle which comes in when the object is
transformed by the imagination ...When you want to
reproduce an object,you need two things: firstly,there
must be complete identification with the object,and
secondly,something completely different must come into
play.It's difficultto explain this second element, almost
as difficultas finding one's own self.
In 1948,in his ThreeLettersto a WomanPainter, he gives
his own version of'training in ecstasy':'Certainlyart is an
intoxication. Yetit is a disciplined intoxication.'
EINFUHLUNG:

AVATARS OF A NOTION

The debate that took place in Germany in 1911on the
publication of Worringer'sAbstraktionund Einfiihlung33led
to what Dora Valliercallsthe 'epistemologicalfracture' which
marked the birth of the avant-garde.These discussions,in
which Beckmannplayed a part, help situate him within early
twentieth-century German art. Before1914,he could still
claim to belong to the avant-garde.FollowingMax
Liebermann,he had apprenticed his art to the French painting
of the Impressionists and of Cezanne,which embodied the
values of modernity. In 1911,when the painter CarlVinnen
(the exponent of a classicisinglandscape art) published
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a pamphlet attacking the purchase of French art by German
museums, a collective response was published soon after
by Reinhard Piper, Die Antwort aufden 'Protest deutscher
Kiinstler'. Worringer, whose work had hitherto been confined
to ancient art, championed the French painters under attack,
describing Cezanne, van Gogh and Matisse as 'synthesizing
and expressionist artists', and bringing their art under his
concept of Einfiihlung-. 'Modern aesthetics, which has taken
the decisive step from aesthetic objectivism to aesthetic
subjectivism, i.e. which no longer takes the aesthetic as its
starting point, but proceeds from the behaviour of the
contemplating subject, culminate in a doctrine that may
be characterised by the broad and general name of "the
theory of empathy" [Einfiihlung].'
The notion of Einfiihlung has its origins in the Romantic

LeonGolub
on Beckmann
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literature of Novalis, Schlegel and Jean Paul. In her
introduction to the French translation of Worringer's book,
Dora Vallier recalls that in 1873Robert Fischer had described
Einfuhlung as 'a pantheistic tendency proper to human
nature, to be one with the world.' Deprived of its links to
the real by the artists of Blaue Reiter, Einfuhlung changed its
meaning. In spring 1912,the review Pan published a study by
Franz Marc of 'the new painting', in which he claimed that 'art
has always been, in its essence, the boldest advance beyond
nature and the "natural," a bridge to the spiritual realm'.
A fortnight later, Beckmann replied in the same review:
placing his art under the banner of Einfuhlung, he identified
in Marc's work (and that of the Blaue Reiter more generally)
features that Worringer had associated with 'abstraction'.
Echoing Worringer, who had described space as 'the
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Chicagoin the 1930swas relativelyisolated
I have no specificrecollectionof discussions
as far as internationalmodern art was
with him about MaxBeckmann,I wasquite
concerned,with exceptionssuch as the Arts
awareof Beckmann'swork.
Cluband KatherineKuh'sgallery.Shewas
SoBeckmannwasn't the biggestitem in
a totallyindependent and forcefulexponent
my life,but he wasdefinitelyan item. Early
of Europeanand other modernists.From1938 on I was more interested in Orozcoand
to 19401attended WrightJuniorCollegeand
Picasso.Picasso'sGuernicawasexhibitedat
studied Germanfor one year.TheGerman
the ArtsClubin 1937- 1wasfifteen,and the
instructor had an avidinterest in German
experiencewas huge.Atthat time the Art
art and I especiallyremember the booksshe
Institute acquiredan earlyOrozcoof Zapata.
had on medievalGermanart. That is how
But Beckmannwasa good example in that
I discoveredlate GermanGothicsculpture,
more than the other two he representeda
Depositionsfrom the Cross,Pietas- things
positionthat was both 'in' and 'out'.Hewas
likethat with their extreme gesturesand
not as slipperyas Picassoand not as obdurate
emotionality.Then in the early1940sI studied as Orozco.Hewas a suavebrute. He likedto
art history at the Universityof Chicago,and
picture himselfas a sophisticatedtough guy.
got to knowPeter Selzwho was completing
I likethat rough aspectand I likehis wariness,
a thesis on GermanExpressionism.Although his watchfulness.
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The three or four legs of my interests
during my School of Art Institute years,
(1946-50) were the Art Institute, Cahiers d'art
and Minotaure, and the Field Museum of
Natural History, but Beckmann's art played
a major part in this melange, as did the early
work of George Grosz. Their example goaded
and incited me. I claim to go after the 'real',
events and their controversial inputs and
consequences, material that is hard-nosed,
that takes on what is going on. I've called
myself an Expressionist, and even the most
realist aspects of my work - like the
'Mercenaries' - have an Expressionist bias to
them. Still it's the hardness of Beckmann's
early work - the Neue Sachlichkeit paintings
- that I like. Those pictures are less ironic, less
parodistic than later work. Although his art

may be rich in allegorical resonance, it is
simultaneously full of raw images, terse
abbreviations with a strong sensual
immediacy. In fact, this applies throughout
his career. It is vehement in early paintings
such as The Night 1918-19 (no.59) (and
already evident in the Large Death Scene
1906; G61)and it is fully extended in the
impacted, dislocating stresses of the triptychs.
Beckmann affirms the physicality of the
body even though he fractures it and parts
gesticulate or swell convulsively - rumps,
breasts, limbs - under the pressure of other
bodies. Yet all this comes with a suppressed,
wicked humour.
You never know with types like Beckmann
whether they are playing it straight or
manipulating you. I suspect that he didn't

intend these images of the bourgeois world to
be seen just as grotesques. He must have been
laughing, stepping back and observing the
context that he was painting with a sardonic
eye, and observing himself in that context
with the same eye. There is a sly amusement
at the whole situation. Beckmann is not a wit,
but he twists things and the ironies of his
work run in several directions at once. He has
to have been aware of that. In reality you don't
have skinny little drummers next to big-assed
women, not to mention fish all over the place,
and nobody knew that better than Beckmann.
If you think of Breughel and Bosch they were
also dealing with everyday grotesques and yet
their images are hugely human. They are not
just exaggerations; they are extraordinary
personifications. As well as personifications

of common foibles, of religious and political
manias, they are sarcastic self-recognitions.
Breughel rode his demons and they rode
him. Although the setting is very different,
a similar kind of human content moves
through Beckmann's images - and similar
experiences recur. Beckmann isn't just
making expressionistic distortions. He's
a gambler playing a complex game.
There is often an aspect of self-parody
in Beckmann, even a clownishness. He is
multifaceted, yet lumping incongruities
together. He doesn't seem so deeply invested
in symbolism per se, because he was so
involved in the fragmented context in which
he was living, the disorder of Germany. And
instead of bringing order to the situation,
he kicks it around and gives it a disorder of
his own. Guston owes him a lot. Plenty of
meaning but go figure. I can't help but think
that his symbols are telling but somehow
hollow. I'm not being negative when I say
that. I think Beckmann had a kind of radical
self-realisation about all of this.
I bought a book years ago of popular
(sixteenth century?) images in which
everything is upside down, horses are riding
men, children are beating their parents, fish
are catching people - things like that. These
prints were vastly popular because they
satisfy a need to escape the pressure of the
ordinary, the everyday; they let off steam.
And you get that in Beckmann. He must have
known stuff like that. Anyway,Beckmann's
pictures do this with many more
transformations, many more levels. His is
also a world upside down or downside up.

Nevertheless, like the post-medieval examples,
the symbolism in Beckmann's work is pretty
crude. But crudeness can be power. There is a
relation between his blunt painting and his
blunt symbolism. They're one and the same.
Sure, there is mysticism in Beckmann's
work, but I don't really look for that so it is hard
for me to see. In any case his is a very personal
mythology. In a pre-Freudian era you wouldn't
have been able to analyse him in the way that
one claims to be able to do now. By contrast,
take Ensor, who also made an impression
on me. In his work you encounter pettybourgeois scenes with skulls, masks and such
all around - on a mantelpiece, for instance.
Ensor has a kind of medieval thing insofar as
the skulls are real in a way they are not after
the nineteenth century. Despite Ensor's own
sophistication, they are a throwback - direct,
tangible symbols. In Ensor they are in the
room with you and you had better watch out
because they will chew you up. That is not true
of Beckmann. In this respect Beckmann could
even be described as post-Demonic. Sure
Beckmann is right there giving it to you; but
at the same time you and he know it is a kind
of charade, as well. Ensor says, 'This is real,
you'd better believe it.' Beckmann says, 'Well,
between you and me we know that this isn't
real but somehow it hits on the real.' So he is
not just fooling around. He's saying that the
whole fucking twentieth century is up for
grabs. Ensor didn't go that far.

Street, popularly known as Needle Park,
although in fact the area was quite bourgeois.
We were on the second floor; directly above us
was Beckmann's widow, Quappi. We became
friendly, and visited her apartment on various
occasions. There she was surrounded by
Beckmann's art. but her awareness of it never
took the form of personal reminiscences. She
was too dignified for that.

Addendum: In 1964 Nancy Spero and I came
to New Yorkafter five years in Paris and we
rented an apartment on Broadway and 71st
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major enemy of all striving after abstraction',
Beckmannlaid claim to Cezanne's'sense of space' and derided
the 'artisanal platitude' of the BlaueReiterworks.Worringer
had associated the art of Einfiihlungwith the expression of
the organic world;Beckmannclaimed Cezannefor the cause,
describing a tree of his as 'an organism in its own right, in
which one is conscious of the bark, the air that surrounds it,
and the ground in which it stands'.When finally,he sums up
what distinguishes himself from Marc,he contrasts his own
paintings, capable of evoking'an entire individual,organic
world'with those produced by the aesthetic of distancing, of
removal from the world,that was inherent in an abstractive
approach. In a letter of 8 February 1918,he tells his publisher
Piper of a lecture of Worringer'she had just attended: 'Ata
lecture here in Frankfurt,Worringerexplained to a horrified
audience that Expressionismwas going round and round
in a cul-de-sacand had no future; I can now prove,by my
paintings and drawings,that one can be new without
adopting Impressionism or Expressionism.'
Beckmann'sstruggle in 1918was already a rearguard action.
BlaueReiterhad taken over Einfiihlung,and had effectively
altered its meaning. The term no longer meant empathic
identification with the world,but denoted the intensity of
a self-absorbedsubjectivity.WillGrohmann drew attention to
this development, noting that these artists were obsessed by
the idea of 'satisfying a psychologicalneed, and not at all such
a need for imitation as leads to Einfiihlung':40Byappropriating
the notion of Einfiihlung,the Expressionist,abstract avantgarde prevented its application to any realist art, leaving it
to find historical legitimacyonly in formalism.
When Andre Breton,self-proclaimedheir of German

Romanticism,decided to make his reply to Pierre Naville,who
had declared that there could be no such thing as Surrealist
painting, he wrote a series of articles under the collectivetitle
'Surrealismand Painting'.The first of these, in July1925,was
entirely devoted to Picasso,and illustrated by his Cubist
works.The principles of Surrealistpainting set out by Breton
find their place in the Romantictradition: 'Tomeet the need
for an absolute revision of real values,on which all today
are agreed,the work of art will therefore refer to a purely
internal model or will not exist.' The second instalment of
'Surrealismand Painting',adorned this time with paintings
by Braque,opens with the defence of a vision formed by
unconscious images: 'For a long time, I think, men will feel
the need to return to the source of that magic river that flows
from their eyes,which bathes in the same light and the same
hallucinatory shadow those things which are and those which
are not.' Breton's'ecstatic' Cubism foreshadowswhat Carl
Einsteinwould soon describe in Documents: 'The Cubists
first eliminated the conventional subject,which lies on the
periphery of the visual processes.The subject is no longer
an objectivething separate from the spectator; the thing
seen participates in the latter's activity,which organises
it in accordancewith his succeedingsubjectiveoptical
impressions.' These readings of Cubismwould have no
successors.The 'epistemologicalfracture' of the early 1910s
'disimpassioned' Cubism,to make it the origin of a project
concerned with the expression of 'pure form' whose last
word would be abstraction.
When Einfiihlungonce again made its appearance in the
context of avant-gardeart, it was tolerated only as applied to
a rigorously abstract art, rehabilitated by Action Painting,
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theoretical offspring of the Surrealist'ecstasy'.'The action
painting is of the same metaphysical substance as the artist's
existence.The new painting has broken down everydistinction
between art and life',Harold Rosenbergwrote of the painters
of the NewYorkSchoolafter the SecondWorldWar.
One can date to sometime around 1912Beckmann's
departure from what was becoming the mainstream of
modern art. His landscapes and still lifes remain loyal to a
poetics of participation, to the principle of fusion between the
painter's subjectivityand the subject of his work.Dramatising
the elements of his still lifes by means of scale or lighting,
he imbues them with mood, making them biographical
documents and entitling them to be considered among his
self-portraits.His landscapes,such as TheHarbour of Genoa
1927(no.53),are charged with images of dream, fantasy and
memory. The only comparable worksare paintings of the
same type by Picasso,which may be understood as encoded
autobiographical statements, their rebus-likequalities being
demonstrated by recent studies 45
It is the 'paranoid-criticalmethod' developed by
SalvadorDali,'a spontaneous method for the acquisition
of irrational knowledgebased on the critical and systematic
objectivationof delirious and disordered associations and
interpretations,' that seems best suited to account for the
production of such works.
THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

49

OF THE ARTIST

In his dispute with Franz Marc in 1912,Beckmanntook the
side of the modern, a commitment he would never abandon.
In the reviewPan, he criticised Gauguin,whom Marc had
offered as an exemplar, for having taken refuge in Polynesia
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on account of being incapable of creating archetypes for and
of his own time. He condemned Matisse for similar reasons,
callinghim 'an even more deplorable representative of this
ethnology museum art: the Asiandepartment'. The virulence
of these attacks corresponds to the intensity of his desire
to engage with his own time. Beckmann'shope of 'creating
archetypes rooted in our own age' was shared by the
Surrealists,and LouisAragon,in the introduction to his novel
LePaysan de Paris of 1926,made the expression of modern
myths Surrealism'sprime ambition: 'Newmyths spring up
beneath every step we take. Legendbegins where man has
lived,where he lives.Allthat I intend to think about from
now on is these despised transformations.'
Beckmanntook his theory of myth from CarlGustav Jung,
whose Relationshipbetweenthe Selfand the Unconscious
is one of the books in which he made marginal notes. In his
theory of the 'collectiveunconscious',Jung'sthought is
connected with that of the early Romantics.Likethem, he
believesin the existence of universal values shared by the
whole of humanity: 'The unconscious processes of the
most remotely separated peoples and races show a quite
remarkable correspondence,which displays itself,among
other things, in the well-authenticated similarity between
the themes and forms of autochthonous myths.' When
Jung reports that 'the Elgonyis,natives of the Elgonforests,
explained to me that there are two kinds of dream, the
ordinary dream of the little man and the "bigvision"only
the great man has, e.g.the medicine-man or chief', he was
attributing to the shaman of primitive societiesthe role
the Romanticshad assigned to the poet.
In 1926,Beckmannformulated a theory of art in which
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the artist is the equivalent of Jung's'medicine-man': 'The
artist in the contemporary sense is the conscious shaper of
the transcendental idea. He is at the same time the shaper
and the vessel...The contemporary artist is the true creator
of a world that did not exist before he gave shape to it.'
The Surrealistsalso claimed this socialresponsibility for the
artist. In elegiacmode, Andre Breton invokedthe relationship
uniting poet and people: 'There is nothing likethis sudden,
fugitive possibility of the fusion between the soul of the poet
and the spirit of the crowd,under the aegis of very particular
external events, to inspire bitter regret at the disappearance
of such contact since.'
Beckmanndiscoveredin Jung'swork a 'method' similar
to that advocatedby the Romanticpoets, and Jung'sinterest
in states of consciousnessfavourable to the emergence of
dream-likeand fantastical images recallsthe 'intoxication' of
Jean Paul and Novalis.These states of self-hypnosisor 'lucid
somnambulism' favour the appearance of myth and symbol.
The symbol, as defined by Novalis,is the product of this
deliberate scrambling of the frontiers between reason and
unreason, between self and world.Jean-MarieSchaeffersums
up the conditions for the emergence of romantic symbolism:
'the symbol is the work of the productive imagination, it
is situated in the privilegedplace where the universal and
the particular, the intelligibleand the sensuous, but also
the formal and the material, the meaning and the figure
are represented in each other.' Beckmann'swork certainly
corresponds to this definition.Their symbolism and the
'open' meaning of the images have for a long time been
a stumbling blockto exegesis.When Beckmann'sdealer Curt
Valentinpassed on the query of an art-loverwho wished to

decipher the enigma of Departure 1932,1933-5(no.6o),he
receiveda stinging reply: 'If people are incapable of
understanding for themselves,from their own inner light,
there is no point showing them ...It should be noted that
Departure is not a work with a message,and it is, I dare say,
valid for all times.' For Novalis,the symbol is 'Image - not
allegory- not symbol of something else [einesFremden]symbol of itself.'
PARERGA AND PAR ALI POME NA

Beckmannwas twenty-twowhen he first read Schopenhauer's
Parerga and Paralipomena, and his diary and correspondence
testify to a real familiarity with the philosopher's works.
He found in Schopenhauer a theory that integrated dream
activity into the process of knowledge.Revivinga tradition
that went back to Greekantiquity, Schopenhauer attributed
to the dream the capacity to reveal higher truths. Scattered
throughout Parerga and Paralipomena are images
describing an illusory reality,closeto the veil of maya in
the Vedictradition: 'Letus recall...the so widely recognised
resemblance between life and dream.' 'Weare nothing but
temporal, ephemeral creatures, of the order of dream, beings
that fly swiftlyaway like shadows.' Schopenhauer favours
intuition over the Kantian'faculty of reason'.'That time and
space,with regard to their form, are represented a priori, has
been taught by Kant;but this may be so too of their content,
as is taught by lucid somnambulism.'
These ideas,with their associated'ecstatic' conception of
art, helped fashion Beckmann'sprocess of artistic creation,
the nature of his relationship with the real, a relationship that
made the real the site of every deception and every illusion
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(the painter's regular recourse to images of theatre, circus
and music-hallare a clear expression of this sense of artifice),
but also the only source from which it is possible to extract
Ideas and Truths. The work of extracting meaning to which
Beckmanncommitted himself reproduces the process of
the emergence of thought as described by Schopenhauer:
The process of our innermost thoughts is not as simple
as it seems in theory; it is in fact a very complex sequence.
Tomake it clearer,let us compare our consciousness to a
body of water of some depth; distinctly conscious thoughts
are only the surface; the mass of liquid, on the other hand,
is made up of confused thoughts, vague feelings,the
echoes of intuitions and of our experience in general,
all these joined to the characteristicdisposition of our
will which is the kernel of our being. Sothe mass of our
consciousness is in perpetual motion, in proportion,
of course, to our intellectual vivacity,and thanks to this
continuous agitation there rise to the surface the precise
images,the clear and distinct ideas expressed by words
and the determinate resolutions of the will.
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This description corresponds almost exactly to the theme
that Beckmannnever stopped painting, that of the 'young
men by the sea'.The first work in his catalogue of 1905,and
returned to regularlyyear after year,this motif provided
too the subject for his last triptych, TheArgonauts,painted in
1949-50 (no.163).The young men standing against infinite
space are like'the clear and distinct ideas',the spontaneous,
fragile epiphenomenon or emanation of the confusion
of waves,of the most varied and contradictory 'vague
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feelings','intuitions' and 'experiences'.Likemeaning, they
are snatched from the wavesof existence,the storms of
history. 'Nature is a wonderful chaos to be put into order and
completed',Beckmannsaid in 1948. Eventhe flute-player,
a recurring figure in this theme of young men at the sea's
edge, is suggested by Schopenhauer in his allegoryof the
life of the mind.
The normal human being ...possesses only the first
intellect,which one may call the subjective,as the intellect
of genius is the objective.Although this subjectiveintellect
may be endowed with varying degrees of perspicacity and
perfection, it is nonetheless distinctly separate in register
from the double intellect of the genius - just as however
high may be the notes achievedby the chest voice,they
are alwaysessentiallydifferent from the falsetto,which
is, rather like the two upper octaves of the flute and the
harmonics of the violin,the product of two columns of air
vibrating in unison, separated by a node; while in the chest
voice and the two lower octaves of the flute, it is simply the
whole column that vibrates.This allowsone to understand
the specificityof genius, which is visiblyexpressed in
the worksand even in the physiognomy of those who
are possessed of it.
Beckmann'sartistic ambition is summed up by the quest
for the 'perfect sound' that harmonises higher truth with
the chaos of the world and of human history. Only art is
capable of producing this perfect sound. If the young men
in TheArgonauts triptych are an image, they are also an
emanation of art, of the music and painting that Beckmann
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painted on the two outer panels of the work.Schopenhauer's
'precise images, clear and distinct ideas' developfrom the
humming chaos of the depths. Beckmann'simages emerge
from a deliberate confusion of forms and symbols,their
intensity proportional to the confusion of the chaos from
which they come.
The reading of Mme Blavatsky'swork,which Beckmann
undertook at the end of 1932(at the moment of the
mythologicaltransformation in his art), fits in with this
programme of deliberate ferment. The artist had no regard
for the quasi-religioussignificanceof theosophical writings,
annotating the pages with a series of acerbiccomments 'tremendous nonsense','all this tripe reads very nicely'.What
he was lookingfor was not enlightenment but confusion.
The religious syncretism that Blavatskyproposed rested on
a compilation of narratives - tales, legends and myths of
all ages and origins.These formed a corpus of ideal images,
a treasury to which Beckmannreturned again and again.
His artistic goal was to bring out from this hotchpotch the
'primordial images',the 'archetypes' required by the meaning
of his works.This poetics of meaning, 'sprung from the foam
of the sea' likeAphrodite,also explains the relationship of
Beckmann'sart to history. His painting feeds on historical
eventuation, it is intimately linked to the present moment.
Rather than the passive mirror of history, it is its seismograph,
registering its violence,the issues at stake,the struggle
between culture and barbarism, of brutal forces against
civilisation(perhaps the true and only subject of Beckmann's
triptychs). LikePicasso'sGuernicaof 1937,through their
symbolism Beckmann'spaintings transmute the images
of a place and a time into universal figures.

DREAM STORIES

It is in the cinema that one sees images most closelyrelated
to Beckmann's.In its significanceand its composition, the
world depicted by Stanley Kubrickin EyesWideShut (1999)
offers an exact equivalent, Kubrickproducing a reality
permeable to dream and fantasy.The screenplay is based on
Traumnovelle,a 1926short story by Arthur Schnitzler.Close
to Freud,Schnitzlershows the slow,subtle contamination
of the real by images from the hind-worldof desire and
the instincts discoveredby psychoanalysis.Kubrickgives
visibleform to the rise of this fantastical tide that gradually
submerges a reality protected only by flimsy barricades of
habits and carefullymeasured madness (from the cannabis
the characters smoke).Soon,fantasy and reality have become
one (in the orgy scene in the mansion). Bythe end, life is
no more than a dream, the rules that order it no more than
absurd rituals.
DavidLynch'sMulhollandDrive(2001)is another film
concerned to make visible the irruption of dream into reality,
and it is at the same time an anatomy of the phantasmagoria
that is called'cinema'.Twoheroines, who switch names and
personalities,alternate their accounts of the same events,
the one the dream double of the other, and their intertwining
stories graduallychip away at the reliabilityof what one had
thought to be the most stable of realities.As in Beckmann's
paintings, and just as in AlfredHitchcock'sfilms,objects
acquire the obsessionalcharacter of fetishes. Likethe
'symbolicallyfunctional objects' of the Surrealists,they are
vehiclesfor the revelation of personal destiny (a blue key,
the sum due under a contract in Lynch;the horn, the candle
and the sword in Beckmann).Lynchturns Hollywood- its
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geography,its socialrituals - into an allegoryof cinema,
victim to the hubris that is ready money. When the heroine
wants to find the solution to the enigma that is her life,she
goes to the theatre, where she finds a paradoxical response:
on stage, a moving song she takes for the expression of the
highest truth turns out to be no more than pre-recorded
music. The presenter of the show announces: 'It's a tape,
everything is an illusion.'The cinematic illusion is of
the same kind as that engendered by Beckmann'spaintings,
which fix their images at the intersection of a world
perceivedand a world projected, images drawn from
the real, from history, but moulded from dream and
hallucination. Beckmannlearned from Schopenhauer that
existence was no more than a veil,an illusion; he accepted
this, populating his workswith a humanity of actors and
clowns.In his copy of Parerga and Paralipomena he
underlined the words:'the world is a dark cavern in which
we are confined'.At the end of the war,first in Holland
and then in the United States,Beckmannassiduously
frequented the cinema. In these dark enclosures he
contemplated the shadowsof a reality whose fitful glimmer
he fixed on his canvas.From seeing reality as a dream, and
seeing this dream as a cinematic image, it could happen
that Beckmanntook reality for a film, noting in his diary
on 11October 1946:'I went to LaGaiete and saw CaryGrant
dance with a woman who was with him. At first I thought
it was a scene in a film.'
In 1937Beckmannleft Germany for good. His first reflex
was to go back to Paris.Once again,but in person this time,
he wanted to make contact with Andre Breton and the
Surrealists.He revealedhis plans to his friend and patron
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Stephan Lackner,who approached Max Ernst,useful in this
regard for being both Surrealistand German, but Ernst
refused to effect the introduction: the story of Beckmann
and Surrealismis the story of this missed encounter.
Translatedfrom FrenchbyDafydd ReesRoberts
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A Gathering Storm:
Beckmann and Cultural
Politics 1925-38
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Max Beckmannbegan his celebrated speech 'On My Painting',
deliveredon 21July1938,with a disclaimer:'BeforeI begin to
giveyou an explanation, an explanation which it is nearly
impossible to give,I would like to emphasize that I have never
been politicallyactive in any way I have only tried to realize
my conception of the world as intensely as possible.' The
occasionwas the exhibition of TwentiethCenturyGerman
Art,shown in the NewBurlington Galleriesin London.
Beckmannseldom made reference to politics in his private
and public texts and when he did so it was usually in
passing.But almost exactly a year earlier the DegenerateArt
exhibition had opened in Munich,finallyplacing Beckmann
beyond the pale in his native country, along with many other
contemporary artists. Such a statement in his opening
sentence was certain to draw attention to the broader

circumstances in which the artist found himself.
One should not be surprised at Beckmann'sstance,
considering the cultural and political climate that by 1938
not only affected his livelihoodbut increasinglycurtailed
his freedom of action. The DegenerateArt exhibition marked
a decisiveintensification of the officialposition in Germany
between 1933and 1937,during which time Beckmann'sstatus,
both sociallyand commercially,was ambivalent.The artist
had maintained socialand commercial links with people
sympathetic to, or with ties to the state: he was able to
continue painting and to sell his work.In the mid-i930s
Beckmannwas even able, on two occasions,to take part in
public exhibitions.
This essay examines the shifts, at times clearlymarked
and at others more subtly perceptible,in Beckmann'slife
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and art in a decade of great political and personal change that
accompanied the end of the Weimarera and the beginning of
the Third Reich.
****
During the early 1920sBeckmann'scontacts with German
and Austrian aristocracy expanded through his friendships
in the circlearound Heinrich Simon in Frankfurt.Here he
met Lillyvon Schnitzler,Kathevon Porada and Irma Simon
(born BaronessScheyvon Koromea),among others. In 1925
he married for a second time, to Mathilde 'Quappi' von
Kaulbach,daughter of the Munich society painter August
von Kaulbach.Beckmannwas well aware of the possible
advantages he might gain from such acquaintances and
friendships. His worksof the later 1920sand 1930s,depicting
resorts in southern Franceand Holland and fashionable
German spa towns such as Baden-Baden,reflected the artist's
own entree into those socialcircles,and perhaps also the
prospect of sales to a clientelewho travelled to these same
places. Positivechanges in Beckmann'slife through his
second marriage and his appointment to a teaching post
at the StadelArt Schoolin Frankfurt ran in parallel
with Germany'seconomic and political progress.The
hyperinflation of 1923had gone, the currency had stabilised.
Germany signed the LocarnoTreaty with France and Britain
in December 1925,recognisingthe loss of Alsace-Lorraine.
This paved the way for Germany to join the Leagueof Nations
in September 1926.
In the mid-i920s Beckmannwas engaged with ideas about
the relationship between the artist and the state, principally
through the encouragement of KarlAnton von Rohan.These
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years were a high-water mark in Beckmann'sartistic career
and socialsuccess,and his confidenceis expressed artistically
in his sovereignmasterpiece, Self-Portraitin Tuxedoof 1927
(no.88).Beckmannrecords meeting Prinz Rohan at Lillyvon
Schnitzler'shouse one evening in early June 1925.Soon after
he writes to Quappi telling her of the good impression he
is reported to have made on Rohan.Opportunistically,he
records his sense that Rohan,'who gets around a lot', might
be of use to him.
During this time Prinz Rohanwas influential in discussions
about cultural renewal and moves to initiate a conservative
counter-revolution with a pan-European emphasis. After
founding an Austrian committee in 1922and a French one
in Paris the followingyear, Rohanwas involvedwith the
EuropaischerKulturbund (EuropeanCultural Union) in
1923.The Union had severalkey objectives,among them
a reduction in the historic enmity between Franceand
Germany.The socialmix of those involved,according
to Guido Miillerand VanessaPlichta,brought together
'an unsettled bourgeoisie,literary figures conscious of the
orientation towards crisis and aristocrats seekingto make a
contribution to society'. Many people closelyconnected
with this tendency were conservativeand Catholic;they
were admirers of the Holy Roman and Austro-Hungarian
Empires,both of which had transcended national frontiers.
These historical entities provided a counter-example to
the increasing number of nation states formed after the
First WorldWar, all founded on the principle of selfdetermination.
Lillyvon Schnitzlerwas the secretary of the German branch
of the Union, and was Rohan'sco-sponsorwhen in 1925they
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established the journal EuropaischeRevue. Its objective
was to function as a European forum for the socialand
intellectual elite to discuss issues, outside the parameters of
party politics or religious concerns.The journal was antimodernist and had a heroic-elitisttone, born of participation
in the Warby many who contributed. Rohan,a right-winger
whose activitieslater receivedfinancial support from the
Nazis,attempted in the mid-i920s to create a dialogue
between democrats and the Italian Fascists,who by 1926had
consolidated their hold in Italy. One could assume
Beckmannhad some familiarity with these pro-Fascistviews
when at the end of 1925he painted GalleriaUmberto (no.89),
a dream-likepicture. Carabinieriand priests, agents of the
state, are joined by women of different ages,one in a bathing
costume, in the famous glazed hall in Naples.Floodedfrom
below,possibly symbolisingthe rising tide of Italian Fascism,
the painting shows as a principal feature a mutilated,
suspended figure,frequently interpreted as a premonitory
vision of the end of Mussolini'sdictatorship. Rohan himself
is a central figure in Beckmann'sgroup portrait Parisian
Society(no.91),begun in 1925shortly after they first met.
Beckmannrecast it to largelyits present state in 1931when
Rohan acted in support of his Paris exhibition at the Galerie
de la Renaissance;he slightly modified it in the late 1940s.
After the mid-i920s, however,their paths seldom crossed.
Many significantintellectuals who contributed to
the EuropaischeRevuewere also associated with the
EuropaischerKulturbund and its broad aims of spiritual
and intellectual renewal.They included Thomas Mann,
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Paul Valery,LeCorbusier,C.G.Jung,
and Ortega y Gasset.Ian Kingargues that during the Weimar
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period the pan-European ideal became a cause for left-ofcentre intellectuals rather than active politicians. Annette
Kolb,who supported the concept of socialism (rather than
supporting the Socialistsas a party), was,along with
Beckmann,a German representative at the Vienna congress
of the Leagueof Cultural Cooperationin October 1926.
Beckmannhad depicted her with other pacifist and left-wing
intellectuals in Ideologues1919(no.34),one of the prints
in his Hellportfolio.
Rohan encouraged Beckmann,possibly at the conference,
to write something for the Revue.Beckmann'sfirst
submission, unpublished until the late 1980s,was a biting
satire on the role of the artist in the state. As a dystopic vision
of artistic submission before a variety of more powerful forces
Beckmannmust have known it was not the kind of article
Rohanwould consider publishing. In a letter to Rohanof
1January 1927accompanying the text, Beckmanndescribes
its origins as a dream, not unlike Goya'sfamous aquatint
from LosCaprichos,TheSleepof ReasonProducesMonsters.
He relates how a shrouded figure appears in a vision and
writes ten precepts with X-rayletters. Accordingto Barbara
Buenger,Beckmann'ssatire perhaps reflected his opinion of
the conference,which he dismissivelydescribed as a 'petty
farce' ('kleinesAffentheater'). His second attempt, 'The Artist
in the State',appeared in Rohan'sjournal in July1927.It was
idiosyncraticenough for the editor to add a disclaimer
dissociatinghimself from the 'extreme metaphysical views'
expressed by Beckmann.However,certain ideas appear
related to the pan-European agenda propagated by Rohan.
Beckmannwrote of the need for a new cultural centre
for the practice of a new faith. This was not unlike the 'grand
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new dome' ('neue grosse Kuppel')of Rohan'span-European
cultural mission, which was expressed in his book Europa
published in 1923.Rohan'saspiration for an intellectual elite
was perhaps reflected in Beckmann'scall for an 'aristocratic
bolshevism',a concept of socialequalisation achieved
through levellingupwards.This formulation closelyfollowed
Rohan'sown mission to create a cultural elite under the
umbrella of a united states of Europe.This,he argued, was
the 'only safeguard against mechanisation' that increasingly
transcended national borders in the form of transport,
technology and international business. Regarding
parliamentary democracy as having outlived its usefulness
with the First WorldWar,Rohan lookedto the support of
international businessmen, such as von Schnitzler'shusband
Georgvon Schnitzler,who was SalesDirectorfor I.G.Farben.
However,he rejected as unrealistic proposals by another
pan-European activist,Count RichardCoudenhove-Kalergi,
to construct the political entity of a united states of Europe;
he admired instead nationalist movements of radical political
renewal such as Fascismin Italy.There is a pictorial equivalent
for Beckmann'sarticle,in which he argues the discipline of
self-relianceas the key towards artistic autonomy, leading to
the ultimate deification of humanity. The picture is SelfPortrait in Tuxedo,painted in 1927.
During the ensuing years Beckmannexperienced a process
of ideologicaldefamation that caused his position among
the country's cultural elite first to be threatened, then
destroyed.This process can be divided into phases. Bythe
early 1930sBeckmannwas breaking through internationally,
with important exhibitions and growing sales in Europe and
America.The Berlincollection,Germany'smost important,
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began acquiring his strongest recent works,including in
1927TheBark (no.52),and the Self-Portraitin Tuxedothe
followingyear. At home, however,the position of modern
artists, his own successnotwithstanding, came increasingly
under attack.Anticipating,or at least apprehensive about, the
consequences,in 1933Beckmannmoved to Berlin,still
opposed to political developments yet attempting to salvage
something of his prestigious career.
Influential friends and supporters from the cultural and
aristocratic circleshe had nurtured since the early 1920s
enabled Beckmannto avoid blanket isolation: his work could
still be seen and collected,if only rarely written about. In
1936Berlinhosted the OlympicGames,during which Hitler
calledfor international opinion to view Germany in a positive
light. Jonathan Petropoulis has suggested that 'the Nazielite
pursued a policy of accommodation and integration with the
existing powersthrough the mid-i930s', and that the Games
marked the culmination of this accommodation. An odd
glimpse into those veiled years suggests Beckmannand his
wife were not entirely isolated socially,nor did the antipathy
of the regime cause them to be ostracised completely.
Petropoulis records Beckmann'spresence (although
mistakenly describing him as one of the ruling elite) at a
lavish party hosted by the von Ribbentropson 11August
1936during the period of the OlympicGames:'The
Ribbentropsthrew numerous parties at their Dahlem villa
that encouraged the mixing of these various groups in the
new ruling order. One found, for example, a table with Prinz
Auwi,Max Beckmann,and Gustaf Griindgen'swife.' In his
letters Beckmannoccasionallygiveshis opinions on the
behaviour of other cultural figures.These,more than his
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presence at a banquet, probably give a better insight into his
well-foundedunease about unfolding events. In a letter to
Quappi of April1936,he makes a slightly dismissivemention
of the conductor WilhelmFurtwangler:'for too long he's been
kickingaround my life,alas tiresome world,trembling with
rapture like at the Simons fifteen years ago.' Stephan von
Wieserelates this to Furtwangler'sbehaviour followinghis
performance in November 1934of Paul Fiindemith's
prohibited opera Mathis derMaler. After making a public
apology he was allowedto resume his directorship of the
BerlinPhilharmonic.Equally,he was henceforth artistically
and morally compromised.
During the Naziparty congress of autumn 1936shortly
after the Olympicshad ended, Hitler's speech on culture
promoted the subject from the the levelof specialist
no.91
Parisian Society
1925,1931,1947
110 x 176
(43 y x 69 y
Guggenheim
Museum, New York

discussion to national prominence. The speech,combined
with the Minister for Propaganda'sprohibition of art criticism
two months later in November 1936,28marked a decisive
shift towards cultural repression. Until then the work of
artists such as Beckmann,who, despite being out of favour,
had powerful support and strong reputations, could still be
seen on public display from time to time. Three paintings, a
still life and two landscapes,were still on display in Berlin's
Kronprinzen-Palaisduring 1936. Theywere removed in 1937.
The position of severalpeople connected with Beckmann,
particularly dealers who later collaboratedwith governmental
agencieswhile continuing to support Beckmann,became
unavoidably polarised.Betweenthe autumn of 1936and the
summer of 1937there were increasinglysystematic
confiscationsfrom German public collections,leading to
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the DegenerateArt exhibition in July1937,versions of which
toured various cities in Germany until 1939.Bythe autumn
of 1937thousands of workswere collectedin a Berlin
respository. These confiscatedworks,when not destroyed,
were regarded as a way of earning foreign currency. Some
of the dealers who became involvedin the evaluation
committees set up by Goebbelsin May 1938 were supporters
of Beckmann.The ambivalenceof their role is symptomatic
of the changes in behaviour required by external
circumstances,as much as the expression of, or shifts in,
individual loyalties.Whilesome of the dealers profited
through the State disposals of publicly acquired artworks,
others were conscious of rescuing what they could, and
redistributing these reclaimed worksto more sympathetic
owners overseas.
The art historian Hildebrand Gurlitt's activities reflect
this pattern of ambiguity. In the late 1930sand early 1940s he
sustained his business by acquiring worksfor the LinzProject,
the proposed Fuhrermuseum in Austria. Yeta decade earlier
the picture had lookedvery different. In April1930Gurlitt
had been forced by orchestrated criticism from the Nazi
Kampfbundfur deutscheKulturto leave his position as
director of the museum in Zwickau. Gurlitt's sympathies
for a wide range of modern artists, from the socialistKathe
Kollwitzto the sociallycritical Otto Dix and GeorgeGrosz,
and for Expressionistssuch as EmilNoldeand KarlSchmidtRottluff,included support for Beckmann.In 1933he organised
a Beckmannexhibition for the Hamburg Kunstverein.The
second showing of the exhibition, in Erfurt,was cancelled
shortly before the opening, demonstrating the political
sensitivity of the show'stiming. The pictures were moved

to the stores in the basement where Beckmannsought
permission from the authorities for his friend and patron
Stephan Lacknerto view them. Gurlitt, however,continued
quietly to support Beckmann:in October 1936he showed
a private exhibition of his paintings and watercolours.
Gurlitt was not the only art historian with whom
Beckmannworkedwho later had unavoidable connections
with the Government through dealing in 'degenerate' art.
When Curt Valentin,who in the early 1930shad taken over
the activitiesof AlfredFlechtheim,emigrated to NewYorkin
January 1937,he left his Berlinbusiness in the hands of Karl
Buchholz.Usinginitial capital provided by Buchholz,Valentin
set up a gallery in NewYorkthat bore both their names, and
in early 1938he mounted his first exhibition of Beckmann's
work.The American sales achievedthen (and in future) gave
significantfinancial support to the artist during the war.
At almost exactly the same time, though, Buchholzbecame
one of those dealers who, like Gurlitt,were involvedwith
the Verwertungskommissionset up by Goebbelsin May 1938
to deal with confiscatedart from public collections.Clearly
the evaluation of another person's integrity was vital in
establishing and maintaining relationships during such
politicallypolarised times. Beckmann'sview of Buchholzis
given in a letter of 11May 1937to Valentin:'I see Buchholz
now and again and have the feeling that, with time, we will
become good friends'. Forhis part, Buchholzfound the artist
'a grand and imposing personality' and continued to buy
his work.So did the dealer Giinther Franke,whose commercial
relationship with Beckmannas the dealer I.B.Neumann's
European representative had formally ended in 1932following
Neumann's bankruptcy in NewYork.Although Franke's
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gallery was located at the heart of the Munich district that
housed National Socialist official and ceremonial buildings,
he continued during the mid-i93C>sto show Beckmann
and other defamed modern artists more or less openly.
A recommendation from the right source was sufficient to
gain access to the back room in Franke's gallery, where he
exhibited his stock of modernist artists throughout the 1930s
and 1940s. Such was the experience of the young Samuel

German museums, was now pilloried by the state as unGerman and degenerate. In response to the 1937Degenerate
Art exhibition Beckmann, who was living in Berlin,
immediately left Germany for Amsterdam. There his sister-

Beckett when he visited Franke in March 1937and saw
pictures by Beckmann and other defamed artists.
While dissociating himself from any personal involvement

His first triptych, Departure 1932,1933-5 (no.6o), has been
understood as an allegory of the artist's exile in Holland and
of his later move to America. But the completion of the
triptych precedes the beginning of Beckmann's period of
Dutch exile by several years. It is also interpreted as a grand
artistic statement about Beckmann's tactical withdrawal from
Frankfurt in 1933,where he began the triptych, to Berlin.

in political activities, the politics surrounding Beckmann's
position by the time of his London speech in July 1938 were
quite clear to him and to many in his audience 42Beckmann's
art, since 1933largely removed from public display in most

in-law Hedda helped the artist and his wife Quappi find
a place to live and work, which remained their home and
Beckmann's studio throughout the 1939-45 war and the
German occupation of Holland 43

Heinrich George's
Wallensteinin Red
Barbara Copeland
Buenger

1

HeinrichGeorge(1893-1946)
waswarmlyand
widelyadmired for his performancesof the
classics(hisfavouriterole wasGoethe'sGotz
von Berlichingen),but was alsoclosely
identifiedwith the contemporarystage of the
Expressionists,MaxReinhardt,ErwinPiscator,
and BertoltBrecht.He gainedfurther renown
for his major rolesin such celebratedfilmsas
Metropolis(1927)and BerlinAlexanderplatz
(1931).
Castas an earnest and attentive leader,
or a proletarian,a sailor,Falstaff,Gotz,Luther,
Napoleon,or Zola,Georgewas prizedfor his
earthy,human and evenbestialqualities.
Short,agile,quick,and high-voiced,imposing
in his largegirth and gargantuanin his tastes
for parties and drink (seefig.22),he was
celebratedas giant and gnome alike.
MaxBeckmann'sFamilyPortraitof
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HeinrichGeorge(no.92)commemorates
George'sonly careerperformanceas the
eponymoushero of Friedrichvon Schiller's
Wallenstein:
ADramaticPoem(1796-9).In his
trilogySchiller,seekingto admonish his own
contemporaries,had compressedthe events
of the ThirtyYears'Warinto a fewdaysin
order to stressfury,corruption,
disillusionment,and betrayalas the
resourcefulgeneralissimoWallenstein
(1583-1634)
opposedan emperor he had
formerlyalwayssupported.Powerful,
rebellious,and wrong-headed,Wallenstein
grewpartly hesitant,partly mad as he
betrayedeventhose who had honoured him.
Thepainting'smany elements of menace
evokenot only Wallensteinbut alsoreal
contemporarythreats.The red spectrum,

fig 21
Heinrich and Jan
George on the
steps of their
Wannsee home
with their dog,
Fellow II c.1937
Courtesy of )an
George
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no.92
Family Portrait of
Heinrich George
1935
215x 100
(845/8x393/8)
Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin,
Nationalgalerie

directly inspired by George's vermillion
Wallenstein costume, is predominant, from
the thinly applied rose of George's shirt to the
fire-red that Beckmann chose for the frame
(not illustrated here). The room's dusky
pink space is oddly truncated by two spears
or harpoons, attached to the wall beneath
a black cornice under a greyish-white ceiling.
The spears might refer to George's own
collection of weapons, but also underline
the belligerency of both Wallensteinand the
cultural politics of the day. Wallensteintook
on a new resonance during and after the
First World War; the play inevitably evoked
reflection on contemporary events, especially
when the staging was tweaked to celebrate
the new German order.
The Theater des Volkespremiered the
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fig.22
Goetz and )an George
with their mother
Berta, in front of the
painting by Beckmann
c.1950
Courtesy of Jan
George
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entire trilogy on 11November 1934,4with full
orchestra and dramatic staging geared to the
mass audiences accommodated by Berlin's
huge Grofies Schauspielhaus, a theatre made
famous by Max Reinhardt, now in exile.
Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels had
secured the theatre's direction and
encouraged Weimar's best Aryan actors
and directors to promote National Socialist
culture on a vast popular scale.
George gave a staggering performance,
but Beckmann's painting transports him far
from the theatre to a morning rehearsal at
home, where George apparently learned the
demanding role in less than a week. Barefoot
in white trousers, hands over heart and groin,
George is much larger than the other subjects,
his height exaggerated by his grouping
with the family's Great Dane, Fellow II, and
a darkly curving, oval-backed chair. His girth
is enhanced by the yellow-framed picture
behind. Her body narrower than one of
George's thighs, the actor Charlotte Habecker
prompts from the text. In front of her is
George's wife Berta Drews (1901-1987),also
an actor, wearing a patterned robe, and
their son, the young Jan Albert Goetz George
(b. 1931).Although Jan wears a girlish pink
nightgown, he mimics his father's severity,
raising his hand in a horn gesture to banish
the huge but friendly dog.
The artwork in the background depicts the
head of a soldier wearing an orange hat. His
face nudges up against George's right arm. The
painting depicted here does not correspond
to any work by Beckmann, nor to any work
in George's collection. Though generalised

and less prominent than the other figures,
this face acts as an engaging, even nagging
conscience or double, and introduces further
reflection. Did Beckmann use it to evoke either
the play's other characters who reproached
Wallenstein, or Wallenstein's own troubled
conscience; or even George in another role,
perhaps as Gotz von Berlichingen with the
iron right hand? Might the figure also suggest
George or Beckmann's own conscience?
Beckmann and George had been
acquintances since Frankfurt in the 1920s;
George had proposed performing in
Beckmann's own play, Ebbi, which he had
completed in the mid-i920s. Now,ten years
later, they met again after the opening night
of Wallensteinand Beckmann visited the
family at home at least once as he painted the
portrait from memory in his studio in 1935.
Berta Drews later said she and George were
surprised, even embarrassed, to hear that
Beckmann - who repeatedly worked without
commission - was painting their portrait.
Were they put out because they felt obligated
to purchase the painting (they already owned
some Beckmann prints), especially since
George had just offered renewed support to
Otto Dix, whom he had commissioned to
paint his portrait in 1932?
Beckmann had long been artistically
associated with Dix, whose Portrait of the
Actor Heinrich George (fig.24) hung in the
George home and was unquestionably
a point of departure for Beckmann. Dix
depicted George with a highly expressive face,
reddened flesh, and glaring eyes - an agitated,
combustible modern. He had planned to

render George as Gotz, but after he saw
George on the set of the film Das Meer ruft, a
First World War sea story, he decided to depict
him in his role as the rugged seaman Terje
Wiggen. Dix's stylised realism, sombre palette
of tempera on wood, and the inscription of
George's name and age in Latin (Aetatis
george suae 39) recall Renaissance
representations of illustrious citizens and
leaders, almost as if he deliberately fashioned
his George/Terje as a modern counterpart to
Gotz. Beckmann's grandiose, detached George
might also have had an older artistic model in
one of Berlin's grandest Baroque masterpieces,
an almost equal-sized painting assumed
to portray a hefty Tuscan general slightly
Wallenstein's junior (fig.23).
When Beckmann painted this portrait
his professional future was far from clear.
Virulent National Socialist critics in Frankfurt
and Munich had attacked his art since the late
1920s, and he had moved to Berlin even before
his dismissal from his Frankfurt teaching
position in April 1933.His lifelong dream of
broad representation in a room of Berlin's
National Gallery had been realised in 1933
when ten of his works went on display in
its new Kronprinzen-Palais section. The
museum remained open until 1937,but
almost immediately after it was opened the
Beckmann room had to be rehung with less
challenging landscapes and still lifes.
Unlike George, Dix, or Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, Beckmann does not seem to have joined
an official artist organisation. He appears to
have hoped that the low profile he kept in
Berlin would permit him to work undisturbed.
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fig.23
Charles Mellin
Portrait of a Man
c.1630
Oil on canvas
203 x 121
(80 X47 5/g)
Gemaldegalerie,
Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin

By the time he met and painted George, the
pre-1933art scene had all but closed down, not
least because of the persecution and exile of
its Jewish members. At the same time, those
who could join the official organisations had
already found their financial circumstances
improved. No one was sure if Hitler would
stay in power, but influential friends who
supported the regime assured Beckmann
that he and other moderns would ultimately
be accepted. Considering exile, but reluctant
to leave, Beckmann apparently told George he
felt ignored in Nazi Germany. George, who
had hated a 1931Hollywood sojourn, felt he
could live and act only in Germany.
George shared National Socialist criticisms
of the modernist theatre in which he had
gained fame, and argued that theatre could
meet real human needs only by returning
to the classics. From 1933on, he continued
to perform the classics as he added new roles
in National Socialist productions. In 1933
both Hitler and Goebbels warmly greeted his
performances in Schiller's WilhelmTelland
in the propaganda film Hitlerjugend Quex.
In 1934George joined the Theater des Volkes
at its inception.
Beckmann deftly characterised individuals
as he reflected on their and his own social,
cultural, and political circumstances.
Simultaneously with the George portrait,
for instance, he completed a commissioned
portrait of Rudolf Binding, a writer familiar
to Beckmann from conservative Frankfurt
circles. Newly lauded at his sixty-fifth
birthday, Binding had given an enthusiastic
welcome to the Third Reich. Beckmann

fig.24
Otto Dix
Portrait of the
Actor Heinrich
George 1932
Mixed media on
wood
too x 83.5
(393/8x327/8)
Galerie der Stadt
Stuttgart
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began a portrait of Mies van der Rohe after
both chose exile, and his 1937Self-Portrait
in Tails (no.93)was partly inspired by his
attendance at a party at Joachim von
Ribbentrop's Berlin home on 11August 1936,
just before Hitler appointed Ribbentrop
Foreign Ambassador to Britain 21Scarcely a
week after von Ribbentrop's party, Beckmann
probably moved closer to a decision for exile
when he travelled to London to visit Heinrich
Simon, the exiled Jewish former editor and
owner of the Frankfurter Zeitung.22A member
of many of the same Frankfurt conservative
circles in the 1920s, Simon had long been
one of Beckmann's most supportive advisors,
and apprised him of current events in his
weekly Friday luncheons with leading
contemporaries. After three years' exile in
France, Palestine, and England, Simon
undoubtedly had a much dimmer view of
Germany than those friends who encouraged
Beckmann to stay.
Family Portrait of Heinrich George is
neither a simple celebration of a dramatic
performance and the family life that
sustained George, nor a painting that
condemned him for his affiliations with
the new regime. Beckmann remained
absorbed by the full complexity of George's
personality, position, and roles. As George
rehearsed the powers, weaknesses, darkness,
and humanity of Wallenstein in 1934,
Beckmann recognised and framed something
of his own predicament.
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Such interpretations build upon one aspect of the work,
the timeless space of myth, at the risk of obscuring another,
its historical immediacy.Giinther Frankeidentified both
themes in the triptych when he described its effect on the
viewer as 'in terms of time, both topical and remote'. There
can be little doubt that the artist also anticipated that
a political dimension to the triptych would be acknowledged.
With his public profile increasinglycircumscribed after
1933,Beckmann'scaution increased.Trimming sails to the
new realities,together with a careful probing of people with
whom he came into contact, became a common procedure
for Beckmannand other artists in a similar position. This
may be regarded as the beginning of the long process by
which internal retreat eventually led to actual exile. Lilly
von Schnitzler,who was introduced to Beckmannby the art
historian WilhelmHausenstein around 1922and acquired
her first landscape as a result of that first meeting, carried on
acquiring Beckmann'swork throughout the 1930sand 1940s.
Rememberingher friendship with the artist after his death
she recalledher first viewingof the Departure triptych in
Beckmann'sBerlinstudio in early 1937:
On the easel was what for me was a completely
overwhelmingpicture, the paint still wet. I cried 'I must
have that painting whatever it costs'.Beckmannrather
circumspectly and ironically,then fetched two side panels,
narrow vertical formats. The colours in these side panels
possessed an inimical quality,a delicatessede peinture,
which characterise Beckmann'spaintings of the later
Frankfurt period, and of workshe made in Berlinand
Amsterdam. But the composition had the pitilessness,the

dread of the pictures he made in 1918immediately after the
War.I could not resolveto have around me every day these
powerful,apparently violent counterparts to the at once
heroic and harmonious middle panel 46
From this single instance, it would be easy to overstate
Beckmann'scaution in his decision to show initially only the
middle, 'harmonious' panel, even though the side panels were
also completed. Forthe artist, there was a possible anxiety
about the artistic successof the first three-panel painting
he had made. The scaleof the painting, in addition to the
brutalities depicted on its outer panels, might have persuaded
von Schnitzlerthat a domestic setting was inappropriate.
Her husband Georgvon Schnitzlerwas a senior manager
at I.G.Farben,a company with increasinglyclose ties to the
Government. His collectorspouse, with Beckmannpictures
on display at their home, might have wished to exercise some
discretion in order to avoid offending some of the party elite
among their visitors.
The art historian Erhard Gopel,later co-author of a
catalogue raisonne of the artist's paintings, had a similar
experience when Beckmannfirst showed him the central
panel of Departure in his Berlinstudio. Gopelcontinued to
offer covert support to Beckmannthroughout the war, even
while closelyconnected to the cultural politics of the German
government through his position as art historian advising on
the purchase of artworksin Holland for the 'Fuhrermuseum'
in Linz. Aswith Lillyvon Schnitzler,Beckmannshowed
Gopelonly the middle panel; unlike von Schnitzlerthe artist
did not then show him the outer panels. In a eulogy delivered
in January 1951at the Stadel in Frankfurt three weeksafter the
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artist's death, 'In Memoriam Max Beckmann',Gopelreferred
to their conversationsof the time about the political
situation. Beckmann'sreticence to show the triptych as a
complete work,not once but twice,appears to indicate that he
was well aware of the political message that could be inferred
from the side panels of Departure and the impact such
interpretations could have on his safety.
It is a measure, too, of the uncertainty of the times that
Beckmann'scaution, if indeed that is what it was,extended
even to close allies such as von Schnitzlerand Gopel.
Gopelwas,after all,the only person to publish an article
commemorating the artist's fiftieth birthday, in the Neue
LeipzigerZeitung on 17February 1934.Gopelfelt able to
argue about Beckmann'sartistic merit, while also seeing him
as an artist in tune with his times. He made no attempt to
present Beckmannin a way that could make him ideologically
acceptableto the new regime but cited, above all,Beckmann's
inner motivation, his 'passion for painting' 49However,
Gopel'stitle, 'Der Wegeines deutschen Kunstlers'(ThePath
of a German Artist),could be understood as something of
a provocation at a moment when national characteristics
were being subordinated to an extreme nationalist ideology
and reasoned debate had given way to polemics and a first
wave of politicallymotivated exhibitions. Thesewere
mounted by the National Socialistsin 1933in the immediate
aftermath of electoral victory.Some showed Beckmann's
worksand had such titles as Kulturbolschewismus(Cultural
Bolshevism;in Mannheim) and Novembergeistim Diensteder
Zersetzung(TheSpirit of November in the Serviceof Decay;in
Stuttgart). Although almost certainly aware of Beckmann's
current position, Gopel placed Beckmann'searly worksin the
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specificallyGerman tradition of Leiblbut also acknowledged
the technical debt Beckmann'searly impressionist style owed
to the 'Men around Liebermann'. Liebermannwas,by 1934,
in his late eighties, a German Jewishartist and the President of
the Prussian Academysince 1920.He was forced by the
National Socialiststo resign his officialpositions in 1933.
Gopelalso addressed the issue of Beckmann'sconnection
to his times. Beckmann'sresponse to his times reflected,
he believed,the artist's immersion in the ambiguities and
tensions of the preceding,imperfect years: 'The nature of the
questionable period of peace and the ambivalenceof the War
is deeply etched in Beckmann'spictures. Not because he was
ahead of his time, rather because he was so completely part
of them. His paintings were created in their moment, for the
future.' Gopelconcluded by repeating his earlier comment
about Beckmann'sinner passion as the key driving force of
his art and citing its continued relevance:'for what happens
today is given shape for the future because the artist follows
passionately all topical events and the present moment as
it unfolds.' Whileasserting Beckmann'spower as an artist,
Gopelacknowledgedhis rootedness in his times, particularly
in the politicallycontroversial post-1918period of his mature
work.He praised Beckmann'sability to create an artistic
vision for his times; by implication this was regardlessof the
prevailingpolitical ideology.Beckmann'spublic isolation was
growing,with few supporters inside Germany having the
courage to state their views,or the means of honouring his
achievements through public institutions.
Becauseof the shifting sands in the unfolding of cultural
politics in the early to mid-i930s and their impact on
individual artists, there remains a degree of ambiguity about
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some of the events of that period. One example is Beckmann's
dismissal from the StadelArt Schoolin April1933-an event
that led the Beckmannsto leave Frankfurt for the relative
anonymity in the much larger city of Berlin,where Beckmann
had made his prewar reputation. Although clearlypolitical
in origin, the pretext given for the termination of his post at
the Schoolwas the need to make cost savings. Sevenother
staff were released at the same time. Lillyvon Schnitzler,
however,relates that a differenceof opinion with the rector,
ProfessorWichert,might have contributed to Beckmann's
departure. Sincethe artist had been spending long periods in
the preceding years in Paris,his extended absence from
Frankfurt might also have become a bone of contention. In his
draft contract of January 1930extending his teaching post for
a further fiveyears to September 1935,Beckmannhad
committed himself to keeping his centre of activitiesin the
city,which his extended visits to Paris jeopardised.
Another event occurred,however,that would have
underlined to Beckmannnot merely the changing political
realities that left him isolated,but the actual physicalthreat to
his paintings that could follow.In 1930Beckmanncompleted
a commissioned painting for the newlyopened FriedrichEbert school on the outskirts of Frankfurt. His still life
showed musical instruments and a globe,fitting subjects
for a pedagogicinstitution. The painting, documented in
photographs, was hung in the entrance hall over a doorway.
In October or November 1933the caretaker was ordered by
the new rector, a party member, to remove and cut up the
painting. Reluctantto do so,the caretaker contacted the
municipal BuildingSurveyor'sOffice,which agreed to remove
the painting and deliver it to the StadelArt School.Wichert

himself had by then been dismissed from his directorship of
the Stadel.The work was accepted by his successor,Richard
Lisker,but was never seen again.
Thus by late 1933Beckmannhad lost his post in Frankfurt
and seen one work vindictivelyexpropriated. His
achievements outside the city were also coming under
pressure. A room often paintings, installed at the
Kronprinzen-Palais,Berlin,as recently as 1932,which included
loans from the artist and paintings sold at favourable prices,
was removed in the summer of 1933.The new director,
EberhardHanfstaengl,courageouslyattempted to maintain
the continued presence of leading artists such as Beckmann,
Nolde,Kleeand Kandinskyin his gallerieswhile under
pressure from the National Socialists'increasinglyintolerant
opposition to modern artists. Asa compromise Hanfstaengl
exchanged TheBark1926(no.52)for two smaller works,Ox
Stall1933(G375)and StillLifewith CrystalBalland Ears of Corn
1934(G405).Asidefrom the less ostentatious, modest scaleof
these replacements, the oxen in their cowshed,earthy and
predominantly brown in colour,could be interpreted as
symbolisinglove of the land. The still life belonged to the
least contentious of traditional artistic genres, the genre
which was least represented in the later DegenerateArt
exhibitions. But howeverostensibly harmless the subject
of these paintings, neither escaped eventual confiscation
from the collectionin the late 1930s.
These misfortunes resulted from changes in external
circumstances that Beckmannappeared fully to appreciate.
They occurred,moreover, during a period in which his art was
finallybreaking through internationally.Sincethe late 1920s
Beckmannhad experienced considerablecommercial and
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critical success.TheLoge1928(G287)receivedan honourable
mention in 1929from the CarnegieInstitute in Pittsburgh. His
dealers' attempts to build recognition for Beckmann'swork
abroad, particularly in the United States,was making progress
by the late 1920sin the form of sales to collectors. Beckmann
was represented at the 1930VeniceBiennalewith six
paintings. His first major international exhibition was held
in August 1930in Basel and toured to Zurich. Beckmann's
pictorial skillsand international profilewere recognised in the
reviews. Wellaware of the importance of this international
exposure, Beckmannnoted to one of his most loyal patrons,
Rudolfvon Simolin,whom he met in Zurich in midSeptember,that the year-end would see a 'big Beckmannorgy'
in Paris65This exhibition duly took place at the Galeriede
la Renaissancebut a little later than Beckmannanticipated,
in March-April1931.Beckmann,as alwaysin his exchanges
with his dealers,was anxious to secure maximum advantage,
ordering Giinther Franketo pay WaldemarGeorgehis essay
fee promptly to keep him 'on side'66A month later, anxious to
exploit and publicise the sale of his first work to a French
public institution, he wrote again to Franke,'with immediate
effect you must ensure that all German newspapers receivea
photograph of the "Wood-cutters"with the caption "acquired
by the French State".' Beckmann'slong campaign for dealer
activity that had begun in the mid-i92C>s
and was leading to
recognition in the French capital,was at last bearing fruit.
If the accessionto power of the Nazisin January 1933had
a negative impact on Beckmann'sprofessional prospects,
by the early 1930she was already under no illusions about
the direction politics were taking in Germany.In a letter to
Quappi on 15September 1930,just after a general election,

he reflects (literally,as he writes at her dressing table looking
at himself in the mirror): 'outside people now know what
Germany'sfate will be'. A sense of disquiet about current
political developments and their impact on his life and work
can be observed perhaps most directly throughout this period
in Beckmann'slandscapes. WinterLandscape1930(G333),
although signed with an 'F' denoting it as a Frankfurt painting,
was probably begun in Paris at the end of that year, shortly
after the election results Beckmannrefers to in his September
letter. The view through a window,with or without the
presence of figures,is familiar as a pictorial devicefrom
the Renaissanceto Romanticism,and more recently in the
modern variants by Manet, Matisse and even in the ironic
reversalof MarcelDuchamp's opaque Fresh Widowof 1920.
Beckmannadapts the formula to his own requirements.
The scene,viewedthrough partially open windows,is of
snow-cladfacades interrupted by tall, though severelylopped
trees. The trees appear oversizedin comparison with the scale
of the houses that surround them on all sides; they rise up
in front of the open window to form a physicalbarrier to the
blue sky beyond.
The edges of his canvas coincidewith the frame of the
window to give a precise identification of window and view.
This symmetry excludes interior space from the picture,
lessening the effect of the window as a passage from inside
to outside and heightening the starkness of the wintery scene.
The trees rendered in black-and-whitesuggest,moreover,
a polarisation,while their abrupt truncation denotes
amputated growth and the loss of potential for regeneration.
This could be understood as a metaphor for a withering of
optimism. The view through the window is partially
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The King 1933,
1937
135.5x 100.5
(533/8x395/8)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest
of Morton D.May
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obscured by opaque glazing in the left-hand window panes.
Accordingto Gopel,this was a later modification to the
picture and perhaps relates to how the artist came to view
more pessimisticallythe changes to his and his country's
prospects. The right-hand panes, though, are transparent.
This contrast alone, between a clear and an obliterated view,
suggests uncertainty; one side a direct vision of bleak
extremes in present reality,the other denying an outlook
of any kind.
Ortrud Westheidersuggests that for Beckmann,unlike
other painters such as Otto Dix,landscape did not represent
a retreat into a non-political imagery. Beckmann's
deteriorating position in Germany during the early 1930s
is expressed in landscapes of the period. Their symbolism is
both direct and coded.This is the case with those made in

Bavariabetween 1932and 1934where the Beckmannsspent
severalholidays at the von Kaulbachfamily house in
Ohlstadt. Beckmannrestricted his international travelling in
the troubled years 1932-4when the impact of the National
Socialistaccessionto power was as yet unknown, and he
encoded a personal response to his increasing ostracism
in motifs of the surrounding area.
Twolandscapes,LargeQuarry in UpperBavaria 1934
(no.96)and TheMoor (Moorsberg)1934(G393)show the
same quarry near the von Kaulbach'ssummer home.
Ortrud Westheidersuggests the absence of blue sky in The
Moor (Moorsberg)removes any meteorologicalindicators
about weather conditions or time of day,thus taking it
outside the dimension of time. Moreover,she argues this
absence,represented for example in the lackof scudding

no.96
Large Quarry in
Upper Bavaria
1934
86 x 118.5
(337 X46 5/s)
Private collection,
Courtesy Richard
L.Feigen & Co.,
New York
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clouds,removes from the picture any positive symbols that
might indicate changing conditions. Beckmannwas
probably aware that his subject, a local quarry, also added
a further dimension that might have reflected obliquely
on his current feelings of uncertainty: the quarry was the
site of a Roman settlement established in 400 ad. Protected
by this landscape feature, which acted as a natural fortress,
it had been a sanctuary for the inhabitants against the
Germanic tribes. Sincethe mid-i920s the stone from the
Moorsbergwas steadily quarried for state-sponsored
construction projects,and by 1934the Roman settlement
had been completely destroyed.
Byhis inclusion of this motif in two separate paintings,
one might discern perhaps a parallel threat to the artist
seekingrefuge from political upheavals and violations that
had recently begun dramatically to affect his life. It is a
commonplace in the Beckmannliterature to find his work
interpreted as many-layeredand hermetic and this is
perhaps not surprising in light of the nuances within his
life at the time. His is an art that stands at a remove from
the realities of the moment, retreating instead to an inner
world of fantasy and myth. A separation of art and life has
frequently isolated his paintings from the time they were
made. Usually,this interpretation ignores any sense of
his paintings' timeliness or lessens their relevanceto the
artist's circumstances, or to the context of their production.
It also opens the field for viewsthat emphasise the
premonitory aspects apparent in severalof his most
celebrated paintings. These certainly include TheNight
1918-19(no.59),GalleriaUmberto1925(no.89)and the first
of his triptychs, Departure, begun in 1932(no.6o).

By1938,when Beckmannappeared personally in London
to speak about his art, he had abandoned any expectations
of returning to Germany.The London show,conceivedduring
1938in parallel with plans for similar shows in Paris and
Switzerland,was originallyproposed, and understood as
such by the National Socialists,as a riposte to the Degenerate
Art exhibition in Munich.Through the inclusion of loans
from Stephan Lackner,Beckmannpresented severalof
his most powerful recent paintings, including the 1936-7
triptych Temptation (G439).The ambiguities of the previous
half decade were no more. Unable to obtain a visa and take
up an invitation in early 1939to teach in America,Beckmann
found himself in Amsterdam at the outbreak of war, and
was forced to remain there for the next decade.

no.97
Self-Portrait 1936
Bronze
36.8 x 28.6 x 33
(14*/ x 11V x 13)
The Museum of
Modern Art, New
York.Gift of Curt
Valentin, 1951
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Beckmann's Death
WilliamKentridge

I have never seen Beckmann's painting Death,
but have known it from a postcard since I was
about fifteen. On and off over the last thirty
years I have had this postcard close at hand
in my studio.
I think the first thing that intrigued me
about the painting was its reversibility - it
demanded to be turned upside down, the
choir either hanging like bats from the
ceiling, or turned upright to be on stage.
This ongoing riddle of the painting does not
diminish. On a small scale it is like a Tiepolo
ceiling which has one sense from one side
of a room, but calls to be looked at from other
perspectives. The viewer has to shift and
change to complete the work. Beckmann's
painting too will not allow peaceful viewing.
And even though Beckmann's signature

marks the decision as to which way it should
be seen, this orientation seems a provisional
and not a final decision.
When I was about twelve, my grandfather
gave me a book on Michelangelo's Last
Judgement, a series of not very well
reproduced details of the fresco. The
elongated trumpet of the angel in Beckmann's
painting reminded me of the apgels
blowing for the redemption of the souls in
Michelangelo's fresco (fig.25).(Beckmann's
angel is in itself a riddle: it has the white wings
of an angel, but the tail and exaggerated
vermilion phallus, which one would normally
associate with the devil.) Thirty years on
I still do not know if the dead woman is being
blown into hell or being tempted from it.
The multi-headed singers are equally

ambiguous. One wears a bow-tie, one seems to
have a priest's dog-collar. The painting of the
singers seems neither benign nor malevolent.
Their dark suits bring up another puzzle: the
temporality of the painting. (It is obvious
by now that it is the riddles in the painting
rather than their solutions that provide its
interest for me.) The painting seems neither
a description of German society, nor lost
entirely in Greek myth. The skirt and bare
feet of the figure with the candle in the centre
of the painting suggest classical antiquity,
but the bare back of the top suggests rather
Josephine Baker.The woman on the left taking
off her shoe suggests the easy domesticity
of a Degas, and the nurse and hospital chart
under the body anchor this part of the
picture in or around the First World War.
There are other associations that the
painting seems to bring in. The figure - which
is really an embodied mouth - in the top lefthand corner, immediately reminded me of
Francis Bacon's series of mouths and teeth of
popes and cardinals painted just after the war,
and particularly the central panel of his Three
Studiesfor Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion
(fig.26).Bacon painted his figures in 1944
towards the end of the war. Beckmann
painted his in 1938,at the start of his exile
in Amsterdam; but for me the temporality
is reversed - 1knew the Bacon before seeing
Beckmann's painting. Another reversal: when
I saw Hieronymus Bosch's humans and fish
intertwined, the association was five hundred
years forward, towards Beckmann (fig.27).The
hanging choir now reminds me of Baselitz.
When I first saw Baselitz's work it was the

fig.26
Francis Bacon
Central panel of
the triptych Three
Studies for Figures
at the Base of a
Crucifixion 1944
Oil on board
94 x 73-7(37x 29)
Tate, London
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other way round - the Baselitz reminded
me of the Beckmann, and I must confess to
a prejudice against Baselitz for having
changed a moment of invention in Beckmann
into a principle of picture-making.
A less apt association, but one that sticks
with me: the strange three-eyed head on feet a kind of decapitated self-portrait - recalled
another book I saw as a child, the Australian
verse novel The Magic Pudding, published
at the turn of the twentieth century, with its
protagonist drawn as a circular pudding on
feet. In looking at the painting some
associations are pertinent, others like this,
impertinent. What is certain is that the clarity
of looking is a fiction. Chains of association
extend. My wife, looking at the painting and
at what I had written interjects, 'You must
mention Chloraemia'. This in reference to the
green skin of the dead women in the centre.
Chloraemia was a medieval form of anorexia,
suffered by virgins, supposedly cured by
marriage, and accounts for the greenish hue
of the flesh of some young women painted
by Memling and other Flemish masters.
I associate the green in the painting with
hospitals and similar institutions.
I now know through subsequent reading
that Beckmann was interested in gnosticism,
Schopenhauer, and the possible redemption
of a doomed world. But at the time that
I first saw the postcard image I was intrigued
not by the evocation of these philosophies
but by the way the painting prompted
memories of other images, made reference
to parts of the historical world, and with
complete abandon seemed to reorganise

fig.27
Hieronymus
Bosch
Detail from
triptych The
Temptation of
Saint Anthony
c.1450-1516
oil on panel
Museo National
de Arte Antiga,
Lisbon

and reconstruct these worlds.
There is a piece of wood in the top lefthand corner which feels more like a floorboard
than a ceiling rafter - which could also be the
curved side of a ship, or even an elaboration
of the wooden edges of the coffin at the centre
of the painting, or perhaps an enlargement
of the hair of the dead woman. None of these
associations is necessary. All are possible.
What is being given without doubt is an
invitation to take part in the construction of
the painting. To return to the question of the
reversible nature of the painting, it is not that
the painting should be on a spindle so that
it can be easily turned upside down, but that
it proposes the possibility of inversion, and
provokes us to invert it in our heads.
There are footlights behind the choir
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illuminating the angel and the magic
pudding. The whole painting seems (as are
all Beckmann's paintings) constructed as a
stage-set: perspective can be used and abused,
lighting heightened or abandoned to make
a deeper or shallower space, and several
different spaces exposed on stage at the
same time. What seems remarkable is the
way characters, colours, shapes in the
painting are pushed around as actors on
a stage. What Beckmann was doing was
neither simply using these actors in the
service of an idea, nor abandoning an idea
in the service of colour, form and paint. The
very way the elements of the painting are
pressed into service in the act of constructing
his image, evokes the world as a contested
arena, where neither grace nor damnation

are inevitable. I was aware of this as part of
the meat of the painting; the painting never
filled me with awe at this battle between
heaven and hell. But what it did do, and still
does, was fill me with awe and hope at the
way in which painting or drawing could so
evoke the ambiguities, uncertainties and
arcane ways in which we shape our sense of
ourselves and our construction of the world.
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Beckmann: Exile in
Amsterdam 1937-47
JillLloyd
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On 19July1937,the day that the DegenerateArt exhibition
opened in Munich,Max Beckmannand his wife Quappi
boarded a train in Berlinand fled to Holland.Forthe past five
years Beckmannhad been a target of the National Socialists'
increasinglyhostile attacks on modern art. When he heard
Hitler's aggressiveradio speech at the opening of the Haus der
Deutschen Kunst,Beckmannrealised that time had run out
and he immediately put a plan of escape into action. Asluck
would have it, Quappi's sister Hedda,who lived in Amsterdam,
was visiting their parents in Bavaria,and a telephone call
brought her hurrying to Berlinto accompany the Beckmanns
on their perilous journey.Takingwith them no more than
their hand-luggageand the ten Markseach that they were
allowedto take out of Germany,they gave every appearance
of leaving on a summer holiday.In her memoirs, Quappi

fig 28
The Liberated One
1937
60 x 40
(23 5/8 X 15 3/4)

Private collection
G476

recalledthe tension of this train ride and Beckmann'slong
sigh of relief as they rolled slowlyover the Dutch border and
began to pick up speed on their way towards Amsterdam.
Max Beckmanncould have had no idea on this fateful
day that he would never set foot in Germany again and that
Amsterdam would become his enforced home for the next
ten years. In the course of these long years of exile,the city
which he associated with his new found freedom in 1937(and
celebrated in his self-portrait TheLiberatedOne (fig.28)would
often seem more like a prison or a cage.The artist's physical
imprisonment in Amsterdam nevertheless liberated his
imagination and gave rise to one of his greatest periods of
invention. Beckmannresponded to the human drama of the
war with a surge of intense creativity.Alongsidehis ambitious
cyclesof prints and drawings- Apocalypse1941-2(nos.111-27),
185
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and Faust II,1943-4_ Beckmannpainted some two hundred
and fifty paintings during his years of exile, including five of
his monumental triptychs which are among the great
masterpieces of twentieth-century art.
The hermetic imagery of Beckmann'striptychs has given
rise to much detailed analysis relating,for example, to the
artist's citations from Indian philosophy and esoteric
literature. Although this analysishas illuminated Beckmann's
sources,there is a danger of losing sight of the wider historical
picture. Fewattempts have been made in recent years to
return to the biographical sources and trace the historical
circumstances in which the triptychs were made. The
biographical approach which is adopted in this essay aims to
open new avenues of research and to raise the question of
how far the encoded symbols and role-playingcentral to the
imagery of Beckmann'sgreatest Amsterdam paintings relate
to the conditions of his exile.
****
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On the day followingthe Beckmanns'hurried departure,
their belongings and the contents of the artist's studio were
sent on by their landlady in Berlin,who promptly dispatched
the shipment before Gestapo agents could return with
authorisation to stop her. Although the Beckmannsinitially
stayed in a boarding house in Amsterdam, the art historian
Hans Jaffe,whom they knew from Berlin,soon helped them
to find centrally located living quarters and a studio in an old
tobacco warehouse on the broad thoroughfare of the Rokin
canal.Jaffe,who had emigrated to Amsterdam in 1933,studied
art history and archaeologybefore securing a curatorial post
at the StedelijkMuseum, which he held until 1940.
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In Amsterdam, there existed a close-knitcommunity
of exiled artists, writers and musicians, who had fled from
NaziGermany to Holland in the 1930s.Paul Citroen'sprivate
art school attracted a number of German emigres to its
faculty and student body,and the first exile publishing house,
the Querido Verlag,was founded in Amsterdam in 1933.
The film director LudwigBergerand the painters Herbert
Fiedlerand FriedrichVordemberge-Gildewart(allof whom
were on friendly terms with Beckmann)were among the
waveof some thirty thousand Jewishand political refugees
who arrived in the city in these years. Holland was initially
a sympathetic haven, and most of these artists found
some opportunities to exhibit their work.Heinrich
Campendonk,who like Beckmannlost his Professorshipin
Germany when Hitler came to power,obtained a teaching
post at the Imperial Academyuntil the German invasion in
1940 forced him into hiding.
Bythe time the Beckmannsarrived,Holland was in the
grip of a severe economic crisis and the regulations for
granting political asylum were tightening up. After 1938no
more visas were issued and political refugees were forbidden
to work or engage in any kind of political activity.After
September 1939,when the Dutch borders were closed,many
emigres were interned in the labour camp at Westerbork,
which the Germans subsequently used as a transit camp for
Jewsen route to the death camps in Germany and Poland.
Psychologically,things were made easier for Beckmannby
regarding Holland as a temporary haven, an Ubergang,which
he hoped to exchange as soon as possiblefor the United
States or Paris.Despite their improvised living conditions which included a makeshift kitchen built on a platform and
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a large lemon-scented geranium in the stead of curtains Quappi felt relativelyat home in Holland.She was close to
her sister Hedda who introduced her to such friends as the
doctor Jo Kijzerand his wife Mimi.A short journey away in
The Hague,lived Ilse Leembruggen('TanteUse'in Beckmann's
diaries),the aunt of the artist Marie-Louisevon Motesiczky
in whose home in Vienna Beckmannand Quappi had met.
This wealthy,cultured Jewishfamily played an important
role during the Beckmanns'years of exile, as Marie-Louise
persuaded Tante Ilseto buy a number of Beckmann'sworks.
In the autumn of 1937the Beckmannsjoined the von
Motesiczkysand their Leembruggencousins on the first
of many bicyclingtrips to Hilversum.
One of these cousins,a teenage girl who was to spend
the German occupation as a 'diver' or onderduiker (literally,
a person who goes underwater),hidden from the Nazislike
many other Jewishchildren, remembers Max Beckmannin
Hilversum as a silent, intimidating man. On the whole,
Beckmanndid not make a positive impression on the Dutch,
and the feeling was largelymutual. Beckmannnever learnt
enough of the language to ask for more than a packet of
cigarettes,and during the occupation,when he was too
uncomfortable to speak German on the streets, he preferred
to speak French,apparently with a strong German accent.
His clipped and acerbicmanner was often taken for arrogance.
An anecdote concerning his first visit to 85 Rokin,the tworoomed apartment and attic studio where he and Quappi
later lived,typifies the reaction he aroused in the locals.
At the time, an artist was livingthere who was about to move
out. Max Beckmannrapped on the door, and barked out
his name: 'Beckmann!"van't Net!'the Dutch artist barked

back,and shut the door in Beckmann'sface.
Nevertheless,the exhibition of Beckmann'spaintings
which was shown at the Kunstzaalvan Lierin Amsterdam
in June 1938was extensively reviewedin the Nieuwe
RotterdamscheCourant, Severalof his most powerful recent
works,including TheLiberatedOne 1937(fig.28),Self-Portrait
with Horn 1938(no.150)and ApacheDance 1938(G495),were
shown in this exhibition, but Beckmannwas disappointed
by the lackof sales and by the fact that the StedelijkMuseum
took no interest in him. Not unreasonably,he believedthat
international successlay in Paris or NewYorkrather than in
provincial Amsterdam. In Paris,where Beckmannvisited in
September 1937,and spent the winter and spring of 1938-9,
he had a faithful circleof supporters including Kathevon
Porada and Stephan Lackner,who, after September 1938,
paid Beckmanna monthly sum in return for paintings.
Beckmann'sapplication for a French carte d'identite was
granted in June 1939.If he had stayed in Paris after France
and Englanddeclared war on Germany in September he
would certainly have been arrested and interned.
These increasinglyfraught political circumstances are
the backdrop for Beckmann'sspeech,'On My Painting,'which
he delivered in London in July1938on the occasion of the
exhibition of TwentiethCenturyGerman Art at the New
Burlington Galleries. Beckmann'striptych Temptation
1936-7 (G439)was among the worksof art under attack by
Hitler that were presented in protest here to an international
audience. Although the scenes of torture and hysteria in
Beckmann'spaintings from this period (aboveall Hell
of the Birds1938;no.101),clearlymirror the brutalities of
the Naziregime, Beckmannwent to some lengths to
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emphasise his political neutrality whilst in London.A theme
that recurs in all Beckmann'sstatements of this period is the
responsibility of art to rise above the temporary turmoil of
politics in order to reveal eternal truths. The only salvation
from what he described as the 'catastrophic ...collectivism'
of the times was,in his view,a new humanism based on
'sympathy and understanding', and dedicated to the search
for individual truth.
The policy of appeasement that Britainwas pursuing
in 1938meant that the original political intentions of the
London exhibition had to be toned down, and Beckmann's
political disclaimer may also have been an attempt to protect
himself from German agents and spies. Certainlythe
artist's emigre status forbade him overt political activities.
But the fact remains that publicly acclaimed apoliticism
from a humanistic point of view,involvedvoicing an
overt opposition to Hitler'sbrutal politicisation of art.
Beckmann'smethod, in his London speech,of making coded
references to the world situation in poetic and visionary
descriptions was also a key element of his creative approach
in the years that followed.

In June 1939Beckmannreturned to Amsterdam to work on
his third triptych, Acrobats(G536),which was later described
by a key eyewitnessas a reference,through the familiar
world of the circus and cabaret, to the artist's own precarious
position. With the outbreak of war in September,the
Beckmannswere overtaken by events and the option of
returning to Paris was cut off. Facedwith the threat of
internment in Holland,and with the general fear of German
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invasion,Beckmannpersisted in his efforts to emigrate to
the United States. In May he had receivedan invitation to
teach for a semester at the Art Institute of Chicago,but the
imminent threat of war made it impossible to obtain a visa.
The tone of his letters through the autumn and winter of 1939
was nevertheless upbeat, affirming his hope for a resolution
to the conflictthrough a triumph of democracy.However,
in his surviving diary entries, a darker mood prevails:on
4 May 1940 he noted his determination to confront events
with 'pride and defiance of the invisiblepowers,even if the
very worst should happen.' By7 May the Dutch army had
recalled its reservists,and Beckmannshared the general
conviction that war would come to Holland:'and then
I shall be imprisoned and killed,or hit by one of the
notorious bombs ...the pity of it is that I really paint quite

well.- But perhaps I have already achieved enough.'
Three days later German forces crossed the border and on
12May the Dutch royal family fled to England.A brutal bomb
attack on Rotterdam on 14May (whichBeckmanndescribed
as an unrecognisable city in a diary entry of 1943,wondering
if Berlinhad suffered a similar fate ended the five-daywar.
AsGerman soldiersmarched into Amsterdam,Max Beckmann
burned his diaries dating from 1925to 1940,except for these
few entries which Quappi saved from the flames. If his home
was to be searched by the Gestapo,Beckmannfeared that they
would find information that could compromise himself or his
friends. When he resumed his diary in September 1940,
people and events were alluded to in a cryptic,encoded script,
in which initials, symbols,nicknames,or even false names
were used to mask identities 22
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Despite his status as a so-called degenerate artist,
Beckmann was left largely alone by the German police. The
daily discipline of the studio was relieved by long walks along
the Amstel, visits to the Vondelpark Zoo, the circus or the
cinema, and skating on the frozen canals during the icy winter
months. Although Beckmann frequently complained about
the monotony, the emptiness, the curfews, the air raids, the
freezing mist and rain that plagued his days, being thrown
back on his own resources allowed him to concentrate singlemindedly on his work. In the elegant hotels, bars and cabarets
of Amsterdam such as the De Kroon, the Savoy and the PaysBas, or the smoky cafes which appear in such paintings as Bar,
Brown 1944 (G669), Beckmann observed the human dramas
which he transformed into visionary scenes in his triptychs.
When British bombers were passing overhead, he took refuge
with Quappi in a cellar bar called the Kaperschip near their
home on the Rokin canal.
There were also bicycle and bathing trips and longer
holidays spent in Valkenburg and the artists' colony at Laren,
made famous in the paintings of Max Liebermann and Josef
Israels. These trips relieved the state of high tension they felt
in the city, and Beckmann chose to travel, when possible, on
intercity trains which continued on to Brussels or Paris and
gave him the illusion of going somewhere. But the threat
posed by Allied bombers made travelling dangerous, and in
June 1942, Beckmann found one of his favourite beaches at
Zandvoort cut off by barbed wire. Throughout these years,
Beckmann returned to images of the sea: either the
windswept northern coast or sun-drenched Mediterranean
seascapes, conjured from his imagination and his memories
of the French and Italian Rivieras. A small group of these

seascapes - which had long been associated in Beckmann's
imagination with ideals of freedom - hung in his living room
in Amsterdam.
Despite shortages of food and materials, and frequent
bouts of ill health, Beckmann had an easier time than most
people in Nazi-occupied Holland. Although the occupation
meant that he was no longer able to receive Lackner's
monthly payments, he nevertheless kept up contacts in
Germany and the United States. His longtime friend and
patroness Lilly von Schnitzler sent funds through her sister
Nora who was living in the Netherlands, and she visited
Amsterdam to purchase paintings. Lilly and her husband
Georg, who was the commercial chief of I.G.Farben, were
on good terms with high-ranking Nazi officials, who visited
their home in Berlin where Beckmann's work was hung.
Apparently The Organ-Grinder 1935 (no.94) was hidden
behind a curtain and shown only to selected guests.
Beckmann was grateful for Lilly's support, but he found
'this combination of enthusiasm for the regime and me
difficult to take'. In 1942,after an arduous journey, Lilly
took a makeshift bike-taxi to Rokin to find Beckmann's
characteristic bulk looming towards her through the mist:
although he had not seen her for two years, the artist curtly
informed her that he had been drinking and advised her to
come back the next morning as agreed. Notoriously punctual
himself, Beckmann did not welcome unscheduled visits 25
Lillyvon Schnitzler also helped initiate contact with
the Frankfurt publisher Georg Hartmann, which led to the
commissions to illustrate Apocalypse and Faust II. In this
instance, sponsorship from behind the enemy lines in
Germany provided Beckmann not only with moral and
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financial support, but also a means of integrating references
to current historical events into the universal themes and
traditions of European literature.
KarlBuchholz,one of the four German dealers whom
the Nazipropaganda ministry allowedto sell abroad art
defined by the regime as degenerate, also bought pictures
from Beckmannin Amsterdam, providing a crucial link
between the artist in exile and the support system Curt
Valentinwas establishing for him in the United States.
Under the cover of an officiallyacceptable exhibition
programme of Romanticartists in his Munich gallery,
the dealer Gtinther Frankemeanwhile built up clandestine
support for Beckmanninside Germany.In his summer
house on the Starnberger See,Frankesurrounded himself
with forbidden worksby Beckmannand other degenerate

artists. He celebrated Beckmann'ssixtieth birthday with an
exhibition there in February 1944,and in a letter to the artist's
first wife,Minna Beckmann-Tube,dated 5 January 1943,he
assured her that 'my Beckmanncollectionin Seeshaupt is
frequently visited, and the circleof people open to his work
is growing slowlybut surely'.
Frankeinitially smuggled paintings back to Germany in
his hand luggage29although before 1943he mainly bought
Beckmann'swork from the artist's son Peter,who visited his
father many times in Amsterdam. Makinguse of his position
as an air force doctor, Peter undertook the dangerous task of
transporting Beckmann'spaintings to Germany in a military
vehicle.On one memorable occasion in August 1942,with
Beckmann'striptych Perseus1940-1 (no.105)loaded in the
van, Peter was stopped by the border police:he pretended
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that he had painted the work himself as decoration for an
officers'club.Peter's practical help in the risky business of
transporting paintings was indispensable,but the contact
with his son was also an important emotional link for the
artist with his former world.
The other key character in this cast of semi-official,
clandestine supporters was the art historian Erhard Gopel
('Poky'or 'Edgy'in the diaries)who, as an expert on Dutch
and Flemish painting, was enlisted to track down worksin
the Netherlands for Hitler'sprojected museum in Linz.Gopel
was stationed in The Hague but made monthly trips to Paris
where the artists and writers he visited included Wassily
Kandinsky,GeorgesBraque,Andre Segonzac,Paul Valery
and Ernst Jiinger. Beckmann'sconversations about Dutch
art with this shy,intellectual man whom he portrayed in
1944(G660),complemented the artist's visits to the
Rijksmuseum,the Rembrandthuis and the Mauritshuis in
The Hague.The paintings Beckmannsaw in these collections
clearlyinfluenced his work,above all the emblematic still
lifes and Rembrandtesque self-portraitshe painted in exile.
Gopel made life more comfortable for Max and
Quappi by supplying them with luxuries. He also bought
paintings and attempted to drum up support for Beckmann.
On occasionhe risked transporting Beckmann'sworkincluding the Apocalypselithographs - back to Germany.
Most importantly, Gopelprotected Beckmannfrom being
drafted into the German army. Thiswas the greatest crisis
of the Amsterdam years,which Beckmannironically
commemorated in his Grosz-likedrawing,LastPublic
Notice1944(fig.29).The shock of his first call-uppapers in
1942precipitated the heart condition diagnosed as Angina
fig.29
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pectoris ('Peki'in Beckmann'sdiaries)from which he
eventually died. Thanksto Gopel'sintervention, Beckmann
was twice declared unfit for military service.
Among Gopel'sunpublished papers, a curriculum vitae
written in the 1960s suggests that he was indeed leading
an extremely dangerous double life in Holland. According
to this testimony, Gopelused his position not only to help
Beckmann,but also to ensure that the Dutch paintings he
was collectingfor Linzwere bought from their owners for
good prices.Despite his vulnerable position as a non-party
member, Gopelclaims to have saved some hundred and fifty
lewsfrom being transported to the death camps. The shadow
of Gopel'sofficialwartime career nevertheless hung over
his later life.Although he was cleared of all wrongdoing,in
1947he was investigated for the minor role he played in the
notorious Schlossaffair,which had involvedthe seizure in
1943of an important collectionof Netherlandish paintings
from a Jewishfamily in France.
The network of support from Germany that sustained
Beckmannin Amsterdam put him in a very different category
from other degenerate artists in exile such as Herbert Fiedler,
who had met Beckmannin Berlinbefore the First World
War.Fiedlerwas far more integrated into the local art scene.
However,attacks on his work by the Dutch Nazipress and
the lackof opportunity to exhibit and sell forced him
to seek minor bureaucratic jobs in the occupying civilian
administration. In 1944he was drafted into the German army.
When he returned to Amsterdam after the liberation he found
his wife and child seriously ill,followingthe winter of hunger
of 1944-5which killedthousands of Dutch civilians.
Beckmannmet Fiedlerabout once a month during their
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years of exile,mostly in the CafeAmericainon the
Leidseplein,where they discussed art and politics and
Beckmanntalked about his current interests in
Schopenhauer,Kant and Indian philosophy. In his diary
Fiedlernoted that Beckmannwas extremely depressed by
current events: 'he looksold and ill and complains of
neuralgia ...you can't help sensing that he is in decline.
Beckmannlivesan isolated existence,at least as an artist,
the Dutch don't want to know about him.'
Gopellater wrote that a group of about fifteen people
constituted the whole of Beckmann'sworld during his years
of exile.Alongsidehis semi-officialgroup of supporters,
Beckmannmaintained relations with a circleof emigres
who were almost all involvedin the Dutch resistance to the
German occupation. Byits very nature this resistance was
informal and amorphous. Some reports suggest that fewer
than 1,200patriots workedfull-time for the organised Dutch
underground organisations,and yet 20,000 Dutch people
were arrested because of their connections with the
resistance. Fierceemotional opposition to the persecution
of the Jewsand the labour draft erupted in the general strikes
of February 1941,April1943and September 1944;and after
1943a growingminority of Dutch residents hid Jewish
children, students, former soldiers and young men who
preferred to go underground as 'divers'rather than join the
slavelabour force in Germany.By1944,300,000 people
were in hiding in Holland.
In her memoirs Quappi Beckmannrecorded how their
friend Mimi Kijzerwas arrested twice for underground
activities and sent to concentration camps, an ordeal which
she miraculously survived.Hedda also provided temporary

shelter for Jewsand hid her future husband, the young
Dutch organist ValentijnSchoonderbeek,who sought refuge
on a church roof to escape the labour draft. Friedrich
Vordemberge-Gildewart,the German 'degenerate' artist
whom Beckmannmet every Thursday afternoon in the
bars of Amsterdam, had close links to the resistance.Healso
produced a series of illegalart books with the young Dutch
publisher Frans Duwaer,who was eventually shot by the
Gestapo for more serious acts of sabotage.
One of the most frequent visitors to Beckmann'sstudio
during the occupation was WolfgangFrommel, a German
writer and poet from the circleof Stefan George.His
conservativeUtopiantract entitled Derdritte Humanismus
(TheThird Humanism),which Frommel published under
a pseudonym in 1932,achieveda certain notoriety in
Germany in the mid-i930s, where it was initially embraced
by conservativecirclesand subsequently banned by the
Gestapo.Frommel responded to Hitler's cultural ideology
by insisting, like Beckmannin his London speech,on a strict
separation between art and politics.He fiercelyopposed
anti-Semitism and launched a camouflagedattack through
a series of radio programmes, the 'Mitternachtssendungen'
(MidnightBroadcasts),in which he enlisted scholars and
scientists to quote clandestinelyfrom Jewishauthors by
using pseudonyms. Frommel was forced to stop his radio
transmissions in 1935,and he left Germany two years later.
At the outbreak of war he was stranded in the Netherlands
while visiting friends 41
Togetherwith the artist GiseleWaterschootvan der Gracht,
Frommel spent the occupation protecting Jewishteenagers by
sheltering them in Gisele'shouse on the Herengracht.
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Herengracht.Frommel introduced the group (whoremained
together after the war and founded the Castrum Peregrini
publishing house) to Greekart, literature and history,
keeping their spirits up with a busy programme of writing,
copying and reading verse. The poet named his group the
Argonauts,and gave Beckmannan essay to read on this
theme which Gopelsuggests directly inspired his triptych
Argonauts 1949-50 (no.163)43Apparently,during one of his
Sunday morning visits to the studio, Frommel asked why
Beckmannonly painted the 'chthonic underworld' of the
cabaret, circus and brothel, and not the ideal classicism
represented by his group. Allin good time, all in good
time, Frommel',Beckmannhad answered,'Bepatient!'
Beckmannundoubtedly valued his conversationswith
Frommel about the classicalworld,which complemented
his discussionswith Gopelabout Dutch and Flemish
painting. Both traditions fed into his triptychs, creating
on occasion a dramatic counterpoint.
How much Beckmannknew about the underground
activities of his friends remains questionable. Several
laconicentries in his diary mention the 'bad news'he hears
from Hedda or Vordemberge-Gildewart,and he also refers
to arrests and internments. UseLeembruggen,for example,
was sent to the Jewishtransit camp at Westerborgin January
1943because the Gestapo believed she knewwhere her
Jewishgranddaughters were hiding. With the help of an
acquaintance who was collaboratingwith the Germans,
Ilsewas released two days later, but a heavy cloud hung over
Beckmannin the wake of these events 46In July1942,when
the deportation of the Jewsfrom Holland began, Beckmann
noted in his diary 'Night-time,after midnight, J Transports'

and there are references in 1943to his walksthrough the
'desolate and empty' Jewishstreets. In her memoirs,
Quappi recallsa young resistance fighter jumping through
an open window into their house as he fled from the Gestapo
across the rooftops. Beckmannlet him out through the
front door, and subsequently visited Gestapo headquarters
to plead successfullyfor the release of the local milkman,
who had lodged the fugitive unawares48In his diary
Beckmannrefers to these events only with the terse remark
'Windowcrashed in.' His references to the Dutch strikes
in 1941and 1943are similarlybrusque: on 27February 1941,
he wrote: 'The strike is over.Terribleweather - BrownSea
finished'. And on 30 April1943,at the peak of the general
strike:'Bicycleride in the woods.At night the Englishwere
at it again - hour after hour. Otherwise everything finished
at 8pm again due to the strike.'
This apparent lackof interest underlines the distance
Beckmannmaintained from the dangerous affairs of his
friends. GiseleWaterschootvan der Gracht confirms that
Beckmannknew about and appreciated their protection
of the Jewishyouths. In his diary he carefullymasks
Gisele'sidentity, but there is no sign that he knew how close
Frommel'sgroup was sailingto the wind. In 1944they were
joined by PercyGothein,who aimed to establish contact
between the KreisauerKreisof resistance fighters inside
Germany and the British,via a Dutch radio transmitter.
After the assassination attempt on Hitler failed on 20 July,
Gothein was arrested. He died in December in the
concentration camp at Neuengamme.
The left wing of Beckmann'striptych Actors1941-2(no.107)
may represent an occasionwhen the Gestapo searched
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Gisele'shouse. During this terrifying raid one Jewishboy hid
inside a pianola while the others climbed into a concealed
attic. In a conversationwith Gopel,Frommel claimed that
the feet beneath the stage in Actorsbelong to the divers,while
he and Giseleconfront a German field marshal who has been
transformed into a fierce Nordicwarrior. Beckmann'sJewish
dealer,I.B.Neumann, who had emigrated to the United States
in 1923,perches on the stage steps reading a forbidden copy
of the NewYorkTimes.
Whether or not we are convincedby this interpretation,
a more general point needs to be made in relation to
WolfgangFrommel and Beckmann'sother exiled and semi
officialfriends. Everybodywas involvedin what Gopellater
described as the 'masquerade of concealment'. Disguiseand
role-playingare themes that run through all the Amsterdam
triptychs, as well as the scenes of torture, rape and pillage,
which are more obviouslyconnected to the horrors of war.
Moreover,the strategy of masked criticism which Frommel
employed in his Mitternachtsendungen and continued to
use in the wartime publications he wrote under various
pseudonyms, was one of the limited means of resistance
availableto artists at the time.
Codedreferences and symbols were endemic to
Beckmann'svision because they reflected,in his mind, the
mystery of the universe and the multiple and paradoxical
significanceof objects and events. During the years of exile,
coding nevertheless took on an extra dimension. In a letter
written in August 1945,Vordemberge-Gildewartremarked
that 'it still seems incredible to be able to write a letter where
I am not forced to make coded,veiled references because of
those damned Gestapo'. There are instances in Beckmann's

Amsterdam paintings where he clearlyuses coded references
of this kind, for example, by writing the word 'London'inside
his hat in Double-Portrait,Max Beckmannand Quappi 1941
(no.108).Whilehe was workingon this painting, we learn
in his diary that Englishbombers were continually passing
overhead. Beckmannhad delivered his speech in London
in 1938,and Londonwas also the refuge of the Dutch royal
family and the seat of the government in exile. Forthe Dutch
people who listened in their thousands to RadioOrange,the
city was a potent symbol of their resistance to German rule.
Although he had no specialtalent for languages,Beckmann
had a habit of peppering his speech with foreign idioms, and
it seems likelyin this instance that he is literally'taking off his
hat' to the British.Possiblythis reference was acknowledged
by the director of the Stedelijk,Jonkhheer DavidRoell,who
bought Beckmann'sdouble portrait for the Stedelijkin May
1945,just before the liberation.
Topicalreferences recur in many of Beckmann's
Amsterdam paintings, for example in the banned foreign
or possiblyunderground newspapers which so many of his
characters read. YetBeckmannthreads these references
into a tapestry of far greater complexity and scope.In a
conversation with Frommel,he once referred to his ambition
to mirror the fundamental characteristicsof his epoch, in
the way that Balzacmirrored nineteenth-century society
in his Comediehumaine. But Beckmannalso wanted to
elevate the capricious,ephemeral events of the present
onto a visionary plane which would reflect eternal truths.
His enthusiasm for the paintings of WilliamBlake,which
he saw in London in 1938,surely relates to Blake'sability to
encompass both topical and universal realms. Beckmann's
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Amsterdam triptychs are ambitious attempts to combine
these different and potentially contradictory aims within
single,polyphonic works.
MeanwhileBeckmannorchestrated his meetings with
the diverse characters who made up his world in Amsterdam,
observing a human drama made more intense and tragic
by the events of war.Beckmannkept the various strands
of his life apart because it was too dangerous to bring them
together, and the artist was at his most alert and creative
performing a precarious balancing act between opposing
camps. His sympathies, however,were clearlywith the small
group of artists who were struggling to survive in Amsterdam
and resisting the German occupation as best they could.
Symbolically,he united these friends for a ceremonial meal
in TheArtistswith Vegetables1943(no.109).VordembergeGildewartis on the left, holding a large carrot, while Herbert
Fiedler,wearing a hat and scarf to protect him from the cold
and grasping a fish, sits behind the table alongsideWolfgang
Frommel,who is holding a cabbage.Beckmanncompletes the
group, seated in the foreground and holding a mirror which
reflectsa hidden face.The large burning candle in the middle
of the table (whichrecurs in numerous Amsterdam
paintings),like the simple foods and winter clothes, refers
to the blackouts and hardships of the occupation. But this is
also a ritual meal, a symboliclast supper, in which the figures
gather around a candle that represents the eternal flame of
the spirit, but which,likethe mirror, is also a symbol of our
frail mortal state.
In the last two years of the war,one other Amsterdam
figure took on crucial importance in Beckmann'slife.This
was Dr Helmuth Liitjens,a German art historian who
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assumed Dutch nationality and had directed the Amsterdam
branch of Paul Cassirer'sgallery since 1923.In February 1943,
Gopelbecame aware of a threat to confiscateBeckmann's
paintings, and he asked Liitjensto hide a number of works
from the artist's studio in his house on the Keizersgracht.
In this sense, Beckmann'spaintings also became 'divers',
and a friendship grew up between the artist and the cultured,
reserved man whom Beckmannreferred to as 'Knight L'
in his diary.During the winter of 1944-5they spent their
Fridaymornings together, viewingBeckmann'spaintings
from the hidden store.
During the occupation, Liitjenshid worksof art for many
Jewishfamilies which he returned to survivors after the
liberation. He was close to WillemSandberg,the curator and
subsequent director of the StedelijkMuseum who was also
a leading figure in the Dutch resistance.Sandbergwas forced
into hiding in March 1943,when he was involvedin the
spectacular resistance attack on the Amsterdam population
registry in the Plantage neighbourhood, close to the notorious
HollandscheSchouwburgwhere jewswere collectedfor
deportation. The efficientpopulation registration in Holland
made going into hiding more difficult,and the destruction
of these records was a major coup for the resistance.Sandberg
continued to visit the Liitjenshousehold when he was in
hiding, using a false identity.
When the liberation seemed imminent in September 1944,
the Beckmannssheltered in Liitjens'shouse for one week,
fearing that they would be attacked as German nationals by
Dutch patriots and deported to Germany when the Allies
arrived.During this time Beckmannconceivedthe idea for
a family portrait, which was assembled from separate studies
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and shows the grave,shadowedfaces of Liitjensand his wife
Nellyalongside a symbolicblackout candle,which floods their
small daughter, Rietje,with light. During the 1944-5winter
of hunger, when there was no electricityor fuel, the Liitjens
family shared their rations with the Beckmanns,and in May
1945,when the Alliesfinallyarrived in Amsterdam, they
sheltered the artist and his wife once again until their position
was more or less secure. The dinner they shared with the
Beckmannsand other friends to celebratethe liberation was
an emotional event: GiseleWaterschootvan der Gracht
arrived on this occasionin the company of twenty young
jewish men intent on toasting their new-found freedom
with a single bottle of gin!
The end of the war heralded a new phase in Max
Beckmanns life.He quicklyre-establishedhis contacts in
the United States,which facilitated his final odysseyto the
new world in 1947and a period of emigration which was
very different from the years of exile in Amsterdam.When
he learnt of the successfulopening of his first postwar
exhibition at the BuchholzGalleryin spring 1946,he
remarked to his friend Vordemberge-Gildewartthat
Amsterdam was merely 'a suburb of NewYork'.
HoweverrelievedBeckmannwas to leave Holland,he was
also attached to the city where he had created a number of
his most important works.The war was a source of extreme
anxiety and depression,but it had also presented him with
a unique challenge.Max Beckmanns resistance took the form
of the pride' and 'defiance'which allowedhim to preserve his
imaginative freedom. In December1940,at the beginning
of his ordeal, he reminded himself that 'the role you are
playing at present is the most difficultbut also the greatest

that life could offer you - don't forget it'. Lookingback on
their years of isolation and exile six years later, VordembergeGildewartremarked:
it really was no small effort to stand in front of the canvas
and act as though everything was going fine.And yet it
was outside circumstances which gave one the impetus
to go on workingfanaticallyand conscientiouslyto create
something better and healthy and positive in the face
of all the rottenness. Only recently I was saying to Max
Beckmannthat we almost needed to recreate the attitude
of protest artificially,so that we could work as strongly as
we had before.
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house in Holland. See Hans Wiirzner
and KarlKrohnke (eds.),Deutsche
Literatur im Exilin den
Niederlanden,1933-1940
Amsterdam 1994,and Kurt Lob,
Exil-Gestalten,deutsche
Buchgestalter in den Niederlanden,
1932-1950,Arnhem 1995.1am
grateful to Beatricevon Boorman
for indicating these sources and for
generously sharing her knowledge
and discussing many aspects of the
present essay.
7 See Stephanie Barron (ed.),Exiles
and Emigres:TheFlight of European
Artistsfrom Hitler, exh. cat., Los
AngelesCounty Museum of Art
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Erhard Gopel (ed.),Max Beckmann,
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dropping off point for Alliedfood
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Ibid.,entry for 7 December 1943.
The manuscript of Beckmann's
diary, which Quappi edited and
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1955,is written in a spidery hand
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decipher. These manuscripts are in
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Interview with Barbara Gopel,21
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Felix Billeter,Max Beckmann und
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v.

Apocalypse1941-2
Day and Dream 1946

During the last ten years of his life
Beckmann was commissioned to make two
print portfolios: Apocalypse and Day and
Dream. Both portfolios depict visionary
images that are nonetheless rooted in reality.
In terms of style and the circumstances of
their commission, however, the portfolios
diverge widely.
Beckmann received the commission for
Apocalypse from Georg Hartmann in 1941,
while living in exile in Amsterdam. Hartmann,
a young successful businessman, owned the
Bauersche Giefterei, a typeface foundry in
Frankfurt. He was an important art patron
in Frankfurt, where Beckmann had lived for
almost twenty years. In addition, Hartmann
asked Beckmann in 1943to produce
a portfolio of ink drawings illustrating

nos.111-27
Apocalypse
1941-2
82 page book
including 27
handcoloured
lithographies
(17exhibited)

the second part of Goethe's Faust, thereby
providing much needed financial support
during Beckmann's years in Dutch exile.
Beckmann drew the twenty-seven images
for the Apocalypse portfolio with lithography
crayon on transfer paper. The drawings were
pressed on stone in Frankfurt and privately
printed at Hartmann's foundry. The printing
was limited to an edition of twenty-four
to avoid the stipulation that any edition
exceeding twenty-five had to be submitted
to the Propaganda Ministry for approval.
Beckmann probably handcoloured four
to six editions, while others were illuminated
by watercolourists in Frankfurt. The set
illustrated here was almost certainly
handcoloured by Beckmann and kept as
the archive copy at the Bauersche Giefterei.

Published by
Bauersche
Giefierei, Frankfurt
am Main 1943
Numbered edition
of 24
Artist's proof
Private collection

no.111
Illus.i
Frontispiece
Image size:
33.3x 27.8
(13»/sX11)

It only came to light at an auction in early
2002 and is now exhibited for the first time.
The Apocalypse portfolio illustrates the
New Testament Book of Revelation
prophesying the apocalyptic doom of
humankind. For Beckmann, who worked
on the drawings for the portfolio during the
height of the Second World War,the disastrous
account by John the Evangelist must have
been at once visionary and real. The colophon
of the portfolio recites: 'This book was printed
in the fourth year of the Second World War,
as the visions of the apocalyptic seer became
dreadful reality.' In some of the prints
Beckmann lends his own features to the
Evangelist, identifying with the visionary
John amidst disastrous scenes unfolding in
contemporary Europe. In other prints he

&

no.112
Image size:
Illus.6
27.6 x 21.1
Rev.4:1-8:
(10 i/i x 8 'A)
in Heaven an
open door! ...with
one seated on the
throne!"; round the
throne were twentyfour elders, before it a
"sea of glass", and the
four living creatures
full of eyes'

depicts himself as the tormented and
consoled souls of John's visions, perhaps
reflecting his own frightening experiences
exiled in Amsterdam under German
occupation and attacked by the National
Socialists, who had branded his work
'degenerate'.
Day and Dream was commissioned in
early 1946, shortly after the war ended, by
Curt Valentin, one of Beckmann's dealers
who had emigrated from Berlin to New York.
While Beckmann was working on this
portfolio, Valentin organised the first postwar
exhibition of Beckmann's paintings and
prints in New York.It was an enormous
success: almost all of the works were sold
amid positive reviews by art critics.
Beckmann was given wide latitude to

no.113
Illus-7
Rev.5:1-7:
'The scroll "sealed
with seven seals"
and the lamb
"standing as
though it had
been slain, with
seven horns and
with seven eyes'"

Image size:
20.3 x 19.5
(8x73/4)

choose his subject matter and technique for
the fifteen lithographs of Day and Dream.
Valentin determined only the size and
number of the prints. Beckmann worked
in a variety of styles to complete the
commission. He executed most of the
drawings on transfer paper with lithographic
ink and a sharp quill pen, a technique he
had not used since his first experiments
in printmaking. He also worked with a soft
lithography crayon in three drawings.
In some prints Beckmann drew his motifs
with a complex and dense configuration of
lines, and in others he rendered them with
a bare outline. Beckmann handcoloured
four sets of the portfolios in 1948.
Day and Dream was intended to introduce
and promote Beckmann's work to a wide

I

American audience, bringing together diverse
images and themes from Beckmann's oeuvre.
The portfolio starts characteristically with
a self-portrait (no.128).It defines, as a signature
piece, the creator and narrator, who at the age
of sixty-two is still determined, unflinchingly,
to confront the world in all its facets. The
subject matter of Day and Dream is
representative of Beckmann's work: the circus,
the relationship between man and woman,
the brutality of life as experienced during the
two world wars, and various mythological and
Christian iconographies. The overarching
theme of the commission is loosely given by
its title Day and Dream, which refers to
Beckmann's fascination with the interplay
between reality and visionary experience.
Susanne Bieber
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no.114
Illus.8
Rev.6:2-8:
'The riders of the
apocalypse'
Image size:
24.9 x 17
(9 3/4x 63/
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no.115
Illus.11
Rev.8:6-13:
'The four plagues of
the seven trumpets:
Hail, a burning
mountain being
thrown into the sea,
a great star that fell
from the heaven, and
the partial eclipse of
the sun and the moon'
Image size:
34.3 x 26.7
(1372x10 'A)
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no.116
Illus.12
Rev.9:3-10:
The aftermath of
the fifth trumpet:
locusts with crowns,
human faces,
women's hair, lions'
teeth and 'their
power of hurting
men for five months'
Image size:
32.4 x 27.4

no.117
Illus.13
Rev.10:1-8:
The depiction of
the sixth trumpet:
the angel, standing
on sea and land,
who swore 'that
there should be no
more delay'
Image size:
31.3x 25.4
(12 3/s x 10)

(12 3/4 x 10 3/4)
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no.ii8
Illus.14
Rev.11:1-13:
'The two
witnesses, the
two olive trees'
Image size:
31.1x 27.4
(12'A x 10 3/4)

no.119
illus.15:
Rev.12:2-16:
'The woman and
dragon of the
apocalypse'
Image size:
31.9 x 26.7
(12'A x 10 "A)

no.120

Illus.16
Rev.13:1-14:
'The beast from the
sea with ten horns
and seven heads,
one of which
seemed to have a
"mortal wound",
and the beast from
the earth with two
horns'
Image size:
34.5x 26.6
(135/s x 10 '/z)
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no.121
Illus.17
Rev.14:13-16:
'"One like a son of
man" on a white
cloud, with a
golden crown and
a sickle'
Image size:
27 x 25.6
(137/8x 10 l

no.122
Illus.18
Rev.15:6-8:
'The seven bowls of
wrath which were
given to the "seven
angels" as "seven
golden bowls full of
the wrath of God...
and the temple was
filled with smoke.'"
Image size:
32.2 x 27.8
(123/4x 11)
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no.123
Illus.21
Rev.17:3-5:
'The harlot with a
golden cup, sitting
on a beast with
seven heads and
ten horns'
Image size:
34.9 x 23.3
(133/4x9 'A)

no.124
Illus.23
Rev.19:11-19:
'The rider who "will
tread the wine press
of the fury of the
wrath of God the
Almighty", on a
white horse, and the
call to all the birds to
eat the flesh of men'
Image size:
35.2 x 27
(137/s x 10 s/s)
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no.125
Illus.24
Rev.20 4 and
20:11-12:

'The resurrection
of "the souls of
those who had
been beheaded"
and the Last
Judgement with
the "dead, great
and small,
standing before
the throne" and
"him who sat upon
it; from his
presence earth and
sky fled away'"
Image size:
33.2x 26.1
(18'/s x 10 V4)
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no.126
nius.25
Rev.21:1-4:
'"Then I saw a
heaven and a new
earth." "...[and] He
[God] will wipe
away every tear.'"
Image size:
33.2 x 26.3
(13 x 10 i/s)

no.127
Illus.26
Rev.22:5-8:
"TheLord God will
be their light." "And
I, John, am he who
heard and saw
these things" and
those "who keep
the prophesies of
this book".'
Image size:
33.7x 27
(13'A x 10 s/s)

nos.128-142
Day and Dream
1946
Portfolio of 15
handcoloured
lithographs
Published by Curt
Valentin, New York
1946
Edition of 90
N0.29/90
40 x 30
(153/4x 117/s)
Kunsthalle Bremen

no.128
Plate i:
Self-Portrait
no.129
Plate 2:
Weather-vane

no.130
Plate 3:
Sleeping Athlete
no.131
Plate 4:
Tango
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nO.132
Plate 5:
Crawling Woman
no.133
Plate 6:
I Don't Want ToEat
my Soup

no.134
Plate 7:
Dancing Couple
no.135
Plate 8:
King and
Demagogue (Time
Motion)

no.136
Plate 9:
The Buck

no.137
Plate to:
Dream of War
no.138
Plate it:
Morning

no.139
Plate 12:
Circus
no.140
Plate 13:
Magic Mirror

no.141
Plate 14:
The Fall of Man
no.142
Plate 15:
Christ and Pilate

no.143
Early Humans
1946,1948-9
Gouache, aquarelle
and ink on paper
75 x 64.5
(29 '/jx 253/8)

Private collection

no.144
The Murder 1933
Aquarelle over
charcoal on paper
50x45
(195/8x173/4)

Karin and Riidiger
Volhard
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no.145
Mirror on an Easel
1926
Charcoal and
crayon on paper
50.2 x 64.9
(193/4x 25 y
The Museum of
Modern Art, New
York.Gift of
Sanford Schwartz
in memory of
Irving Drutman

no.146
Self-Portrait
(Manon) 1940
Ink on paper
20.5 x 17.5
(8 '/s x 6 t/s)
Private collection
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no.147
A Walk
(The Dream) 1946
Ink on paper
32 x 26.5
(12 5/s x 10 3/s)

Private collection

no.148
Young Woman with
Glass 1946-9
Ink, watercolour
and gouache on
paper
42.2 x 30.2
(16 5/s x 11t/s)
Galerie
Pels-Leusden,
Zurich

no.149
Figure Skating
1928
Pastel on paper
80 x 72
(31'/a x 28 s/s)
Private collection
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Boston,Beckmann
and After
EllsworthKelly

Within the first year of his arrival in the United
States Max Beckmann travelled to Boston to
appear as a visiting lecturer and critic at the
School of the Museum of Fine Arts. There,
Ellsworth Kelly,a veteran with an educational
stipend from the G.I.Bill,was a student of the
German-born Expressionist painter Karl
Zerbe.Excerptsfrom Beckmann's diaries
recount his experience:
Friday March 12,ig48-In the morning
Zerbe came to take us to the charming
director of the School of Fine Arts. Then we
went to Harvard University where a certain
Mr. R. received us and where we had to
admire an exhibition of the Newberry
collection including some Beckmanns and
some expressionist drawings ...
Saturday March 13,1948-In the morning
a tiff with Q.[Quappi], a car tour of Boston,
really very beautiful images in the area of
the port. Precipitous return full of anxiety
to President Swarzenskiat the museum;
despite terriblefatigue saw magnificent
statue with serpents from Crete.Lunch
with Swarzenskiand the director of the
Art School and then an interminable walk
to the schoolfor my lecture. 150 students,
teachers, etc. Quappi read very well;
thunderous applause then a lot of sherry
and very amusing feminine discussions ...
no.150
Self-Portrait with
Horn 1938
110 x 101

(43 'A x 39 3/4)
Neue Galerie,
New York

Stirred by having seen the present Beckmann
retrospective at itsfirst venue at the Centre
Georges Pompidou in Paris, Kelly'sthoughts
about his encounter with and the lasting
impact of Beckmann follow.

Zerbe arrived in Boston from Germany
just before the Second World War.He knew
Beckmann and invited him to come to the
museum school to give a lecture. His visit
made a great impression on me, but even
before that, because of Zerbe's emphasis on
the German School, I was influenced by his
work. There is a full-length self-portrait I did in
1947that initially was inspired by Pollaiuolo's
painting of David and Goliath. I used the
stance of Pollaiuolo's David, but the painting
needed another element. I added a bugle I had
in my studio referencing Beckmann's SelfPortrait with Horn 1938 (no.150).A smaller selfportrait from that year was done in encaustic,
which was Zerbe's preferred medium. In this
painting, the position of my head and
shoulders in relation to the easel - cropped at
the left side forming a diagonal - is a device
from Beckmann (Self-Portraitin Oliveand
Brown 1945;G705).I admired the intensity of
his colours against their black outlines and his
often brutal and erotic subjects. He was able
to express the most disturbing subjects with
great virtuosity.
When Beckmann came to the Boston
Museum School to give a lecture in 1948,his
wife delivered it because Beckmann's English
was very limited. She read his 'Letter to
a Woman Painter'. He later visited our painting
studio where we were all painting nudes from
the model. I was disappointed at first since
he only was interested in the female students.
But even this brief encounter made a deep
impression on me. It was not long before his
death, and he looked tired but was still jovial.
At that time he was the most important

painter that I had come in contact with. It was
a very significant event in my life.
One of the first things I did when I went
to France later that year was to go to Colmar
to see Griinewald's Isenheim Altarpiece,
which of course had an important impact on
modern German Expressionism. Picasso and
Beckmann were the most important artists
to me during my student years. I always felt
Beckmann was under-appreciated. Although
I was influenced by the work of both these
artists, I realised I couldn't do what they did.
You can continue to love and admire painting
that you cannot necessarily follow. Soon after
arriving in Paris I started working with collage,
which developed into multiple colour panels.
Every time I see a Beckmann, I'm impressed
by the content of his work, his structure,
colour, and especially his brushwork.
Even though my work is not Expressionist,
Beckmann's visual force has informed my
painting and my admiration for his art only
grows with time. Seeing the exhibition in
Paris recently was like seeing old friends.
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no.151
Dream of Monte
Carlo 1940-3
160 x 200
(63 x 78 3/4)
Staatsgalerie
Stuttgart
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no.152
Half-nude Clown
1944
60 x 90.5
(235/s x 35 V2)
Sprengel Museum
Hannover

no.153
Prunier 1944
100.3 x 76.8
(39 'A x 30 y
Tate, London.
Purchased 1979
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no.154
Still Life with Three
Skulls 1945
55.2x 89.5
(213/4x 35 >/
Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston. Gift of
Mrs Culver Orswell

no.155
Air Balloon with
Windmill 1947
138 x 128
(543/8x503/8)
Portland Art
Museum, Oregon.
Helen Thurston
Ayer Fund

/s)
A
3

no.156
Cabins 1948
139.5x 190
(547 x 74
Kunstsammlung
NordrheinWestfalen,
Diisseldorf
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no.157
Quappi in Grey
1948
108.5 x 79
(42 3/4x 31)
Anonymous

no.158
Female Head in
Blue and Grey
1942
60 x 30
(23 5/s X 113/4)

Private collection
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no.159
Woman with
Mandolin in Yellow
and Red 1950
92 x 140
(36 '/ x 55 Vs)
Bayerische
Staatsgemaldesammlungen,
Munich,
Pinakothek der
Moderne

fig.30
Sketch for a
composition
1944
Pencil on paper
20.7 x 16.3
(8 >/s x 6 1/2)

National Gallery
of Art,
Washington DC.
Gift of Mrs Max
Beckmann

A Poeticsof Space:
Beckmann'sFallingMan
CharlesW.Haxthausen
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In 1912,in a polemic directed against his
contemporaries in the German avant-garde,
the young Max Beckmann professed his belief
that the true task of modern art was to extract
'from our own time - murky and fragmented
though it may be - types that might be for us,
the people of the present, what the gods and
heroes of past peoples were to them'. In an
era when history painting was dead, when
the most influential modernist critics
scorned even an interest in subject matter as
regressive, as 'literary', Beckmann's ambition
to forge a new mythic pictorial language must
have seemed bizarrely anachronistic, not
to say quixotic.
After a false start as a latter-day history
painter, Beckmann, bruised by criticism,
abandoned such subjects. Having reinvented
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himself during the First World War,
throughout the Weimar Republic he was
widely hailed by German critics as a Realist,
as the visual chronicler of the epoch. But in
the 1930s, apparently renewing his ambition
to 'create a new mythology from present day
life', he began to paint imaginative subjects
that went well beyond anything that could
be understood as Realism. In these paintings
Beckmann occasionally paid homage to
traditional mythological or religious subjects,
but for the most part he invented his own
highly personal imagery, as is dramatically
evident in the first of his nine triptychs,
Departure 1932-3,1935(no.6o), and the
remarkable Journey on the Fish 1934 (no.8o).
Inevitably, such pictures inspire the
iconographic question: 'What does it mean?'-

a question that must be answered with words.
This was the query that the emigre dealer Curt
Valentin, showing Departure in his New York
gallery, twice addressed to Beckmann.
Irritated and stubbornly uncooperative,
he responded that for him the picture spoke
'of truths impossible to put in words and of
which I was previously unaware'. Beckmann
must have had this incident in mind when,
four months later, in July 1938,in his speech
at London's New Burlington Galleries, he
insisted that 'it is not the subject that matters
but the translation of the subject into the
abstraction of the surface by means of
painting'. Rather than trumpeting his
embrace of myth, represented in the gallery's
exhibition by The King 1933,1937(no.95)and
his second triptych, Temptation 1936-7
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no.i6o
Falling Man 1950
142x89 (557 8 x 35)
National Gallery
of Art, Washington
DC.Gift of Mrs
Max Beckmann
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(G439).Beckmann seemed concerned not only
to ward off more questions like Valentin's but
also any accusations of 'literariness': 'Nothing
could be more ridiculous or irrelevant than
a 'philosophical conception' painted purely
intellectually without the terrible fury of the
senses grasping each form of beauty and
ugliness. If from those forms that I have found
in the visible, literary subjects result ...they
have all originated from the senses, in this
case from the eyes, and each intellectual
subject has been transformed again into form,
color, and space.' In other words, in the end
it was these plastic elements that ultimately
did the communicative work.
Space had a privileged, strategic role in
Beckmann's visual poetics, and this became
most apparent with the shift towards
mythic subject matter. Space was not an inert
envelope in which the actions of his painted
figures unfolded; it assumed a semantic
dimension. Beckmann's acutely idiosyncratic
imagery eludes conclusive iconographic
decipherment, but no matter: with the
intense spatial effects of his strongest early
efforts in this new vein - Man and Woman
(Adam and Eve)1932(no.82),Journey on the
Fish, and Departure - Beckmann probably
hoped to provoke what he called the 'coproductivity' (Mitproduktivatat ) of the viewers
who shared his 'metaphysical code', eliciting
not merely a formal and emotional response
but imparting knowledge 'of the essential
things in themselves that are concealed by
appearances'. In Departure the open expanse
of the central panel has an exhilarating effect
of liberation, of redemptive release from the

cramped, oppressive, dungeon-like spaces of
the side panels. Beckmann must have hoped
that this contrast - as reportedly confirmed
to him by the response of his friend Lillyvon
Schnitzler - would convey its essential
'content', even if certain details of this
hermetic work may have remained
meaningful only to him.
Falling Man (no.160),a work Beckmann
completed during the last year of his life, is
spatially unlike any painting in his oeuvre.
In his figure compositions the spaces are
usually constricted, often claustrophobic,
with forms densely packed into a shallow,
upwardly tilted proscenium. In Falling Man,
however, we encounter a figure released from
all spatial contingence. Between skyscrapers,
one of them in flames, a man plunges
headlong to his death. Or does he? For here
the spatial effect is uncanny. There is no
horizon below; instead, traversing the entire
vertical axis of the canvas is an ethereal
expanse of blue and white. In the distance,
nude, winged beings can be seen in a barque,
though whether in the ether or on water is
unclear. This ambiguous, horizon-less blue
and the foreshortened balcony railing, seen
from above, disorient us spatially, neutralising
the distinction between above and below. The
ether seems to brake the fall of the man. Seen
from the perspective of the balcony, his body
turns; no longer falling, it floats out into
infinite space.
The ambiguous effect of simultaneously
falling and floating, the exhilarating sense
of release, of liberation, fit a literary passage
that Beckmann had earlier illustrated with

flg.31
Illustration to Goethe,
Faust II,
Mephistopheles:
'Descend, then! I might
also tell you: Soar!'
1943-4
Ink on paper
24.8 x 16.7(9 3/4x 6 5/8)
Freien Deutchen
Hochstift /
Frankfurter GoetheMuseum, Frankfurt
am Main
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a drawing of a figure plunging through space
(fig.31).The text is from Goethe's Faust II,
words uttered by Mephistopheles to
Faust as he dispatches him to the realm of
The Mothers, outside of time and space.
'Descend, then! I might also tell you: Soar! /
It's all the same. Escape from the Existent /
To phantoms' unbound realms far distant!'
It was shortly after making this drawing that
Beckmann sketched, in 1944,a composition
that anticipates Falling Man (fig.30).Ffere
he flattened the plunging figure and placed
it against a backdrop of skyscrapers,
including even an indication of the
foreshortened balcony.
Falling Man, with its image of a man
plunging or soaring from a world in flames
into the serene blue firmament, is widely
interpreted as a painting about death, death
as a passage of the self into a higher realm.
Paradoxically, the man, his toes cropped by
the framing edge, his body flattened by thick
black outlines, remains securely anchored to
the surface. In his London lecture, Beckmann
confessed that the compression of depth
and volume into the two-dimensionality
of the picture plane, characteristic of all his
mature painting, made him feel secure before
'the infinity of space' (original emphasis).
Yethere, the man's upper body, arched
backward and slightly foreshortened, swings
in toward the open expanse of space, an effect
reinforced by the repoussoir of the balcony
railing. It is as though the man's right foot
pushes off from the picture frame to propel
his dive into boundless space, that 'great void
and uncertainty of the space that I call God'.

16

Even as Beckmann obeys his own planar
imperative, he now seems prepared, in the
final year of his life, to experience that infinity.
The idea that infinite space is identical with
God is one that Beckmann must have first
encountered in the Indian mystical texts, The
Upanishads. This belief is taken up in Helena
Petrovna Blavatsky's The Secret Doctrine (1888),
a book that he acquired in the early 1930s and
read and reread until the end of his life. Space,
according to Blavatsky,is not a limitless void
but 'the ever-incognisable deity'. Next to the
following passage Beckmann made a double line
in the margin of his copy: ' "What is that which
was, is, and will be, whether there is a Universe
or not; whether there be gods or none?" asks the
esoteric Senzar Cathechism. And the answer
made is - space.' Beckmann may have found
such esoteric texts so fascinating in part because
they invested space, his lifelong obsession as an
artist, with metaphysical meaning. Perhaps it
allowed him to hope that, even in the fragmented
culture of modernity in which there was no
longer a dominant iconographic code, he could,
by means of plastic form, create the 'new
mythology' that was his fervently desired goal.
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fig-33
Professor Carl
Frithjof Smith
with his students
at the Weimar Fine
Arts School, c.1902.
Beckmann is on
the left in the first
row
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich

fig-34
Beckmann and
Flans Purrmann in
Florence 1906
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich

CHILDHOOD

1884 Max Beckmann is born on 12February 1884
in Leipzig.His parents Antoinette (nee Diiber,
b. 1846)and Carl Beckmann (b. 1839),and
their two children, Margarethe and Richard,
had moved to Leipzigfour years earlier from
Braunschweig,LowerSaxony,where they
had their roots. Carl Beckmann had worked as
a real estate agent and had been a mill owner;
after their move to Leipzighe experiments in
a laboratory on the invention of meerschaum.
1892-4
From 1892-4 Max Beckmann lives with
his sister, by now Margarethe Liidecke,who is
fifteen years older than Beckmann and married
to a pharmacist in Falkenburg,Pomerania. After
1894 his father dies in 1894at the age of fifty-five,
Max moves with his mother and twenty-three
year old brother Richardback to Braunschweig,
where he attends several schools in
Braunschweigand Konigslutter.He also attends
a boarding school, from which he runs away.
1897
In 1897he paints his first self-portrait.
He applies for a position as a cabin steward
with a shipping company plying the Amazon,
1898 but is rejected because of his young age. A year
later he applies unsuccessfully to the Academy
in Dresden.
STUDIES

AND TRAVEL

1900
fig.32
Beckmann
painting on the
Baltic 1907
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich

In 1900 Beckmann is accepted to the Grand
Ducal Art Academy in Weimar,where he attends
the antique class of Otto Rasch.After a year
1901 at the academy he enters the class of the
Norwegian Frithjof Smith, who teaches him to
sketch with charcoal directly onto the canvas.
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In class he meets his fellow student Ugi
Battenberg, who will become his lifelong friend.
1902 In 1902 Beckmann receives an honourable
diploma for drawing. In the same year he falls
in love with Minna Tube, who also studies art
in Weimar and will later continue her studies
with LovisCorinth in Berlin.She comes from
a highly cultivated Lutheran pastor's family.
During his student years he is a committed
reader of Schopenhauer, who strongly influences
his thinking. He also shows an interest in
the writings of Kant, Hegel and particularly
Nietzsche. He acquires a paperback copy of
Nietzsche'sBeyondGood and Evil In addition,
Beckmann is an enthusiastic reader of Jean Paul
and will refer to his humorous and sentimental
novels throughout his life.
1903
In October 1903 Beckmann completes his
studies at the Academy and moves to Paris,
where he sets up his studio at 117rue Notre
Dame des Champs. He is deeply impressed
by the work of Paul Cezanne and will mention
him frequently in later statements:
I must refer you to Cezanne again and again.
He succeeded in creating an exalted Courbet,
a mysterious Pissarro, and finally a powerful
new pictorial architecture in which he
really became the last old master, or I might
better say he became the first "new master'"
('Letters to a Woman Painter', 3 Feb 1948,in
Barbara Copeland Buenger,Max Beckmann:
Self-Portraitin Words.CollectedWritings
and Statements, 1903-1950,Chicagoand
London 1997,p.316).
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1904

Beckmann leaves Paris in March 1904 and
plans to travel to Italy.On his journey he visits
Colmar, and sees Isenheim's altar by Matthias
Grtinewald,and also visits the studio of the
Swissartist Ferdinand Hodler in Geneva:'With
regard to my painterly style, I have found almost
everything that I had developed myself in rather
difficult struggles as my future language here in
Geneva with Hodler' (Letter to Caesar Kunwald,
17April 1904, in KlausGallwitz,UweM. Schneede,
Stephan von Weise(eds.),Max Beckmann:Briefe,
vol.1:1899-1925(edited by UweM. Schneede),
Munich and Zurich 1993,p.22).However,
Beckmann abruptly ends his journey when
his mother becomes ill, and returns via
Frankfurt and Braunschweigto Berlin.
EARLY CAREER IN BERLIN

In the autumn he moves to 103Eisenacher
1905 Strasse, Berlin-Schoneberg.By 1905 Beckmann,
his mother, brother and sister are all living in
Berlin.Beckmann spends the summer by the
sea (as he will in many years to come), where
he paints landscapes and seascapes, among
them Sunny Green Sea (no.8).He also paints
YoungMen by the Sea (no.3),for which he
receives the prize of honour from the German
1906 Artist's League in June 1906: the prize includes
a six-month scholarship at the Villa Romana
in Florence.The painting is acquired by the
museum in Weimar.Beckmann exhibits for the
first time at the Berlin Secession,which he will
join officiallyas a member in the following year.
A large historical show,Exhibition of German
Artfrom 1775to 1875,spurs heated discussions

in artistic circles about tradition in German art.
During the summer his mother dies of cancer,
an event that probably inspires his Large Death
Scene (G61)and Small Death Scene (no.2),which
he painted shortly afterwards. In September
Max Beckmann and Minna Tube marry, and
travel to Paris on their honeymoon. Backin
Berlin,Minna starts taking singing lessons.
In November they both move to Florence
for him to take up his scholarship.
Backin Berlin again, in 1907the Beckmanns
build, after plans drawn up by Minna, a house
with a studio in Berlin-Hermsdorf,8 Ringstrasse.
In 1908 their son Peter is born.
Beckmann has his second show in two years
at the Berlin gallery of Paul Cassirer,a leading
dealer of modern and particularly French art.
His work is included in major group exhibitions
throughout Germany. Beckmann works on large
history paintings and exhibits them in 1909
at the Berlin Secession,but receives harsh
criticism. He also exhibits for the first time
in Paris, at the Salon d'Automne in the Grand
Palais.Beckmann is visited by the eminent art
historian and art critic Julius Heier-Graefein
his Hermsdorf studio.
In Berlin he visits a Matisse show at
Cassirer'sgallery and an exhibition of Chinese
art, and comments on the latter:
too aesthetic for me, too delicate ...This
in spite of the sometimes grotesque and
gruesome pieces. Alsotoo decorative; I want
a stronger spatial emphasis ...My heart beats
more for a rougher, commoner, more vulgar

art: not one that generates dreamy fairy-tale
moods between one poem and the next, but
one that offers direct access to the terrible,
the crude, the magnificent, the ordinary, the
grotesque, and the banal in life. An art that
can always be right there for us, in the realest
things of life' (Diary,9 January 1909, in
Buenger 1997,p.98).
1910

In 1910Beckmann is nominated to the board
of the Berlin Secession,becoming its youngest
member, and helps select the spring exhibition.
This show becomes notorious for its exclusion
of many young Expressionist artists, including
Erich Heckel,Ernst LudwigKirchner,Emil Nolde,
Max Pechstein, and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff.
In response these artists group together to
form the New Secession,which will only last
for two years. Beckmann,who is also very critical
of the Berlin Secession,especially of Cassirer's
dominant position, resigns from its board in
1911,but will remain a member of the group
until 1913.
The Beckmanns rent an additional studio at
6 Nollendorfplatz, which they will use, mainly
during the winter months, until 1914.
1911
In 1911Beckmann meets the dealer and
publisher I.B.Neumann, who will publish some
of Beckmanns prints in the following year - the
beginning of a long collaboration. Beckmann
is mainly working in lithography, but in the
coming years will shift his attention to etching.
1912
In 1912the publisher Reinhard Piper visits
Beckmann in Berlin and buys one of his
paintings, the starting point of Piper's life-long

support for Beckmann's work. Piper will publish
many of Beckmann's prints and portfolios,
especially in the period following the First
WorldWar.
Inspired by newspaper accounts, Beckmann
paints TheSinkingof the Titanic,an enormous
canvas, which will be heavily criticised (no.6).
He has his first solo exhibitions in Magdeburg
and Weimar.
Herwarth Walden'sgallery Der Sturm opens
with a show on Expressionism. Beckmann,
who is very critical of the new Expressionist
art, writes an article in response to a text by
Franz Marc in which the Expressionist painter
champions the new abstract tendencies in art
and refers to Cezanne as a great inspiration.
Beckmann's shrewd response is entitled
'Thoughts on Timely and Untimely Art':
Mr Marc speaks of what he - not without
a certain self-confidence- calls the new
painting. It occurs to me that Cezanne,whom
he hails as his special patron saint, said
something that does not at all agree with the
article in question ...I myself revere Cezanne
as a genius. In his painting he succeeded in
finding a new manner in which to express
that mysterious perception of the world
that had inspired Signorelli,Tintoretto,
ElGreco,Goya,Gericault, and Delacroix
before him. If he succeeded in this, he did so
only through his efforts to adapt his coloristic
visions to artistic objectivity and to the sense
of space, those two basic principles of visual
art ...There is one thing that always happens

in good art. This is the conjunction of artistic
sensuality with the artistic objectivity and
actuality of the things to be represented.
Abandon this, and you inevitably fall into
the domain of the applied arts (Buenger1997,
pp.115-16).
1913

At the beginning of 1913Beckmann has
a large one-man show with forty-seven paintings
at Cassirer'sgallery.Cassirer also publishes
the first monograph on Beckmann,written
by Hans Kaiser.Beckmann's work starts to
be exhibited widely throughout Europe.
Under the leadership of Max Liebermann,
Beckmann, together with Cassirer,Lovis
Corinth and Max Slevogt,leaves the Secession
1914 to form the Free Secession.In 1914Beckmann
is nominated to the board of the new group
and participates, as in subsequent years, in
the group's annual exhibitions.
The critic Karl Scheffler,who earlier had
written a very supportive review of Beckmann's
Cassirer show, initiates a number of statements
from artists including Beckmann,August Macke,
LudwigMeidner, Heckeland others, which he
publishes under the title 'The New Programme'
in the March issue of his Kunst und Kunstler.
Beckmann writes:
As for myself, I paint and try to develop my
style exclusivelyin terms of deep space,
something that in contrast to superficially
decorative art penetrates as far as possible
into the very core of nature and the spirit
of things. I know full well that many of my

feelings were already part of my makeup.
But I also know that there is within me what
I sense as new, new from this age and spirit.
This I will and cannot define. It is in my
pictures (Buenger 1997,pp.115)
EXPERIENCE

OF WAR

Followingthe outbreak of war in July 1914,
Beckmann volunteers to join a supply convoy
to the BalticSea and then, probably after
a short training, works as a nurse in East Prussia.
In a letter to Minna he writes:
my will to live is stronger than ever right
now, although I have experienced some
truly horrible things and even died with a
few already. But the more one dies, the more
intensely one lives. I made drawings. That
protects a person from death and danger'
(3 October 1914,in Buenger 1997,p.140).
He briefly returns to Berlin-Hermsdorf,where
he is formally trained as a medical orderly for
the Red Cross.Minna's brother is killed in the
war and her sister dies of a lung infection.
1915
In early 1915Beckmann travels to the Belgian
front where he works in various hospitals. In
Wervicqhe is commissioned to paint a mural
for the hospital's thermal baths. He also travels
to Lille,Brussels and Ghent. In Ostende he
meets Erich Heckel,who is working there as
a medical orderly.
Beckmann regularly writes to his wife about
his experience on the war front. His letters are
subsequently published in Kunst und Kiinstler:
fig-35
Beckmann,
Harvestehuder Weg,
Hamburg 1913
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich
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fig-36
Max Beckmannas
a medical orderly
in Ypern1915
Max Beckmann
Archive,Munich
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deep lines of beauty in the suffering and
endurance of this terrible fate (24May 1915,
in Buenger 1997,p.173).

There are some remarkable people and faces
among them, many of whom I like and all
of whom I will sketch. Coarse,bony faces with
an intelligent expression and wonderfully
primitive, unspoiled point of view.Giant
military cooks,plump and heavy. Mask-like
faces, senselessly humorous ones talking
constantly next to grotesquely humorous,
truly humorous ones. People with big heads
and black,thick eyebrows next to goodnatured, smiling creatures eating enormous
amounts. Yes,this is life again! ...I myself
constantly vacillate between great excitement
at everything new that I see, depression at
the loss of my individuality, and a feeling of
deepest irony about myself and, occasionally,
the world. Finally,however,the world always
compels my admiration. Its capacity for
variety is indescribable and its power of
invention is unlimited' (Letter to Minna
Beckmann-Tube,2 March 1915,in Buenger
1997,p.146).

In July Beckmann suffers a nervous
breakdown and is sent to Strasbourg.
FRANKFURT:

A NEW HOME

In October 1915Beckmann takes a leave of
absence from medical service and goes to
Frankfurt, where he stays with his student friend
from Weimar Ugi Battenberg and his wife Fridel.
Beckmann lives with the couple at 3 Schweizer
Strasse, where he can use his friend's studio.
Minna remains in Berlin and is engaged as
a singer by the opera in Elberfeld (in 1918she
will work for the opera in Graz).
After a few months in Frankfurt Beckmann
makes new friends, including WalterCarl and
his wife Kathe. Carl is the brother of Fridel
Battenberg, and is an art dealer. The couple
are the first collectors of Beckmann'swork in
Frankfurt. Beckmann makes the acquaintance
of Major Fritz von Braunbehrens, who is
influential in winning Beckmann's dismissal
from medical service in the military, and his
wife Wanda.Their daughter Libwrites poems
and Beckmann will later illustrate her work
CityNight to be published by Piper in 1920.
Beckmann also finds a good friend in the writer
Kasimir Edschmid, Ugi Battenberg's cousin.
In 1917he produces etchings for Edschmid's
short story ThePrincess.
In the same year Beckmann has a large
exhibition of works on paper at Neumann's

Later he writes: 'For me the war is a miracle,
even if a rather uncomfortable one. My art can
gorge itself here' (Letter to Minna BeckmannTube, 18April 1915,in Buenger 1997,p.159).
In another letter to Minna, he states:
And just as I consciously and unconsciously
pursue the terror of sickness and lust,
love and hate to their fullest extent - so I'm
trying to do now with this war. Everything
is life, wonderfully changing and overly
abundant in invention. EverywhereI discover
fig-37
Beckmann in the
home of Herman
Feith in Frankfurt,
with Ugi and
Fridel Battenberg
and the Feith
daughters 1916 or
1917
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich

gallery in Berlin.After producing mainly prints
and drawings in the preceding years, Beckmann
creates three major paintings, Adam and Eve,
Descentfrom the Cross,and Christ and the
Woman Takenin Adultery (nos.8-io).
1918
In 1918Beckmannwrites an artistic statement
entitled A Confession' for Edschmid's Tribune
derKunst und Zeit, a journal that focuses on
contemporary art and society.The issue that
includes Beckmann's contribution alongside
other artists' statements is entitled 'Creative
Credo',but will not be published until 1920:
I believe that essentially I love painting
so much because it forces me to be
objective. There is nothing I hate more
than sentimentality. The stronger my
determination grows to grasp the unutterable
things of this world, the deeper and more
powerful the emotion burning inside me
about our existence, the tighter I keep my
mouth shut and the harder I try to capture
the terrible thrilling monster of life's vitality
and to confine it, to beat it down and to
strangle it with crystal-clear,razor-sharp
lines and planes ...Right now we have to get
as close to the people as possible. It's the
only course of action that might give some
purpose to our superfluous and selfish
existence - that we give people a picture
of their fate. And we can do that only if we
love humanity ...I hope we will achieve
a transcendental objectivity out of a deep
love for nature and humanity (Buenger
1997,pp.183-5).
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Beckmann shows the first sign of interest in
the Gnosis and the Kabbala.He will later acquire
a copy of Helena Blavatsky'sSecretDoctrine,
which he will read over and over, and annotate.
1919
In 1919Beckmann completes TheNight, one
of his major paintings of the postwar period
(no.59).He is also working on a group of Frankfurt
cityscapes and landscapes. Neumann publishes
Beckmann's graphic cycleHell (nos.29-39).
An exhibition in Frankfurt of Beckmann's
recent work spurs major acquisitions by
museums. Beckmann is a founding member of
the Darmstadter Secession under the leadership
of his friend Edschmid. He declines an offer to
teach as professor at the Weimar Art Academy.
Beckmann spends the early summer with
his wife and son in Berlin,but otherwise Minna
and Beckmann have lived apart since 1915.Back
in Frankfurt Beckmann temporarily stays at
the home of Heinrich Simon, the editor of the
Frankfurter Zeitung, and his wife Irma. Also
living there is Benno Reifenberg,a supportive
writer and critic of Beckmann's work and later
editor of the popular literature section of the
Frankfurter Zeitung. Beckmann then moves
back to 3 SchweizerStrasse, where he sublets
the fourth floor.
1920
During 1920 Beckmann tries his hand at
writing. He starts working on his comedy Ebbi,
which will be published in 1924,and on the
drama Hotel, which he probably completes
over the next three years, but which will not
be published until 1984.
Peter Zingler exhibits Beckmann's prints in
his Frankfurt gallery,publishes several of his

etchings and in the future will represent
Beckman'swork in Frankfurt. Beckmann
signs his first contract with gallery owner
I.B.Neumann in Berlin,which secures
a professional collaboration that is based
on a mutually fond appreciation.
1921
In 1921Beckmann meets the writer Wilhelm
Hausenstein, who will contribute an essay for
a monumental monograph on Beckmann that
Piper is preparing. Zingler introduces Beckmann
to the eminent actor Heinrich George who is
performing and directing plays in Frankfurt.
The Frankfurt Kunstverein mounts a major
show of Beckmann's work. Neumann organises
an exhibition of Beckmann's paintings in his
1922 Berlin gallery and in 1922publishes Beckmann's
graphic cycle Trip to Berlin.(During 1922and
1923Beckmann produces over ninety prints:
these constitute more than a third of his total
output of graphic work.)
Beckmann has a deep revernce for the
German old masters. In the Stadelsches Kunst
Institut in Frankfurt he admires the newly
acquired altarpiece by Hans Holbein the Elder.
During a stay with Piper in Munich Beckmann
visits the Alte Pinakothek and is impressed
by a work attributed to Gabriel Malefikircher.
In an earlier statement Beckmann had written:
'My heart goes out to the four great painters of
masculine mysticism: Malefikircher,Griinewald,
Brueghel,and van Gogh' (catalogue foreword for
his exhibition at Neumann's Gallery,1917,in
Buenger 1997,p.180).
1923
In 1923Neumann moves from Berlin to New
York.He leaves his Berlin office in the hands of

Karl Nierendorf and transfers the management
of his print gallery in Munich to the art dealer
Giinther Franke,who will continue to show
Beckmann's work. Beckmann reads the
correspondence of Gustave Flaubert, whose
novels, such as The Temptation of St Anthony,
affect him throughout his life.
Piper asks Beckmann to write a 'Self-Portrait',
which is written in a typical ironic style and
published in the company's almanac:
Dear Editorial Board,Youhave asked that
I present you with a written self-portrait.
My God, I feel downright faint, what should
I say? And above all else, what should I not
say? I find that much more significant than
what I should say. So the result will be music
that consists of nothing but pauses ...By
chance I landed in Frankfurt am Main. Here
I found a stream that I liked, a few friends,
and a studio as well.Now I decided to become
self-sufficient.At first the business was quite
small. Slowlyit expanded. What will become
of it now? - Welive from one day to another
(Buenger 1997,pp.273-6).
1924

The following year he writes another short
'Autobiography',in the third person, for the
twentieth anniversary of the company:
'Beckmann had the bad luck not to have been
endowed by nature with a money-making talent,
but rather with a talent for painting ...Beckmann
suffers from an unshakeable weakness for that
faulty invention "life"'(Buenger 1997,pp.277-8).
In 1924Piper publishes a comprehensive
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monograph on Beckmann with contributions
by Wilhelm Fraenger, Curt Glaser,Wilhelm
Hausenstein, and Julius Meier-Graefe.It
coincides with a large show of Beckmann's work
at Cassirer'sgallery.Beckmann signs a contract
with Cassirer,who will be his representative in
Berlin,and with Zingler in Frankfurt.
Beckmann'sfriends in Frankfurt include Georg
Swarzenski,museum director of the Stadelsches
Kunst Institut, and Fritz Wichert,who since 1923
has headed the Stadel Art School.Beckmann is a
regular guest at the Friday luncheons organised
by the Simons, where he meets distinguished
writers, critics, artists and intellectuals such as
Rudolf Binding and Fritz von Unruh. He makes
the acquaintance of Lillyvon Schnitzler, the wife
of a senior executive at the I.G.Farbenindustrie
in Frankfurt, who starts collecting Beckmann's
work. Irma Simon, born into an aristocratic
Viennese Jewishfamily, introduces Beckmann
to the Motesiczkysin Vienna, where he meets
Mathilde von Kaulbach,nicknamed Quappi.
She is the youngest daughter of the Munich
painter August Friedrich von Kaulbach and
is in Vienna training to be a singer.
In the summer Beckmann spends two
weeks with his wife and son in Pirano on the
Adriatic,which inspires a group of Italian
paintings. Beckmann's social and economic
situation improves enormously during these
years, due in part to the stabilisation of the
German economy.
Beckmann's work features dominantly in the
exhibition Neue Sachlichkeit:German Painting
since Expressionismorganised by Gustav

Hartlaub, director of the Kunsthalle Mannheim.
In 1925the Beckmanns divorce by mutual
agreement: Minna continues to enjoy great
success as a singer. On 1September Beckmann
marries Quappi, his junior by twenty years, who
has declined an offer from the opera in Dresden.
For their honeymoon they travel to Rome,
Naples and Viareggio.Backin Frankfurt they live
in the Hotel Monopol-Metropol across from the
central train station, while Beckmann maintains
his studio flat in 3 SchweizerStrasse. He is
appointed to teach a master class at the Stadel
Art School.
Beckmann signs a three-year contract with
Neumann: in return for an annual guaranteed
income of DM10,000, Beckmann grants
Neumann sole sales rights to his paintings.
Neumann organises an exhibition in NewYorkin
1926 1926but no sales result. At this time Beckmann
has regular solo exhibitions throughout
Germany and his work is constantly included
in national and international group shows, for
example, at the VeniceBiennale,or in Bern,
Paris and NewYork.
The Beckmanns move to an apartment at
7/11Steinhausenstrasse on the Sachsenhauser
Berg.They spend the summer months of 1926in
Spotorno on the Italian Rivieraand the following
summer in Rimini. Beckmann frequently visits
the circus and cabarets. His brother Richard dies.
1927
In 1927Beckmann writes an article for the
EuropaischeRevue,a respected organ for the
discussion of the European question published
by Prince KarlAnton von Rohan. Despite the
editor's right-wing position, the journal presents
1925
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a wide variety of views. Beckmann's first
submission is entitled 'The SocialStance of the
Artist by the BlackTightrope Walker',but it is
not published, probably because of its ironic
tone. His second response, 'The Artist in the
State', is more serious in approach:
The artist in the contemporary sense is the
conscious shaper of the transcendent idea.
He is at one and the same time the shaper and
the vessel. His activity is of vital significance
to the state, since it is he who establishes the
boundaries of a new culture ...The concept
of a state must first be derived from this
transcendent idea, and the contemporary
artist is the true creator of a world that did
not exist before he gave shape to it. Selfreliance is the new idea that the artist, and
with him, humanity, must grasp and shape.
Autonomy in the face of eternity. The goal
must be the resolution of the mystic riddle
of balance, the final deification of man ...Only
then will we become the conscious masters
of eternity - free from time and space'
(Buenger1997,pp.287-290).
In the same year Beckmann receives
the Honorary Empire Prize of German Art
(Reichsehrenpreis Deutscher Kunst) and the
Gold Medal of the City of Diisseldorf.Berlin's
National Gallery displays TheBark (no.52).This
is the first painting by Beckmann to enter its
collection, having been donated by art patrons:
in the following year the museum also purchases
1928 Self-Portraitin Tuxedo(no.88).In 1928the

Mannheim Kunsthalle organises a large
retrospective of Beckmann's work that includes
106 paintings and works on paper. Rudolf Baron
von Simolin starts his significant Beckmann
collection with the purchase of two paintings.
Beckmann spends several weeks in
Scheveningen and travels with Quappi to St
Moritz for the NewYear,where they go skiing.
1929 During the summer of 1929they holiday in
Viareggio.Beckmann also rents a studio in
Paris where he spends most of the winters until
1932,returning to Frankfurt only for monthly
critiques with his students. From Paris he will
occasionally travel to southern France over
the next years.
Beckmann receives the title of 'Professor' and
an Honorary Prize from the City of Frankfurt.
1930 In 1930 his teaching contract is extended up to
1935and the Stadelsche Kunst Institut displays
thirteen of Beckmann's paintings as part of their
collection, for a while in a room of their own.
During a visit to Paris Neumann introduces
Beckmann to Alfred H. Barr,Jr,Director of The
Museum of Modern Art in NewYork,who will
include six of Beckmann's paintings in a group
show during 1931.Heinrich Simon completes
the monograph Max Beckmann, published by
Klinkhardt & Biermann in Berlin and Leipzig.
Beckmann is eager to exhibit in Paris and
competes with his French rivals, especially
Picasso,but is very critical of their art. He writes
to Neumann:
Youare the person ...to pass on to humanity
the idea which I realise. - Tobring them back
flg-39
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from their mechanical slavery to something
that is alive and human in the beautiful sense
- in contrast to the Rosenberg-Picassowave,
which makes the world sterile ...
The clique around Rosenberg is in shivering
fear of the first real strike, which threatens
their whole edifice.Because it is hollow.
(13October and 4 December 1930,in Klaus
Gallwitz,UweM.Schneede,Stephan von Weise
(eds.),Max Beckmanri:Briefe, vol.2:1925-1937
(edited by Stehan von Wiese),Munich and
Zurich,1994,pp.175,185).
1931

In 1931the Galerie de la Renaissance in
Paris organises a Beckmann show with thirtysix paintings and the Musee du Jeu de Paume
acquires the work ForestLandscape with
Woodcutters1927(G273).
The National Socialistand Fascist press
increasingly attack Beckmann'swork and
particularly criticise his show in Paris; they had
also disapproved of the Beckmann paintings
selected for the 1930 Biennale in Venice.
Beckmann's prolonged absence from the
Stadel Art School causes a quarrel with the
director, Wichert.Beckmann gives notice,
but colleagues persuade him to stay.
1932
In 1932LudwigJusti, Director of the National
Gallery in Berlin,establishes a permanent
display with ten paintings by Beckmann in
the Kronprinzenpalais. Beckmann starts work
on his triptych Departure, which he will
complete in 1935(no.6o).
The growing political and economic crisis
forces Beckmann to give up his apartment
fig.41
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and studio in Paris. Attackson his work by
the National Socialists are increasing and are
also directed at many of Beckmann's friends
in Frankfurt.
EXILE IN BERLIN

1933 The Beckmanns move to 27Hohenzollernstrasse
(later renamed 3 Graf-Spee-Strasse)in Berlin,
in January,just days before Hitler seizes power
on the 30th. In March, Wichert is discharged
as Director of the Stadel Art School:a few days
later Beckmann, along with other colleagues,
also receives his notice, effective from 15April.
The paintings in the Beckmann room at the
Berlin National Gallery are replaced with less
controversial landscapes and still lifes after
Justi is suspended from his directorship.
In the spring, an exhibition of Beckmann's
work goes ahead in the Hamburger Kunstverein,
but a show planned for Erfurt is cancelled.
1934
During the summers of 1933and 1934
Beckmann works in the former studio of his
father-in-law in Ohlstadt. He works on Man in
the Dark (no.90), his first sculpture, which will
be followed by a second piece, a self-portrait,
two years later (no.97).
Only a single article is published to
celebrate Beckmann's fiftieth birthday in 1934;
the art historian Erhard Gopel, having met
Beckmann in Paris the previous year, writes
a piece for the local newspaper in Leipzig.
Beckmann has no solo exhibitions and is
1935 only represented in group shows in the
United States. In 1935a few Beckmann works
are included in exhibitions at the Berlin
fig-43
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Secession and at the Munich Pinakothek.
In Berlin Beckmann makes the acquaintance
of the book and art dealer KarlBuchholz,
and Curt Valentin,who manages Buchholz's
gallery on the upper level of the bookshop.
He frequently meets up with Stephan Lackner
who had become interested in Beckmann's work,
and had already bought one of his paintings.
1936
In 1936Beckmann has his last solo
exhibition in Germany until 1946,in the gallery
of Hildebrand Gurlitt in Hamburg. Shortly
afterwards, art criticism is banned in Germany.
Beckmann travels to Paris to discuss with
Lacknerand Lackner'sfather, who lives in Paris,
the possibility of emigrating to the United States.
1937
In 1937more than five hundred works by
Beckmann are confiscated from German
museums, among them twenty-eight paintings.
The exhibition Degenerate Art is staged in
Munich: among over six hundred and fifty
works on show are about ten paintings and
ten prints by Beckmann.The exhibition attracts
more than two million visitors before travelling
to various cities in Germany. Beckmann listens
on the radio to Hitler's opening speech in the
Haus der Deutschen Kunst in Munich: the next
day the Beckmanns leave Germany.
EXILE IN AMSTERDAM

The Beckamanns move to Amsterdam, where
Quappi's sister is married to an organist.
In Amsterdam the art historian Hans Jaffe,
who knows Beckmann from Berlin,arranges
for an apartment and studio in an old tobacco
warehouse at Rokin 85.The wife of the janitor
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of their Berlin home packs and sends the
Beckmanns' belongings on to them, including
works of art.
Beckmann travels to Paris, where he meets
some of his supporters and collectors. Lackner,
who had moved to Paris, buys several of
Beckmann's paintings, among them the
1938 triptych Temptation (G439).From 1938he
supports Beckmann financially,by paying him
a monthly fee in exchange for two paintings.
He also initiates a solo exhibition of Beckmann's
work in Bern,which travels to Winterthur,
Zurich and Basel.
Valentin,who had emigrated to NewYork,
organises an exhibition at the American branch
of the Buchholz Gallery,which travels to other
American cities. Buchholz and later Giinther
Franke are able to buy some of Beckmann's
confiscated works,which are being sold by the
German government with the condition that
they are neither exhibited publicly nor sold in
Germany. Some works enter private collections
and others are sent to Valentin in NewYork.
In London the Exhibitionof Twentieth
Century German Art,which is conceived in
reaction to the Degenerate Art exhibition ,
is presented at the New Burlington Galleries.
Herbert Read,the eminent English poet and
art critic, is the chairman for the exhibition,
which includes six paintings and a print
by Beckmann. Lacknerwrites an essay on
Beckmann'swork specificallyfor this exhibition
and at the opening Beckmann delivers his
famous speech 'On My Painting', which
includes the following words:

Before I begin to give you an explanation,
an explanation that it is nearly impossible
to give, I would like to emphasize that I have
never been politically active in any way.I have
tried only to realize my conception of the
world as intensely as possible ...My aim is
always to get hold of the magic of reality and
to transfer this reality into painting - to make
the invisible visible through reality ...In my
opinion all important things in art since Ur
of the Chaldees, since TellHalaf and Crete
have always originated form the deepest
feeling about the mystery of Being.Selfrealization is the urge of all objective spirits.
It is this self that I am searching in my life
and in my art ...The greatest danger that
threatens humanity is collectivism.
Everywhereattempts are being made to
lower the happiness and the way of living
of mankind to the level of termites. I am
against these attempts with all the strength
of my being ...I am immersed in the
phenomenon of the Individual, the
so-called whole Individual, and I try in every
way to explain and present it. What are you?
What am I? Those are the questions that
constantly persecute and torment me and
perhaps also play some part in my art.
(Buenger 1997,pp.302-6)
Whilst in London he visits the Tate Gallery and is
particularly impressed by the work of William
Blake.
In addition to his flat in Amsterdam,
Beckmann rents a furnished apartment in
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Paris, from where he travels to the South of
1939 France and Geneva.In 1939he travels to Cap
Martin on the Cote d'Azur,which inspires many
of his landscape paintings over the following
years. He considers settling permanently in
Paris, but after returning to Amsterdam the
threat of war hinders his plan.
A large number of artworks that had been
confiscated from German museums are
destroyed in a fire that is orchestrated in the
courtyard of the Berlin Fire Department. Other
'degenerate works' are auctioned in Lucerne,
where three paintings by Beckmann are sold.
At the Golden Gate International Exhibition
of Contemporary Art in San Francisco,
Beckmann is awarded the first prize for his
triptych Temptation.
On 1September Nazi troops invade Poland:
two days later Great Britain, France,Australia and
New Zealand declare war on Germany. German
1940 troops invade Holland in May 1940 and in fear
Beckmann burns the diaries he has kept since
1925,but continues to write new ones.
Beckmann's dealers and friends in the
United States have been trying to find a teaching
position for him at an American university
to enable him to emigrate. He is asked to
teach a summer course at the art school
of the Art Institute of Chicago,but the US
Consul in The Hague refuses him a visa.
Gopel,who works for the German army and
is responsible for the protection of art works
in Holland, is able to offer the Beckmanns
some protection during the next difficult years.
1941 During 1941all correspondence with friends
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in the United States is interrupted.
Beckmann's son Peter infrequently visits
Amsterdam and over the next few years
manages to bring back paintings to Germany.
Franke also returns with rolled-up canvases from
his visits to Amsterdam. Beckmann receives
a commission from Georg Hartmann, owner
of a foundry in Frankfurt, to illustrate biblical
scenes from the Apocalypse;he creates twentyseven lithographs which will be privately
published in 1943(see nos.112-28).
The Beckmanns can only travel within
Holland, but are able to take trips to the coast.
In The Hague they visit UseLeembruggen, an
aunt of Marie-Louisevon Motesiczky,who starts
to collect Beckmann's works.In Amsterdam
Beckmann is in regular contact with the German
painters Friedrich Vordemberge-Gildewartand
Herbert Fiedler and with the writer Wolfgang
1942 Frommel. During 1942he receivesrare visits
from Piper, Buchholz,and Lillyvon Schnitzler,
who buys two paintings. The Museum of
Modern Art in NewYorkacquires his triptych
Departure (no.6o).
Beckmann is ordered to be examined for
military service, but is declared to be unfit, a
scenario that will be repeated in two years time.
Helmut Ltitjens (who manages the
Amsterdam branch of Paul Cassirer & Co.)and
his family become good friends with the
1943 Beckmanns.In 1943he hides a large number of
Beckmann's paintings in his house to save them
from possible confiscation by German occupying
troops. Theo Garve,one of Beckmann's students
from Frankfurt, visits his former teacher and

acquires a picture. Franke buys the Perseus
triptych during one of his visits to Amsterdam
(no.105).Hartmann commissions another
portfolio, this time for Goethe's Faust, Part II,
for which Beckmann creates 143pen drawings,
which he completes in February of 1944.
1944
In 1944Beckmann becomes ill with
pneumonia; he suffers from insomnia and a
weak heart. He celebrates his sixtieth birthday.
The pianist WillyHahn, who performs for
German soldiers in Holland, meets Beckmann
and buys three of his paintings.
In June the AlliedForcesland in Normandy,
and fighting in Amsterdam is anticipated.
German troops leave Holland and all of
Beckmann's contact with German friends
and family is broken. During the summer
the Beckmanns take day trips to Overveen
and Haarlem.
1945
In 1945the AlliedForcesmarch into
Amsterdam, then into Germany, and the war
ends on 4 May.Minna Beckmann-Tube,who
leaves Berlin shortly before the end of the war,
must leave all her Beckmann paintings in
Hermsdorf, but will get back the majority of
them in 1950.Beckmann's paintings in Franke's
collection also survive the war undamaged.
As a German, Beckmann is under surveillance
and is afraid of deportation from Holland. He can
again take up correspondence with his American
friends, who send care packages with food and
painting supplies. He also takes English lessons.
The StedeljikMuseum in Amsterdam
acquires the Double-Portraitof Max Beckmann
and Quappi (no.108)and in the autumn exhibits

1946 fourteen of his paintings. In 1946Curt Valentin
organises Beckmann's first postwar exhibition
in NewYorkwith roughly thirty works,half of
which are paintings. The exhibition is very
positively received and almost all of the works
are sold. Franke's exhibition in his Munich
gallery is the first public showing of Beckmann's
work in Germany since 1936.Beckmann is
offered a teaching position in Munich and then
in Darmstadt, but declines, as he will do with
all other offers from German universities, for
example from Berlin in the following year and
later from Hamburg.
In August he is classified as 'Non-Enemy'and
can
officiallystay in Amsterdam. In 1947the
1947
Beckmanns take their first journey since the
beginning of the war outside Holland, to Nice
with a brief stop in Paris.
The Indiana University in Bloomington
offers Beckmann a teaching position, as does
the Washington University Art School in St Louis.
He accepts the offer from St Louis,even though
it is a limited contract covering for the absence
of the painter Philip Guston. Perry Rathbone,
Director of the City Art Museum in St Louis,visits
Beckmann in Amsterdam to select pictures for
an exhibition to be opened in the following year.
The Stadel Art Institute displays a large
exhibition of Beckmann'swork,with sixty-five
paintings and works on paper. For this occasion
Beckmann plans to visit Germany for two weeks,
but changes his mind. Beforetheir departure
to the United States, the Beckmanns meet
frequently with their friends in Amsterdam,
especially with the Lutjens.
fig.46
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YEARS IN AMERICA

The Beckmanns leave Europe from Rotterdam
on The Westerdamon 29 August 1947.After
a ten-day stay in NewYork,where they visit
old friends who had emigrated from
Frankfurt and Berlin,they arrive in St Louis
on 17September and in October move to 6916
Millbrook Boulevard.
Beckmann's inaugural address to his
students is read in English by Quappi:
I hope that you won't expect me to instil
in your minds at once - like a mighty
magician - the spirit of fiery genius. In my
opinion you ought to learn very much, in
order to forget most of it later on. That means
that I wish you to discover your own selves,
and to that end many ways and many
detours are necessary ...Please do remember
this maxim, the most important I can give
you. If you want to reproduce an object,
two elements are required: first, the
identification with the object must be
perfect; and second, it should contain,
in addition, something quite different.
This second element is difficult to explain.
Almost as difficult as to discover one's
self. In fact, it is just this element of your
own self that we are all in search of
(Buenger1997,p.310).

I-

Despite the language barrier - Quappi always
acts as interpreter - Beckmann makes good
friendships with his students, in particular with
Walter Barker and Warren Brandt. He can work
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in a studio that is provided on campus. He sits
on the jury of the Seventh Annual Museum
Exhibition in St Louis and, to the surprise of
some critics, votes for the inclusion of abstract
and Surrealist works.In November Beckmann
travels to New Yorkfor an opening of his
exhibition at the Buchholz Gallery.
1948
In 1948 Beckmann writes the lecture 'Letters
to a Woman Painter' for a presentation at the
Stephens Collegein Columbia.The 'Letters' are
translated by Rathbone and Quappi; the latter
also reads them to the audience:
For the visible world in combination with our
inner selves provides the realm where we may
seek infinitely for the individuality of our own
souls. In the best art this search has always
existed. It has been, strictly speaking, a search
for something abstract. And today it remains
urgently necessary to express even more
strongly one's own individuality ...Art, love
and passion are very closely related because
everything revolves more or less around
knowledge and the enjoyment of beauty in
one form or another ...The impression nature
makes upon you in its every form must
always become an expression of your own joy
or grief, and consequently in your formation
of it, it must contain that transformation that
only then makes art a real abstraction ...We
are all tightrope walkers.With them it is the
same as with artists, and so with all humanity.
As the Chinese philosopher Lao-tsesays,we
have 'the desire to achieve balance, and to
keep it' (Buenger 1997,pp.313—
17).
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Various other American universities invite the
Beckmanns to present the 'Letters to a Woman
Painter', which gives them the opportunity
to travel throughout the United States. Georg
Swarzenski,who is art professor in Boston, for
example, invites them for a presentation.
Rathbone opens the largest Beckmann show
in the United States to date, which travels from
St Louis to other American cities. The exhibition
catalogue is the first thorough introduction
to Beckmann's work in the English language.
The University in St Louis extends Beckmann's
contract for another year.
The Beckmanns return to Amsterdam for
the summer to change their visa status and to
move their belongings. They give up their flat
in Amsterdam and return to St Louisvia New
York.They apply for American citizenship.
In St Louis Beckmann befriends the painter
and teacher Fred Conway,as well as his
colleagues Werner Drewesand Kenneth Hudson.
He gets to know the publisher and collector
Joseph Pulitzer, Jr,the art historian Horst Jansen,
and the anthropologist Jules Henry, whose wife
Zunia is a pianist and is frequently joined by
Quappi playing the violin.
1949
The Beckmanns spend NewYearin New
York.He meets the Mexican painter Rufino
Tamayo,who teaches at the BrooklynMuseum
Art School.On Tamayo'ssuggestion August
Peck,the School'sDirector, offers Beckmann
a teaching position. Despite the fact that the
Washington University Art School in St Louis
extends Beckmann's contract to September
1950,when Guston plans to return, Beckmann

accepts Peck'soffer for September 1949.
The Beckmanns travel with the Rathbones
to Minneapolis for the opening of Beckman's
touring exhibition. Beckmann receives the
first prize for his work Fisherwomen (G777)in
the exhibition Painting in the United States
organised by the Carnegie Institute in
Pittsburgh. Morton May,a businessman and
art patron in St Louis,commissions his portrait
and starts to collect works by Beckmann and
the German Expressionists. A monograph on
Beckmann written by Reifenberg and
Hausenstein is published by Piper in Munich.
In June Beckmann teaches a summer course
in Boulder,Colorado,before leaving St Louis for
NewYork,where he and Quappi live near
Gramercy Park, at 234East 19th Street. He starts
teaching at the BrooklynMuseum Art School,
1950 where, in 1950,his contract is extended for
another six years. The Beckmanns move into
a new apartment at 38 West 69th Street.
At the 1950 Biennale in VeniceBeckmann
is represented with fourteen paintings in the
German Pavillion and receives the Conte-VolpiPrize.He receives an honorary doctorate from
Washington University in St Louis and gives
a speech during commencement week:
Friends have asked me to say something
about art during this reunion. Should one
embark again on the discussion of this old
theme, which never arrives at a satisfactory
conclusion because everyone can speak only
for himself? Particularly the artist who, after
all, can never escape his calling. Isn't it much

nicer to go for a walk ...?...But above all you
should love, love, and love! Do not forget
that every man, every tree, and every flower
is an individual worth thorough study and
portrayal ...Art resolves through form the
many paradoxes of life, and sometimes
permits us to glimpse behind the dark
curtain that hides those unknown spaces
where one day we shall be unified (Buenger
1997-pp.319-20).
From St Louis the Beckmanns travel to
California,where they visit Carmel and San
Francisco,and take a trip to Reno in West
Nevada.During the summer Beckmann teaches
at the Mills Collegein Oakland at the invitation
of Alfred Neumeyer. Backin NewYorkhe
continues teaching at the BrooklynMuseum
Art School,and additionally at the private
American Art School.
Hanns Swarzenski,Stephan Lacknerand
Ernst Holzinger, Director of the Stadel Art
School in Frankfurt, visit Beckmann in NewYork.
Holzinger tries to convince Beckmann to return
as a teacher or visiting artist to the Stadelsches
Art Institute in Frankfurt.
Beckmann works on his triptych Argonauts
(no.163),which he completes on 26 December
1950.A day later he leaves his apartment to
walk through Central Park to see the exhibition
American Painting Todayat the Metropolitan
Museum, which includes his Self-Portraitin
BlueJacket (no.164).At the corner of 61st Street
and Central Park West he collapses and dies
of a heart attack.

flg-49
Max Beckmann
(2nd left) when
awarded the title
of Doctor Honoris
Causa by the
Washington
University, Saint
Louis, 6 June 1950
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich
fig.50
Beckmann in front
of Falling Man
(no.160) in his New
York apartment
1950
Max Beckmann
Archive, Munich
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Staatsgemaldesammlungen, Munich,
Pinakothek der
Moderne. Donation
Giinther Franke
G256
no.63 on p. 115
Self -Portrait with White

4)

Hat 1926
Selbstbildnis mit
weifier Miitze
100 x 71
(39 3/8 x 28)
Anonymous
G262
no.75 on p.128
Female Nude with Dog
1927
Weiblicher Akt mit
Hund
67x47
(26 3/8 X 18 'A)
Museum Wiesbaden
G268
no.64 on p.116
The Harbour

4
A)

Man und Frau (Adam
und Eva)
175 x 120

Courtesy of the Fogg
Art Museum, Harvard

Museum,

(68 7/s x 47 >A)
Private collection

(53 3/s X 39 5/s)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest of
Morton D. May

G363
no.82 on p.138

G470
no.95 on p.174

Reclining Nude 1929
Liegender Akt
83.4 x 119
(32 7/8 X 46 7/8)
The Art Institute of
Chicago. Joseph
Winterbothom
Collection
G308
no.77 on p.130

Large Quarry in Upper
Bavaria 1934
Grosser Steinbruch in
Oberbayern
86 x 118.5
(337/8x465/8)
Private collection,
Courtesy Richard L.
Feigen & Co., New York

Birth 1937
Geburt
121 x 176.5
(47 5/8x69 'A)
Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Nationalgalerie
G478
no.99 on p.183

Dream of Monte Carlo
1940-3
Traum von Monte Carlo
160 x 200
(63 x 78 3/4)
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart

Self-Portrait

with Horn

G633
no.151 on pp.238-9

Marine (Cote dAzur)

G392
no.96 on p.176

1938
Selbstbildnis
110 x 101

mit Horn

Duisburg

G307
no.67 on p. 120

University Art
Museums. Gift of Mr
and Mrs Joseph
Pulitzer, Jr
G277
no.86 on p. 147
1928

136 x 58
(53 '/2 X 22 7/8)
Kunsthalle Hamburg
G289
no.65 on p.117
Scheveningen, Five a.m.
1928
Scheveningen, ftinf Uhr
friih
56.9 x 63
(22 3/8 X 24 3/4)
Bayerische
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, Munich,
Pinakothek der
Moderne. Donation
Giinther Franke
G293
no.69 on p.122

1930
Marine (Cote dAzur)
90 x 60
(35 3/8 X 23 5/s)
Private collection,
Courtesy Galerie
Kornfeld, Bern
G318
no.81 on p.136

Bathing Cabin (Green)

Self-Portrait with
Saxophone
1930
Selbstbildnis mit
Saxophon
140 x 69.5
(55 '/sx 27 3/8)
Kunsthalle Bremen

1928
Badekabine

G320
no.73 on p.126

(griin)

70.2 x 85.7
(275/8 x 33 3/4)

36.5 x 24
(14 3/8 x 9 V2)
Private collection,
Courtesy Richards L.
Feigen & Co., New York

lungen, Munich,
Pinakothek der
Moderne, Donation
Giinther Franke
G297
no.70 on p.123

G332
no.83 on p.139

of Genoa

Morton D. May
G269
no.54on pp.88-9

G299
no.68 on p.121

im

(55 'A x 37 3
Courtesy of the BuschReisinger Museum,
Harvard University Art
Museums, Association
Fund
G274
no.88 on p.156

The Bath

1928

1930

Luftakrobaten
215 x 100
(84 5/s x 39 3/s)
Von der Heydt-Museum

Das Bad
174 x 120
(68 'A x 47 'A)
The Saint Louis Art

Wuppertal

Museum. Bequest of
Morton D. May
G334
no.74 on p.127

Still Life with Fallen
Candles 1929
Stilleben mit
umgestiirzten
Kerzen
55-9 x 62.9
(22 x 243/4)
The Detroit Institute
Arts. City of Detroit
Purchase
G302
no.72 on p. 125

Parisian Society
1931, 1947
Gesellschaft
110 x 176
of

Journey on the Fish
1934
Reise auf dem Fisch
134.5 x 115-5
(53 x 45 'A)
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart
G403
no.8o on p.135
Departure
1932,1933-5
Abfahrt
Side panels:
215.3 x 99-7
(84 3/4 x 39 '/
Central panel:
215.3 x 115.2
(843/4x453/8)
The Museum

Artists by the Sea 1930
Kiinstler am Meer

Bayerische
Staatsgemaldesamm-

Aerial Acrobats

1927
Selbstbildnis
Smoking
141 x 96

In the Circus Wagon
1940
Im Aristenwagen
86.5 x 118.5

213 X IOO
(837/8x393/8)
Wilhelm-Lehmbruck-

1927
Der Hafen von Genua
90.5 x 169.5
(35 5/8 x 66 3/4)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest of

Self -Portrait in Tuxedo

The King 1933,1937
Der Konig
135.5 x 100.5

Football Players
Fuftballspieler

Gypsy Woman
Zigeunerin

1929

Man and Woman
(Adam and Eve) 1932

Portrait ofN.M. Zeretelli
1927
Bildnis N.M. Zeretelli
140 x 96
(55 '/sx 37 3/4)

1925,

Paris

(43 >/ x 69 'A)
Guggenheim Museum,
New York
G346
no.91 on p. 162

(43 '/4 x 39 3/4)
Neue Galerie, New York
G489
no.150 on p.237
Death 1938
Tod
121 x 176.5
(47 5/s x 69 'A)
Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Nationalgalerie
G497
no.98 on pp.180-1
Hell of the Birds

of

1938

Holle der Vogel
120 x 160.5

Modern Art, New York.
Given anonymously
(by
exchange), 1942
G412
no.6o on pp.106-7

(47 'A x 63 'A)
Richard L. Feigen, New
York
G506
no.101 on pp.188-9

The Organ-Grinder

Seascape with Agaves
and an Old Castle 1939
Meerlandschaft
mit
Agaven und altem

1935
Der Leiermann
150 x 120.5
(59 x 47 'A)
Museum Ludwig,
Cologne
G414
no. 94 on p.170
Family Portrait of
Heinrich George 1935
Familienbild Heinrich
George
215 x 100
(84 5/8 X 39 3/s)
Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Nationalgalerie
G416
no.92 on p.165
Self-Portrait
1937
Selbstbildnis

in Tails
im Frack

192.5 x 89
(753/4x35)
The Art Institute of
Chicago. Gift of Lotta
Hess Ackerman and
Philip E. Ringer
G459
no.93 on p.169

Schloss
60 x 90.5
(235/8x355/8)
Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Nationalgalerie
G534
no.102 on p.190
Acrobat on a Trapeze
1940
Akrobat auf der
Schaukel
146 x 90
(57 'Ax 35 3/s)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest of
Morton D. May
G547
no.ioo

on p.184

(34 x 46 s/s)
Stadtische Galerie im
Stadelschen
Kunstinstitut,
Frankfurt
am Main
G552
no.106 on p.198

Double-Portrait Max
Beckmann and Quappi
1941
Doppelbildnis Max
Beckmann und Quappi
194 x 89
(763/8x35)
Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam
G564
no.108 on p.202
Perseus 1940-1
Perseus
Side panels:
150.5 x 56
(59 'A x 22)
Central panel:
150.5 x 110.5
(59 'A x 43 'A)
Museum Folkwang,
Essen
G570
no.105 on pp.194-5
Actors 1941-2
Schauspieler
Side panels:
200 x 85
(783/4x33-/2)
Central panel:
200 x 150
(783/4x59)
Courtesy of the Fogg
Art Museum, Harvard
University Art
Museums
G604
no.107 on pp.200-1
Female Head in Blue
and Grey 1942
Weiblicher Kopf in Blau
und Grau
60x30
(23 5/8 x 113/4)
Private collection
G606
no.158 on p.247
Soldier's Dream 1942
Traum des Soldaten
90 x 145
(35 3/8x57 'A)
Private collection,
Courtesy Richard L.
Feigen & Co., New York
G616
no.103 on p.192
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The Artists with
Vegetables 1943
Les Artistes mit
Gemiise
150 x 115.5
(59 x 45 'A)
Washington University
Gallery of Art, St Louis.
University purchase,
Kende Sale Fund, 1946
G626
no.109 on p.204
Half-nude Clown 1944
Halbakt-Clown
60 x 90.5
(235/8X35 5/s)
Sprengel Museum
Hannover
G658
no.152on p.240
Prunier 1944
Prunier
100.3 x 76.8
(39 V*x 30 >/
Tate, London.
Purchased 1979
G667
no.153on p.240
Quappi in Blue and
Grey 1944
Quappi in Blau und
Grau
98.5 x 76.5
(38 3/4 x 30 Vs)
Museum Kunst Palast,
Diisseldorf
G673
no.104 on p.193
Portrait of Family
Liitjens 1944
Familienbild Liitjens
179.5x 85
(70 5/8x 33 'A)
Private collection
G683
no.110on p.206
Still Life with Three
Skulls 1945
Totenkopfstilleben
55-2x 89.5
(213/4x 35 >/
Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston. Gift of Mrs
Culver Orswell
G694
no.154on p.242
Air Balloon with
Windmill 1947
Luftballon mit
Windmuhle
138 x 128
(543/8x503/8)
Portland Art Museum,
Oregon. Helen
Thurston Ayer Fund
G749
no.155on p.243
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Quappi in Grey 1948
Bildnis Quappi in Grau
108.5 x 79
(42 3/4x 31)
Anonymous
G761
no.157on p.246
Masquerade 1948
Maskerade
164.6 x 88.2
(643/4x343/4)

G765
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Gift of
Mr and Mrs Joseph
Pulitzer )r
no.161on p.254
Cabins 1948
Cabins
139.5x 190
(547/8x743/4)

G770
Kunstsammlung
Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Diisseldorf
no.156 on pp.244-5
The Beginning 1946-9
Der Anfang
Side panels:
165 x 85 (65 x 33 'A)
Central panel:
175x 150 (69 x 59)
The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New
York.Bequest of Miss
Adelaide Milton de
Groot, 1967
G789
no.84 on pp.140-1
Falling Man 1950
Absttirzender
142 x 89
(557 x 35)
National Gallery of Art,
Washington DC.Gift of
Mrs Max Beckmann
G809
no.160 on p.251
Self-Portrait in Blue
lacket 1950
Selstbildnis in blauer
(acke
139 x 91.5
(543/4x36)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest of
Morton D. May
G816
no.164 on p.259
Woman with Mandolin
in Yellowand Red 1950
Frau mit Mandoline in
Gelb und Rot
92 x 140
(36 'A x 55 Vs)
Bayerische
Staatsgemaldesammlungen, Munich,
Pinakothek der
Moderne
G818
no.159 on pp.248-9

Carnival Mask, Green
Violetand Pink
(Columbine) 1950
Fastnacht-Maske grtin
violette und rosa
(Columbine)
135.5x 100.5
(533/8x395/8)
The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Bequest of
Morton D. May
G821
no.162 on p.255
The Argonauts
1949-50
Argonauten
Side panels:
189 x 84
(743/8x331/8)
Central panel:
203 x 122
(79 7/s x 48)
National Gallery of Art,
Washington DC.Gift of
Mrs Max Beckmann
G832
no.163 on pp.256-7

Sculptures
All works are in bronze
Man in the Dark 1934
Mann im Dunkeln
58 x 40 x 40
(227/8x153/4x153/4)
Sprengel Museum
Hannover
no.90 on p.161
Female Dancer c.1935
Die Tanzerin
17.5x 70 x 25
(6 7/8x 27 s/s x 9 7/s)
Galerie Pels-Leusden,
Berlin
no.79 on p.133
Crouching Woman
1935
Kriechende Frau
(not cast before 1962)
17.8x 22.9 x 50.8
(7 x 9 x 20)
Private collection,
Courtesy Richard L.
Feigen and Co.,New
York
no.78 on p.131
Self-Portrait 1936
Selbstbildnis
36.8 x 28.6 x 33
(14'A x 11'/ x 13)
The Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
Gift of Curt Valentin,
1951
no.97 on p.177

Adam and Eve 1937
Adam und Eva
85.1x 38.1x 30.5
(33'A x 15x 12)
Private collection,
Courtesy Richard L.
Feigen & Co.,New York
no.76 on p.129

Watercolours
and Drawings
All works are on paper
Five sketches for
The Night
Die Nacht
Museum Kunst Palast,
Sammlung der
Kunstakademie,
Diisseldorf
- 1917
Pencil
16.5x 19.7
(6 'A x 7 3/4)
VW366
no.26 on p.55
- 1917
Pencil
20 x 21.6
(77 x 8 'A)
VW367
no.28 on p.55
- 1918
India ink
16.1x 21
(6 3/8 x 8 'A)

VW391
no.27 on p.55
- 1918
Blue ink
18.8 x 23.8
(7 'A x 9 3/s)
VW392
no.24 on p.54
- 1918
Black ink
21.5x 29.5
(8 'A x 115/s)
VW394
no.25 on p.54

Portrait ofFridel
Battenberg with her
Head in her Hands
1916
Bildnis Fridel
Battenberg, mit auf
beide Hande
gestiistztem Kopf
Pencil
30.8 x 23.5
(12Vs x 9 'A)
Stadtische Galerie im
Stadelschen
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt
am Main
VW339
no.15on p.45

Garden Viewfrom the
Window 1916
Blick aus dem Fenster
auf einen Garten
Pencil
24 x 31.8
(9 A x 12>A)
Stadtische Galerie im
Stadelschen
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt
am Main
VW363
no.45 on p.78
Self-Portrait 1917
Selbstbildnis
Pen and black ink
31.7x 24.3
(12'A x 9 'A)
The Art Institute of
Chicago. Gift of Mr and
Mrs Allan Frumkin
VW368
no.17on p.47
Sketchfor 'The Street'
1919
Skizze zu 'Die Strafte'
Black chalk
85.5 x 61
(333/4x 24)
The British Museum,
London
VW411
no.23 on p.53
Study of Houses for 'The
Nizza in Frankfurt am
Main' 1921
Hauserstudie zu 'Das
Nizza in Frankfurt am
Main'
Pencil
37.8 x 37.2
(147/s x 145/s)
Graphische Sammlung
im Stadelschen
Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt
am Main
VW472
no.42 on p.74
Mirror on an Easel 1926
Spiegel auf einer
Staffelei
Charcoal and crayon
50.2 x 64.9
(193/4x 25 'A)
The Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
Gift of Sanford
Schwartz in memory of
Irving Drutman
no.145on p.231
YoungBoy with a
Lobster 1926
lunge mit Hummer
Charcoal with
whitening
64 x 48
(25V x 187/s)
Karin and Riidiger
Volhard
no.56 on p.92

Rimini 1927
Rimini
Pastel
48.5 x 64
(19Vs x 25 y
Private collection
no.55 on p.91
Figure Skating 1928
Eiskunstlauf
Pastel
80 x 72
(31'A x 28 3/s)
Private collection
no.149 on p.235
Newspaper Seller 1928
Zeitungsverkauferin
Black chalk
63.5 x 48.5
(25 x 19 Vs)
Private collection
no.57 on p.93
The Night 1928
Die Nacht
Black chalk
65.5 x 187
(253/4x 73 5/s)
Sprengel Museum
Hannover. Gerda and
Theo Garve Foundation,
in memory of
Christoph and his
mother Else Garve
no.66 on pp.118-19
The Murder 1933
Der Mord
Aquarelle over charcoal
50x45
(195/8x173/4)
Karin and Riidiger
Volhard
no.144 on p.230
Self-Portrait (Manon)
1940
Selbstbildnis (Manon)
Ink
20.5 x 17.5
(8 'A x 6 7/s)
Private collection
no.146 on p.231
A Walk(The Dream)
1946
Spaziergang (Der
Traum)
Ink 32 x 26.5
(125/s x 10 3/s)
Private collection
no.147on p.232
Early Humans 1946,
1948-9
Friihe Menschen
Gouache, aquarelle and
ink
75 x 64.5
(29 >Ax 25 3/s)
Private collection
no.143on p.229

/s

Young Woman with
Glass 1946-9
Junge Frau mit Glas
Ink, watercolour and
gouache on paper
42.2 x 30.2
(l6 5/8 x 117/s)
Galerie Pels-Leusden,
Zurich
no.148 on p.233

Prints and
Portfolios
All works are on paper

8)4
4

4)

8)

The Grenade 1916
Die Granate
Drypoint
38.6 x 28.9
(15 >/ X 113/g)
The British Museum,
London
H80
no.18 on p.48
Happy New Year 1917
Prosit Neujahr
Plate 17 of portfolio
Faces
Drypoint
23.9 x 30
(9 3/8 x 113/4)
The British Museum,
London
H108
no.19 on p.49

- The Ideologues
Die Ideologen
Plate 5
71.3 x 50.6
(28 1 X 19 7/8)

Resurrection
1918
Auferstehung
Plate 12 of portfolio
Faces
Drypoint
24 x 33.2
(9 3/s x 13 3/g)
The British Museum,

with Balloon

- Malepartus
1919
Malepartus
Plate 7
69 x 42.2
(27 /s x 16 5/g)
H146
no.36 on p.66

Faces
Drypoint
23.3 x 29.5
(9 >/ x 11s/
The British Museum,
London
H134
no.50 on p. 83

Hell 1919
Die Holle
Portfolio of ten transfer
lithographs plus cover
Published by I.B.
Neumann, Berlin 1919
Edition of 75
No.4/75
37.1 x 27
(14 5/8 X IO 5/g)
National Gallery of
Scotland, Edinburgh
H139-49

8

8)

8

4)
4
8)

4)

8)4

Lovers II 1918
Liebespaar II
Plate 5 of portfolio
Faces
Drypoint
21.9 x 25.7
(8 5/8 x 10 '/
The British Museum,
London
H126
no.20 on p.50

- Self-Portrait
Selbstbildnis
Cover
63.4 x 41.8
(25 x 16 >A)

1918
Mainlandschaft
Sheet 6 of portfolio

(28 7/8 x 19 V
H140
no.30 on p.56

Faces
Drypoint
Drypoint on paper
25.1 x 30
(9 7/8 x 113/4)
The British Museum,
London
H128
no.47 on p.8o
TheYawners 1918
Die Gahnenden
Plate 7 of portfolio
Faces
Drypoint
30.8 x 25.5
(12 '/ 8 x 10)
The British Museum,

- The Martyrdom
Das Martyrium
Plate 3
54-5 x 75
(21 '/ 2 x 29 V2)
H142
no.32 on pp.60-1
- Hunger

1919

1919

Self-Portrait
1922
Selbstbildnis
Woodcut on paper
22.2 x 15.4
(8 3/4 x 6 '/s)
Lent to Tate, London, by
the Trustees of the
Marie-Louise von

- The Street 1919
Die Strafte
Plate 2
67.3 x 53.5
(26 'A x 21)
H141
no. 31 on p.59

Motesiczky

- Illus.6
Rev. 4:1-8:
Image size: 27.6 x 21.1
(lO 7/8 x 8 V4)
H335
no.112 on p. 211

H336
no.113 on p. 211
- Illus.8
Rev. 6:2-8:
Image size: 24.9 x 17
(93/4x63/4)
H337
no.114 on p. 212
- Illus.11
Rev. 8:6-13:
Image size:
34.3 x 26.7
(13 'A x 10 'A)
H340
no.115 on p. 212
- Illus.i2
Rev. 9:3-10:
Image size:
32.4 x 27.4
(12 3/ x 10 3/4)
H341
no.116 on p.213

Charitable

Trust 1996
no.16 on p.46

1919

- Illus.i
Frontispiece
Image size: 33.3 x 27.8
(13/8x11)
H330
no.111 on p. 210

Rev. 5:1-7:
Image size:
20.3 x 19.5
(8x73/4)

H147
no.37 on p. 67
- The Last Ones
Die Letzten
Plate 9
75.8 x 46
(29 7/8 x 18 >/
H148
no.38 on p. 68

Main 1943
Numbered edition of 24
Artist's proof
Private collection
nos.111-27 on pp.210-19

- Illus-7

77-5 x 54-5
(30 'A x 21 >A)

H149
no.39 on p.69

- The Way Home 1919
Der Nachhauseweg

Main River Landscape

- The Patriotic Song
1919
Das patriotische Lied
Plate 8

- The Family 1919
Die Familie
Plate 10
76 x 46.5
(29 7/8 x 18 'A)

1919

H139
no.29 on p.56

Plate 1
73.3 x 48,8

- The Night 1919
Die Nacht
Plate 6
55.6 x 70.3
(21 7/8 X 27 5/s)
H145
no.35 on p. 64

Landschaft mit
Luftballon
Sheet 14 of portfolio

Apocalypse
1941-2
Apokalypse
82 page book including
27 handcoloured
lithographs (17
exhibited)
Published by Bauersche
Giefterei, Frankfurt am

H144
no.34 on p.63

London
H132
no.22 on p.52
Landscape
1918

1919

Group Portrait Eden
Bar 1923
Gruppenbildnis
Edenbar
Woodcut
70 x 55.5
(27 V2 X 21 7/8)
Private collection
H277
no.40 on p.71

- Illus.13
Rev. 10:1-8:
Image size: 31.3 x 25.4
(12 3/8 x 10)
H342
no.117 on p.213
- Illus.14
Rev. 11:1-13:
Image size: 31.1 x 27.4
(12 '/ x 10 3/
H343
no.118 on p.214
- Illus.15

London

Der Hunger

H129
no.21 on p. 51

Plate 4
62 x 49.8
(24 3/8 X 19 5/8)

Rev. 12:2-16:
Image size:
31.9 x 26.7
(12 'A x 10 'A)

H143
no.33 on p.62

H344
no.119 on p.214

- Illus.16
Rev. 13:1-14:
Image size:
34.5 x 26.6
(13 5/8 x 10 'A)
H345
no.120 on p.215
- Illus.17
Rev. 14:13-16:
Image size: 27 x 25.6
(13 7/8 x 10 /s)
H346
no.121 on p.216
- Illus.18
Rev. 15:6-8:
Image size: 32.2 x 27.8
(12 3/4 x 11)
H347
no.122 on p.216
- Illus.21
Rev. 17:3-5:
Image size:
34.9 x 23.3
(13 3/ x 9 '/
H350
no.123 on p.217
- Illus.23
Rev. 19:11-19:
Image size: 35.2 x 27
(13 7/8 X 10 5/s)
H352
no.124 on p.217
- Illus.24
Rev. 20:4 and
20:11-12:
Image size: 33.2 x 26.1
(18 / x 10 'A)
H353
no.125 on p.218
- Illus.25
Rev. 21:1-4:
Image size:
33.2 x 26.3
(13 y x 10 3/s)
H354
no.126 on p.219
- Illus.26
Rev. 22:5-8:
Image size: 33.7 x 27
(13/4 x 10 s/
H355
no.127 on p.219

Day and Dream
1946
Portfolio of 15
handcoloured
lithographs
Published by Kurt
Valentin, New York
1946
Edition of 90
N0.29/90
40 x 30
(15 3/ X 117/
Kunsthalle

- Weather-vane
Plate 2
H358
no.129 on p. 220
- Sleeping Athlete
Plate 3
H359
no.130 on p.221
- Tango
Plate 4
H360
no.131 on p.221
- Crawling Woman
Plate 5
H361
no.132 on p.222
- I Don't Want To Eat
my Soup
Plate 6
H362
no.133 on p.222
- Dancing Couple
Plate 7
H363
no.134 on p.223
- King and
Demagogue
(Time-Motion)
Plate 8
H364
no.135 on p.223
- The Buck
Plate 9
H365
no.136 on p.224
- Dream of War
Plate 10
H366
no.137 on p.225
- Morning
Plate 11
H367
no.138 on p.225
- Circus
Plate 12
H368
no.139 on p.226
- Magic Mirror
Plate 13
H369
no.140 on p.226
- The Fall of Man
Plate 14
H370
no.141 on p.227
- Christ and Pilate
Plate 15
H371
no.142 on p.227

Bremen

H357-71
- Self-Portrait
Plate 1
H357
no.128 on p. 220
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PUBLIC COLLECTIONS
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
Offentliche Kunstsammlung Basel,
Kunstmuseum
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Nationalgalerie
Galerie Komfeld, Bern
Kunsthalle Bielefeld
Kunsthalle Bremen
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
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Errata

In this catalogue the titles and dates
attributed to the paintings are based on those
given in the catalogue raisonne of Beckmann's
oils by Erhard Gopel and Barbara Gopel (see
Bibliography). (The German titles used by
Gopel and Gopel appear in the List of Works.)
However, some of the English translations
used are not those by which the works are
currently known. The correct titles are as
follows:
no.g
no.12
no.85
no.101

The Descentfrom the Cross
Family Picture
Self-Portrait with a Cigarette
Birds'Flell

Likewise,dates for the following works
should read:
no.6o
no.95
no.97

Departure 1932-3
The King 1937
Self-Portrait cast 1951

The publishers would like to apologise that
credit lines for the following works have been
cited incorrectly.
no.77
Reclining Nude 1929
The credit line should read:
'The Art Institute of Chicago. Joseph
Winterbotham Collection'
no.83
Artist at the Beach 1930
The credit line should read:
'Richard L.Feigen, New York
no.107 The Actors 1941-2
The credit line should read:
'Courtesy of the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard
University Art Museums. Gift of Lois Orswell
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